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Niger is one of the world’s least developed countries and a low-income food deficit country; its population is 15.8 million and growing at an annual rate of 3.7

percent.  66 percent of the population living on less than one dollar a day, and in 2007 the country ranked 174th out of 177 countries in the United Nations

Development Program’s Human Development Index.

In late 2009 the US-based Famine Early Warning Systems Network highlighted signs of the crisis: a major drop in cereal production and poor pastoral conditions

due to failed rains, and a dangerous combination of poverty and high food prices. And people’s most precious asset, their livestock, have died in large numbers.

Long before the arrival of French influence and control in the area, Niger was an important economic crossroads, and the empires of Songhai, Mali, Gao, Kanem.

Niger, named after its main river, was a traditional transit route from the north to sub-Saharan Africa.

The region came under French rule in the late 19th century and Niger gained independence in 1960.

From 1968, Niger suffered a five-year drought, which devastated livestock and crops.

Three decades of military and one-party rule followed independence, until the end of the Cold War encouraged public pressure for free elections.

http://dlca.logcluster.org/NER/annexes/ner-national-flag.jpg


A democratic government took power in 1993 but was paralyzed by political factionalism and then toppled by a fresh coup in 1996 led by a colonel, Ibrahim Bare.

He was killed in a counter-coup three years later, and military officers quickly restored democracy. Elections in 1999 brought to power a former army officer,

Mamadou Tandja, who had in 1974 been part of a coup that overthrew the first elected president, Hamani Diori.

Niger has a history of military coups, with the latest taking place in February 2010. Army squadron leader Salou Djibo ousted Mamadou Tandja after the former

president dissolved parliament and the constitutional court in an attempt to extend his term for three more years, and then stand for a third term.

The junta promised to return Niger to democracy, installing an interim government led by a civilian prime minister, Mahamadou Danda, and vowing not to stand in

future elections .

Introduction and Background

General Information

Source/Year

Country size 1,267,000 (sq km) http://www.alertnet.org/db/cp/niger.htm

Population 15,878,271 http://www.alertnet.org/db/cp/niger.htm

Population Growth Rate
3.7 % a year Niger has the world's third

fastest-growing population.
http://www.alertnet.org/db/cp/niger.htm

GDP per capita $10,450,000,000 (USD) http://www.alertnet.org/db/cp/niger.htm

Other Comments

Please find in the annexes a detailed general information list.

Useful Information

Source/Year

Time Zone (GMT +/-) GMT +1 -

Climate Description

Dry season from October to May. Dry and

cooling from November to January but dusty

"harmattan" blowing from the east. Rainy season

(July-Sept).

http://www.alertnet.org/db/cp/niger.htm

Currency & Two letter code

Communaute Financiere Africaine franc (XOF);

note - responsible authority is the Central Bank of

the West African States (BCEAO)

-

Telephone Dialing Code +227 -

Driving Right -



Visa Requirements & Cost

Non Citizen of west African countries ( member

of the CEDEAO) you will need avisa to visit

Niger. The following document are required to

enter Niger.1. Passport with atleast six

months’beyond the intended stay. 2.Return or

onward ticket, or printed travel itinerary from your

travel agent. 3.International certificate of

vacination against yellow fever.Cost of visa is

around $35 or 30 Euros for one month,single

entry.

www.bradtguides.com

Money Parity and Inflation

Year Exchange Rate (US$ = Local Currency) Rate of Inflation

2010 1 us $ = 501.151 XOF 0,1% (2007 est.)

2008
447.81 - Communaute Financiere Africaine

francs (XOF) per US dollar
n/a

2007 493.51 n/a

2006 522.59 n/a

2005 527.47 n/a

2004 528.29 n/a

2003 581.2 n/a

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/fields/2092.html - -

Humanitarian Background

Natural Disasters

Happened Comments/Details

Drought ✔

Niger, part of the semi-arid Sahel region prone to

droughts, has suffered chronic food shortages

since the early 1970s. The 2005 food crisis killed

thousands and was followed by another major

food emergency in 2010.

Earthquake - No record available

Epidemic ✔

March-1995 epidemic killed 3, 022. And

Jan-2002 killed 308. http://www.emdat.be/result-

country-profile

Extreme temperature ✔
one of the planet's hottest country, specially in

March 45-50 degrees.

Flood ✔

In August 2010 a total affected 226,611 mostly in

Agadez , Zinder , Maradi, Dosso,Tahoua regions.

Source:

http://www.emdat.be/result-country-profile

Insect infestation ✔
Locust plagues make existence precarious in one

of the planet's hottest countries.

Slides - No record available



Volcano - No record available

Wave/Surge - No record available

Wild fires ✔
Dry season ( March-May) Sahelian regions are

prone to wild fires

Wind storm ✔

Sand storm during November to January but

dusty "harmattan" blowing from the east.

http://www.emdat.be/result-country-profile

✔
Diffa regions heavy sand storm in March, that

prevent air operations due to poor visibility.

Other Comments

 

Drought is the most likely risk to create a major food crisis in Niger.  The worst droughts in recent history (1972-74 food deficit of more than 410.000 MT,

1984-85 with a food deficit of 620.000 MT) had created major famine and livestock losses.

In 1990-91 and 1997-98, other important droughts didn’t cause such dramatic crisis but affected the fragile rural areas.

Droughts can have affected the food security if there is a rain deficit or if there is an absence of precipitation during crucial time for crop development. A late start

or a sudden stop of the raining season cause important deficits as it was the case in 2000-01.



2002-03 was a record year when Niger had a food excess of 170.000 MT, but 2004 – with a production of 2.6 million MT – saw again a deficit, estimated at

488.000 MT.

Other natural disasters are worsening the droughts effects.

Niger like the other Sahel countries suffered of successive waves of locusts from July 2004, despite massive regional efforts to fight them.  They probably

caused 25% loss on 2004 crop.

In 2005, the drought and the locust infestation led to food shortages for as many as 2.5 million Nigeriens.

Generally floods are possible along the Niger River (North to South in the west side of the country after heavy rains increase the river flow in

November/January), and in the south -eastern region of Diffa (November/January), in case of heavy rains and due to some dams built on the Nigerian side of the

river that could cause floods in the Niger region.

In August 2006, excessive rains fell in the regions of Agadez, Zinder, Maradi, Tahoua, Dosso and Tillaberi an affected more than 49 towns and villages.

The most affected town was the town of Bilma in the far northeast of the country. About 3,441 people were affected.

In 2007 and 2008, a similar situation happened in all regions throughout the country, except in Zinder and Agadez regions. People lost their houses, crops, food

stocks and cattle.

On 1st and 2nd September 2009, a heavy rainfall of 49 mm caused flooding in the regions of Tahoua, Dosso, Tillabery, Zinder and Agadez. The most affected

region is Agadez where people were killed, houses and public buildings destroyed, crops areas food stocks and cattle swept away. Latest estimates from

government indicate that 79,500 people (equivalent to 12,391 households approximately) were affected by the disaster, three people were killed and one

reported missing, probably swept away by the flood.

Deforestation, birds and bushes fires are other important natural calamities while the lack of water causes a decrease in livestock production and speed the

nomadic movements.

• Health risks



The health situation in Niger is very precarious. Child mortality is the lowest of the region.  Epidemic infection are common like malaria, diarrhoeas, yellow fever,

cholera, diphtheria, etc…) There is not much reliable data on HIV/Aids, but migration with highly affected areas (Ivory Coast and Burkina Faso) increases the

risk.

Seasonal affects

Seasonal Affects on Transport (economic, social, climate...)

Transport Comments From month To month

Primary Road Transport

Rainy season (July-Sept) most

paved roads stretches have long

lost their hard surface due to

erosion and poor iInfrastructure. It

is especially difficult with loaded

trucks, as they are likely to get

stuck in axe N’Guigmi-Diffa, Axe

Zinder – Diffa, Axe Abalak-Agadez

,Axe Madaoua-Maradi. Havest time

trucks are limited ,most truck owner

are involved in Commercialization

of agricultural product .

January December

Secondary Road Transport

road becomes nearly impassable

during the Rainy season (July-Sept)

due to flood on river beds , sandy

and coarse roads.

January December

Rail Transport
No record available / Rail line yet to

be built from Cotonou-Niamey
January December

Air Transport

Raining season (July-Sept) there is

lack of drainage system some

taxiway/Airstrip are flooded. During

dry season mostly in (Dec & March)

visibility is less 800 meters due to

sand storm, this hampered

airoperations specially in Diffa

region.

January December

Waterways Transport

The scale, capacity and range of

transport practice on river Niger is

limited as per humanitarian

requirement, and no structure

inplace.

January December

Seasonal Affects on Storage and Handling (economic, social, climate...)

Activity Comments From month To month



Storage

Raining season storage facilities

are limited due to poor access, in

many villages and town. Only on

departmental level OPVN’s

warehouses available which meets

standard recommended for storage.

Whislt in the Dry season (March &

May) the bottleneck is adeqaute

storage for commodity with a

nutritional value (fortified food) such

as: Oil , CSB, Pumply Doz, CSB++

and Therapeutic milk which can’t be

stored in a tent , temperature

ranges between 40-45 degrees.

Insect propagation on food items,

Legumes and Cereal, infestation is

common.

January December

Handling

Rain season handling is difficult,

daily casual workers are engaged in

farming activity. No handling

equipment for bulk cargo, most

commodities are difficult to handle

during rainy season.

January December

Other

Handling equipments and storage

are not available in all the

aiportports in the regions .i.e

Agadez international airport, Diffa

,Maradi , Tahoua and Zinder .

January December

Other Comments

 

Average temperatures in Niger are around 30°C (86°F), but are capable of reaching over 50°C (122°F) between March and June. December through to

February is cooler months and the temperature can actually drop to freezing in the night-time desert. Dry season starts in October and ends late in May.

The rains extend from late May to September, with August being the wettest month. The south's annual rainfall is usually 550mm (22in), while the north is lucky

to receive 150mm (6in). The harmattan winds before the rains season can cut visibility down to almost nothing.

 

Niger is a country where especially rainfall climate constraints, have a strong influence on the socio-economic development and the life of the population. Indeed

since 1968, the country has experienced several years of precipitation deficit (1968, 1971-1974, 1984, 1987, 1989, 1990, 1993, 1995 and 1996) which are

translated by chronic drought periods which have ceased to reduce agricultural production and degrade pastoral and forest resources , which depends on the

existence of populations.

Source : CONSEIL NATIONAL DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT POUR UN DEVELOPPEMENT DURABLE (CNEDD)

 

• Seasonal effects on transport



During the heavy rainy season (July – September), road transport could be jeopardized by flooded roads or collapsed bridges. This specifically concerns the

roads between Dosso – Maradi - Zinder and the border between Niger and Nigeria in Diffa region.

Inside country’s trials are impracticable as most of them are sandy.

Heavy rains could jeopardize air transport as well. Some part of Runways and airports require up to 24 hrs to dry before their use after heavy rain. These

include: 1) Niamey laterite runway of 1,620 meters, 2) Laterite parking of 500 m2 at Zinder airport.

Air transport can also be disturbed by sand storms that reduce the visibility during landing or take-off.

• Seasonal effects on commodity handling and storage

Pre-stock is necessary in the following regions and department ; Diffa - N'Guigmi , Zinder - Tanout ,Tahoua - Agadez , Maradi –Dakoro , Maradi-Mayahi and

Madaoua -Maradi . Roads between these locations listed above become nearly impassable for loaded trucks during the Rainy season. Following commodities

handling become complex: CSB, Sugar, Sorghum, Millet and Rice. Reconditioning facility and material are limited during this periods.

During the 2010 food crises we experienced erratic weather and bumpy roads, leading to trucks spent days to access to the beneficiaries site. Generally fleets

conditions are old commercial trucks which are badly maintained, owners are reluctant in spending more on maintenance. Spareparts are purchased from

Nigeria; minimum maintenance is done locally to keep the truck generating income.

 

The rainy season is the period during which an intensive agricultural activity takes place. Storage space in villages and towns are not always available; as are

empty bags for conditioning of cereals.

The very hot season (March-May) compromises food items such as oil in storage in mobile warehouses / soft tents and increases insect proliferation and cereal

infestation.

Capacities to Respond to Emergencies

 

There different governmental cells dealing with emergencies.

SAP/GC (Système d’Alerte Précoce – Gestion des catastrophes) is the main body in charge of collecting information and issuing early warnings on

emergencies.  They publish a monthly bulletin based on the data they collect through their decentralized network.

On the Food security situation, they hold two major meetings: one at the end of the crop season where they estimate the food situation (this situation will then be

re-evaluated on a monthly basis); a second meeting in April-May to update the situation by integrating the responses which had been put in place so far.  The

SAP/GC is analyzing the situation, while the CCA is managing the response.



The CCA (Cellule de Crise Alimentaire) is the body in charge of implementing the governmental response to food crisis.  It’s done mainly through a system of

selling subsidized food (vente à prix modérés). For the 2004-05 campaigns, they will procure 67,000 MT in different phases from November 2004 to August

2005. Dispatch is done through distribution points (20 to 100 MT by points by month), a local comity is managing the distribution.

Their main source of procurement is North Nigeria and Burkina Faso. In 90% of the cases, private transporters are contracted while the OPVN fleet (Office des

Produits Vivriers du Niger) is used for the rest in difficult areas where private companies refuse to go. They have also used in the past the army fleet, if it is

uncommon.

CCA uses OPVN warehouses to stock the food.  (In the section on OPVN, this is what is referred by the OPVN as the National Security Stocks [stock national

de sécurité – SNS]).

As part of the national response plan to food crisis, the OPVN is managing an extensive network of warehouses of a total capacity of 89,300 MT out of which

62,300 MT are allocated to the SNS (Stock National de Sécurité). The OPVN is also managing a fleet of more than 20 trucks of different capacities (12 to 30

MT). Part of it was donated in 2006 by the German government.

WFP government partner is currently a special Direction called Direction des Appuis au Développement Communautaire (DADC) within the Ministry of rural

community development.  They act as focal point and coordinate contact with other ministries.

The National Red Cross Society is lacking of resources and consequently is facing dificulties to maintain a response capacity.

There different governmental cells dealing with emergencies.

Government and Ministries

Cabinet du PRN

Title: Conseillère

Name: Laouratou Aboubacar



Address: Cabinet du Président de la République du Niger

Tel: 96 96 40 41 / 20722938

Email: slaouratou2005@yahoo.fr

Website:

CC/SAP

Title: Coordinateur du SAP

Name: Harouna Hamani

Address: Système d'Alerte Précoce

Tel: 20 72 39 53 / 20723275

Email: sap@intnet.ne

Website:

CCA

Title: Coordinateur

Name: Hamidou Minkeila

Address: Cellule Crises Alimentaires

Tel: 98 17 70 /20723578

Email: cca-pm@intnet.ne

Website:

CIC

Title: Coordonnateur

Name: HASSANE Saley

Address: Centre d'Information et de Communication

mailto:slaouratou2005@yahoo.fr
mailto:sap@intnet.ne
mailto:cca-pm@intnet.ne 


Tel: 20 73 47 85 /96966832

Email: contact@cic.ne/saley@yahoo.fr

Website:

Direction de la météorologie

Title: Directeur

Name: Traoré Abdoul-Karim

Address: Direction de la météorologie

Tel: 20 73 21 60

Email: dmn@intnet.ne

Website:

DPV/MDA

Title: Coordonnateur

Name: Yahaye Garba

Address: Direction de la Protection des Végétaux / Ministère du Développement Agricole

Tel: 20 74 29 21

Email: dpv@intnet.ne

Website:

DRDA

Title: Directeur

Name: Chaibou Adamou

Address: Direction Régionale de l'Agriculture

Tel: 96 96 40 49

mailto:contact@cic.ne/saley@yahoo.fr
mailto:dmn@intnet.ne
mailto:dpv@intnet.ne


Email: m_chaibou2004@yahoo.fr

Website:

Direction de la Statistique

Title: Directeur des stastistiques agricoles

Name: Ibrahima Harouna

Address: Direction de la Statistique / Ministère du Développement Agricole

Tel: 20 75 27 72

Email: ibraharou@yahoo.fr

Website:

DRAT/DC

Title: Directeur

Name: Abdoulaye Mohamed Farfous

Address: Direction regional de l'Amenagement du Territoire et du developpement communautaire

Tel: 93 22 49 93

Email: n/a

Website:

DRSP

Title: Directeur

Name: Manzo M.Laouali

Address: Direction Régionale de la Santé Publique

Tel: 20,410,760

Email: manzolic@yahoo.fr

mailto:m_chaibou2004@yahoo.fr
mailto:ibraharou@yahoo.fr
mailto:n/a
mailto:manzolic@yahoo.fr


Website:

DRAT/DC

Title: Directeur

Name: Abdoulaye Mohamed Farfous

Address: Direction Régionale de l'Aménagement du Territoire et du Développement Communautaire

Tel: 93 22 49 93

Email: n/a

Website:

Gouvernorat

Title: Gouverneur

Name: Abba Malam Boukar

Address: Gouvernorat

Tel: 20,440,008

Website:

MHE/LCD

Title: Secrétaire General

Name: Issoufou Issaka

Address: Ministère de l'hydraulique, de l'environnement et de la Lutte contre la Désertification

Tel: 20 72 21 86

Email: mre@intnet.ne

Website:

MRA

mailto:n/a
mailto:mre@intnet.ne


Title: Directeur de la Production Animale et de la Promotion des filières

Name: Aboubacar Jibrillou

Address: Ministère des Ressources Animales

Tel: 20 73 31 32 / 96872315

Email: sscdsimb@intnet.ne

Website:

MRA

Title: Directeur de la Production Animale et de la Promotion des filières

Name: Aboubacar Jibrillou

Address: Ministère des Ressources Animales

Tel: 20 73 31 32 / 96872315

Email: sscdsimb@intnet.ne

Website:

MRA

Title: Directeur de la Production Animale et de la Promotion des filières

Name: Aboubacar Jibrillou

Address: Ministère des Ressources Animales

Tel: 20 73 31 32 / 96872315

Email: sscdsimb@intnet.ne

Website:

MRA

Title: Directeur de la Production Animale et de la Promotion des filières

mailto:sscdsimb@intnet.ne
mailto:sscdsimb@intnet.ne
mailto:sscdsimb@intnet.ne


Name: Aboubacar Jibrillou

Address: Ministère des Ressources Animales

Tel: 20 73 31 32 / 96872315

Email: sscdsimb@intnet.ne

Website:

MRA

Title: Directeur de la Production Animale et de la Promotion des filières

Name: Aboubacar Jibrillou

Address: Ministère des Ressources Animales

Tel: 20 73 31 32 / 96872315

Email: sscdsimb@intnet.ne

Website:

MSP/LCE

Title: Directeur de la Pharmacie et Laboratoire, Médecine Traditionnelle

Name: Elhadj Maty Maman

Address: Ministère de la Santé Publique et de la Lutte Contre les Endemies

Tel: 20 72 26 65

Email: dphl@intnet.ne

Website:

MRA

Title: Directeur de la Production Animale et de la Promotion des filières

Name: Aboubacar Jibrillou

mailto:sscdsimb@intnet.ne
mailto:sscdsimb@intnet.ne
mailto:dphl@intnet.ne


Address: Ministère des Ressources Animales

Tel: 20 73 31 32 / 96872315

Email: sscdsimb@intnet.ne

Website:

OPVN

Title: Directeur Général

Name: Cheffou Adamou

Address: Office des Produits Vivriers du Niger

Tel: 20 73 44 43 / 94855405

Email: n/a

Website:

PNLT

Title: Coordinateur National

Name: Aboubacar Dr Marafa

Address: Programme National de Lutte contre la Tuberculose

Tel: 20 73 29 31 / 96598259

Email: n/a

Website:

SIMA

Title: Responsable SIMA

Name: Sani Laouali

Address: Système d'Information des marchés Agricole

mailto:sscdsimb@intnet.ne
mailto:n/a
mailto:n/a


Tel: 20 74 27 18

Email: simc@intnet.ne

Website:

SIM-B

Title: Responsable SIM Bétail

Name: Saley Mahamadou

Address: Système d'Information des marchés Bétail

Tel: 20 73 72 96

Email: sscdsimb@intnet.ne

Website:

SNIS

Title: Epidémiologiste

Name: Mamane Zaneidou

Address: Système National d'Information Sanitaire

Tel: 20 72 30 27

Email: mzaneidou@yahoo.fr

Website:

Humanitarian Community

FAO

Title: Représentant

Name: Mustafa Cassama

mailto:simc@intnet.ne
mailto:sscdsimb@intnet.ne
mailto:mzaneidou@yahoo.fr


Address: Organisation des Nations Unies pour l’Agriculture et l’Alimentation

Tel: 20723362 / 96947546

Email: mustafa.cassama@fao.org

Website:

FAO

Title: Assistant au Représentant/Chargé de Programme

Name: Dr Saley Amadou

Address: Organisation des Nations Unies pour l’Agriculture et l’Alimentation

Tel: 20 72 29 62/ 96965190

Email: FAO-NE@fao.org

Website:

OCHA

Title: Chef de Bureau

Name: Traoré Modibo

Address: Bureau des Nations Unies pour la coordination des Affaires Humanitaires

Tel: 20 73 74 00/ 94840047

Email: traorem@un.org

Website:

OCHA

Title: Information Management Officer

Name: Karege Clément

Address: Bureau des Nations Unies pour la coordination des Affaires Humanitaires

mailto:mustafa.cassama@fao.org 
mailto:FAO-NE@fao.org
mailto:traorem@un.org


Tel: 20 73 47 00/ 94848119

Email: karege@un.org

Website:

OIM

Title: Assistante de Programme

Name: Kadidia Amadou

Address: Organisation Internationale des Migrations

Tel: 20 75 25 07

Email: kadidia69@yahoo.fr

Website:

OMS

Title: Représentant

Name: Dr Manzila Tarande Constand

Address: Organisation Mondiale de la Santé

Tel: 20 75 20 39/ 96962648

Email: manzilat@ne.afro.who.int

Website:

OMS

Title: Chargé des programmes

Name: Dr Gagara Magagi

Address: Organisation Mondiale de la Santé

Tel: 20 75 2039

mailto:karege@un.org
mailto:kadidia69@yahoo.fr
mailto:manzilat@ne.afro.who.int


Email: gagaram@ne.afro.who.int

Website:

PAM

Title: Country Director

Name: Richard Verbeeck

Address: Programme Alimentaire Mondial

Tel: 20 72 23 20

Email: richard.verbeeck@wfp.org

Website:

PAM

Title: Head of Sub Office

Name: Mahamane Badamassi

Address: Programme Alimentaire Mondial

Tel: 96 87 04 85

Email: Mahamane.Badamassi@wfp.org

Website:

PNUD

Title: Coordonnateur Résident et Humanitaire

Name: Lô N'Diaye Khardiata

Address: Programme des Nations Unies pour le Développement

Tel: 20 73 21 04

Email: khardiata.lo.ndiaye@undp.org

mailto:gagaram@ne.afro.who.int
mailto:richard.verbeeck@wfp.org
mailto:Mahamane.Badamassi@wfp.org
mailto:khardiata.lo.ndiaye@undp.org


Website:

PNUD

Title: Représentante Adjointe

Name: Gbossa Nadine

Address: Programme des Nations Unies pour le Développement

Tel: 21 73 21 04

Email: nadine.gbossa@undp.org

Website:

C/SNU

Title: Spécialiste coordination

Name: Djibo Issaka

Address: Coordination du Système des Nations Unies

Tel: 20 72 26 39/34 90

Email: issaka.djibo@undp.org

Website:

UNFPA

Title: Représentant

Name: Diallo Yacine

Address: Fonds des Nations Unies pour la Population

Tel: 20 72 29 80

Email: ydiallo@unfpa.org

Website:

mailto:nadine.gbossa@undp.org
mailto:issaka.djibo@undp.org
mailto:ydiallo@unfpa.org 


UNFPA

Title: Assistant au Représentant

Name: Diadié Boureima

Address: Fonds des Nations Unies pour la Population

Tel: 20 72 29 80

Email: diadie@unfpa.org

Website:

UNICEF

Title: Représentant

Name: Iyer Akhil

Address: Fonds des Nations Unies pour l’Enfance

Tel: 20 72 30 08/ 20722840

Email: akiyer@unicef.org

Website:

UNICEF

Title: Senior Executive Assistant

Name: Moussa Yérima Mariama

Address: Fonds des Nations Unies pour l’Enfance

Tel: 20 72 30 08/ 20722840

Email: mmoussayerima@unicef.org

Website:

CEA

mailto:diadie@unfpa.org
mailto:akiyer@unicef.org
mailto:mmoussayerima@unicef.org


Title: Economic Affairs Officer

Name: Ahohe Emile

Address: Communauté Economique pour l'Afrique

Tel: 20 72 29 61

Email: eahohe@uneca.org

Website:

CEA

Title: Economic Affairs officer

Name: Fatoumata Sissoko

Address: Communauté Economique pour l'Afrique

Tel: 20 72 29 61

Email: FSissoko@uneca.org

Website:

FMI

Title: Représentant

Name: Zejan Mario

Address: Fonds Monétaire International

Tel: 20 72 48 47

Email: n/a

Website:

FMI

Title: Economiste

mailto:eahohe@uneca.org
mailto:FSissoko@uneca.org
mailto:n/a


Name: Abdou Chayabou

Address: Fonds Monétaire International

Tel: 20 72 48 47

Email: cabdou@imf.org

Website:

VNU

Title: Juriste

Name: Mamoudou Issa

Address: Volontariat des Nations Unies

Tel: 96 28 99 54

Email: mamoudouissa@yahoo.fr

Website:

VNU

Title: Juriste

Name: Harouna Dan mossi Bintou

Address: Volontariat des Nations Unies

Tel: 96 97 64 11

Email: harouna_bintou@yahoo.fr

Website:

WB

Title: Représentant

Name: Diagana Ousmane

mailto:cabdou@imf.org
mailto:mamoudouissa@yahoo.fr
mailto:harouna_bintou@yahoo.fr


Address: Banque Mondiale

Tel: 20 72 37 27

Email: odiagana@worldbank.org

Website:

WB

Title: Spécialiste santé publique, nutrition

Name: Karamoko Djibrilla

Address: Banque Mondiale

Tel: 20 73 59 29 / 20735616

Email: dkaramoko@worldbank.org

Website:

CICR

Title: Chef de Mission Niger

Name: Nicolai Panke

Address: Comité International de la Croix Rouge

Tel: 20 73 93 09 /96857868

Email: niamey.nia@icrc.org

Website:

CRF

Title: Chef de délégation

Name: ANGEVIN Denis

Address: Croix Rouge Française

mailto:odiagana@worldbank.org
mailto:dkaramoko@worldbank.org
mailto:niamey.nia@icrc.org


Tel: 96 98 25 19

Email: hod-niger.frc@croix-rouge.fr

Website:

CRF

Title: Coordinatrice Administrative, Financière et logistique

Name: DUCOS Caroline

Address: Croix Rouge Française

Tel: 96 58 73 05

Email: finlog-niger.frc@croix-rouge.fr

Website:

CRI

Title: Représentant Pays

Name: Thierry Coppens

Address: Croix Rouge Irlandaise

Tel: 96 58 83 81

Email: countryrep.IRCS@yahoo.fr

Website:

CRN

Title: Président

Name: Bandiare Ali

Address: Croix-Rouge Nigérienne

Tel: 20 73 30 37

mailto:hod-niger.frc@croix-rouge.fr
mailto:finlog-niger.frc@croix-rouge.fr
mailto:countryrep.IRCS@yahoo.fr


Email: crniger@intnet.ne

Website:

Norwegian RC

Title: Chef de Projet \TSU

Name: Birnestad KAREN H

Address: Norwegian Red Cross

Tel: 96 88 91 12

Email: helebjoe@online.no

Website:

QRCs

Title: Représentant

Name: ESS Satte Mustafa

Address: Croissant Rouge du Qatar

Tel: 96 49 12 22

Email: mustafa_satte@yahoo.fr

Website:

ACH

Title: Head of Mission

Name: Flachaire Michael

Address: Accion Contra el Hambre

Tel: 96 87 06 30

Email: hom-ne@acf-e.org

mailto:crniger@intnet.ne
mailto:helebjoe@online.no
mailto:mustafa_satte@yahoo.fr
mailto:hom-ne@acf-e.org


Website:

Africare

Title: Représentant Résident

Name: Ngosi Anthony

Address: Africare

Tel:  20 75 44 39/41

Email: angosi@africare.ne

Website:

Afrique Verte

Title: Coordinateur

Name: Nouhou Bassirou

Address: Afrique Verte

Tel: 20 72 22 93

Email: avniger@intnet.ne

Website:

AMA

Title: Représentant

Name: Massmoua Abdelah

Address: Agence des Musulmans d'Afrique

Tel: 20 73 48 76

Email: amaniger@hotmail.com

Website:

mailto:angosi@africare.ne
mailto:avniger@intnet.ne
mailto:amaniger@hotmail.com


Amurt Int'l

Title: Représentant National

Name: BALKHISHORE Deo

Address: Amurt International

Tel: 20 75 26 35

Email: niger@amurt.org

Website:

ASB

Title: Head of Mission

Name: Andrea Schalla

Address: Arbeiter Samariter Bund

Tel: 20 35 04 15/ 96668988

Email: asbniger_coordo@yahoo.de / asbniger_cdm@yahoo.de

Website:

CARE

Title: Directeur Adjoint des Programmes/Directeur par intérim

Name: Madougou Zakari

Address: Coopération for Assistance and Relief Everywhere

Tel: 20 74 02 13 / 20740370 / 96090084

Email: Zakari.Madougou@co.care.org

Website:

CECI

mailto:niger@amurt.org 
mailto:asbniger_coordo@yahoo.de / asbniger_cdm@yahoo.de
mailto:Zakari.Madougou@co.care.org


Title: Directeur-Pays

Name: Ibrahim Yahouza

Address: Centre Canadien d'Études et de Coopération Internationale

Tel: 20 75 31 02

Email: yahouzai@ceci.ca

Website:

CONCERN

Title: Directeur National

Name: Niall Terney

Address: CONCERN

Tel: 96 98 52 60 /20755425

Email: niall.tierney@concern.net

Website:

CRS

Title: Représentant Résident

Name: Sow Lisa Washington

Address: Catholic Relief Service

Email: lwsow@ne.waro.crs.org

Website:

CRWRC - Niger

Title: Coopérant

Name: Henry Hogeterp

mailto:yahouzai@ceci.ca 
mailto:niall.tierney@concern.net
mailto:lwsow@ne.waro.crs.org


Address: Christian Reformed World Relief Committe

Tel: 94 95 20 70 / 20739454

Email: hperterp@aol.com

Website:

Epicentre

Title: Responsable Terrain

Name: Roederer Thomas

Address: Epicentre

Tel: 20410282 /96102957

Email: thomas.roederer@epicentre.msf.org

Website:

EIRENE

Title: Coordinatrice Régional

Name: Bracken Uta

Address: EIRENE Service Chrétien International pour la Paix

Tel: 19 72 35 90 / 96971665

Email: Eirene-niger@eirene.org

Website:

GOAL

Title: Country Director

Name: Arjan Ottens

Address: GOAL

mailto:hperterp@aol.com
mailto:thomas.roederer@epicentre.msf.org
mailto:Eirene-niger@eirene.org


Tel: 20 73 95 96 / 96570572

Email: cd@goalniger.com

Website:

HI

Title: Directeur de programme

Name: Xavier Joubert

Address: Handicap International

Tel: 00 226 76 69 00 71

Email: handidp@fasonet.bf

Website:

HELP

Title: Coordonnatrice Nationale

Name: Kristina Rauland

Address: HELP D'Allemagne

Tel: 20 75 25 81

Email: rauland@help-ev.de

Website:

HKI

Title: Représentante

Name: Marily Knieriemen

Address: Hellen Keller International

Tel: 74 63 22 15

mailto:cd@goalniger.com
mailto:handidp@fasonet.bf
mailto:rauland@help-ev.de


Email: mknieriemen@hki.org

Website:

Hilfsaktion Noma

Title: Coordonateur National

Name: Amadou Mamoudou

Address: Hilfsaktion Noma

Tel: 20 75 21 63 /96749102

Email: amamoudou2@yahoo.fr

Website:

Humedica

Title: Coordinator

Name: Simone Winneg

Address: Humedica International

Tel: 21 76 05 14/ 96828635

Email: humedica.niger@gmail.com

Website:

IRD

Title: Représentant

Name: Aaron Marshall

Address: International Relief and Development

Tel: 96 51 21 4 6

Email: n/a

mailto:mknieriemen@hki.org
mailto:amamoudou2@yahoo.fr
mailto:humedica.niger@gmail.com
mailto:n/a


Website:

IR

Title: Directeur de Programme Chef de mission par intérim

Name: Dr Watara Hassia

Address: Islamic Relief

Tel: 20 72 59 23

Email: belkog@yahoo.fr

Website:

Lighthouse Association

Title: International Relations

Name: Tutkun Moustafa

Address: Lighthouse Association

Tel: 94 84 99 30

Email: n/a

Website:

LWR

Title: Coordinatrice nationale du Niger

Name: Ramatou Adamou

Address: Lutheran World Relief

Tel: 20 35 03 07/ 96986464

Email: lwrniger@liptInfor.net

Website:

mailto:belkog@yahoo.fr
mailto:n/a
mailto:lwrniger@liptInfor.net


MdMF

Title: Coordinateur Général MDM-F

Name: Caremel Jean-François

Address: Medecins du Monde France

Tel: 21 76 59 31 / 96668097

Email: mdmniger@yahoo.fr

Website:

MC

Title: Directrice

Name: Collins Christy

Address: MercyCorps

Tel: 20 73 96 34 / 96572030

Email: ccollins@ne.mercycorps.org

Website:

MPDL

Title: Coordonnateur MPDL Niger

Name: Nicolas Morel

Address: Mouvement pour la Paix

Tel: 96 38 20 36

Email: niger@mpdl.org

Website:

MSF-B

mailto:mdmniger@yahoo.fr
mailto:ccollins@ne.mercycorps.org
mailto:niger@mpdl.org


Title: coordinatrice financiere

Name: Celine Remy

Address: MSF Belgique

Tel: 96 29 58 94 /752533

Email: msfb-niamey@brussels.msf.org

Website:

MSF-E

Title: Chef de mission

Name: Rouxillois Alain

Address: MSF Espagne

Tel: 96 28 00 26

Email: msfe-niamey-cg@barcelona.msf.org

Website:

MSF-CH

Title: Chef de mission

Name: Rouvillois Alain

Address: MSF Suisse

Tel: 96 53 45 56

Email: msfch-niger-hom@geneva.msf.org

Website:

OBI

Title: International Relief Manager

mailto:msfb-niamey@brussels.msf.org
mailto:msfe-niamey-cg@barcelona.msf.org
mailto:msfch-niger-hom@geneva.msf.org 


Name: Scott Hill

Address: Operation Blessing International

Tel: n/a

Email: scotth@ob.org

Website:

Oxfam Q

Title: Représentante

Name: Ibrahima Fatima

Address: Oxfam Québec

Tel: 20.75.47.05 /96.88.53.46

Email: ibrahimaf@oxfam.qc.ca

Website:

Oxfam GB

Title: Directeur National

Name: Mbacke Niang

Address: Oxfam GB

Tel: 96 90 43 71

Email: mniang@oxfam.org.uk

Website:

Oxfam Novib

Title: Représentant Oxfam Novib au Niger

Name: Eric Debert

mailto:scotth@ob.org
mailto:ibrahimaf@oxfam.qc.ca
mailto:mniang@oxfam.org.uk


Address: Oxfam Novib (Pays Bas)

Tel: 20 35 05 00 / 96165666

Email: eric.debert@oxfamnovib.nl

Website:

Plan Niger

Title: Country Director

Name: Saliou Ndaw

Address: Plan Niger

Tel: 20 72 44 45 - 94 25 90 78

Email: Saliou.Ndaw@plan-international.org

Website:

Relief Int'l

Title: Coordonnateur de projet

Name: Dr Hallarou Mahaman

Address: Survie de l'enfant

Tel: 96292784

Email: mahaman@ri.org

Website:

SCUK

Title: Country Director

Name: Fall Ibrahima D

Address: Save the Children UK

mailto:eric.debert@oxfamnovib.nl
mailto:Saliou.Ndaw@plan-international.org
mailto:mahaman@ri.org


Tel: 96 40 76 91 /90907691

Email: countrydirector@savethechildrenniger.org

Website:

SNV

Title: Directeur National

Name: Pater Nikolaas

Address: Organisation Néerlandaise de Développement

Tel: 20 75 36 33 /94944528

Email: npater@snvworld.org

Website:

Solthis

Title: Chef de mission

Name: Stéphanie Tchiombiano

Address: Solidarité thérapeutique et initiatives contre le Sida

Tel: 96 99 66 54

Email: stephanie.tchiombiano@solthis.org

Website:

SOS

Title: Coordinateur des projets

Name: Ayarga Karadji

Address: SOS Sahel international

Tel: 20 74 05 28

mailto:countrydirector@savethechildrenniger.org
mailto:npater@snvworld.org
mailto:stephanie.tchiombiano@solthis.org


Email: sossahel@intnet.ne

Website:

Solidarités

Title: Chef de mission

Name: Flour David

Address: SOLIDARITES

Tel: 96 90 81 22

Email: solidaritesniger@yahoo.fr

Website:

SPIR

Title: Country Director

Name: IBSEN Charles

Address: SAMARITAN'S PURSE

Tel: 96 29 81 93

Email: cibsen@samaritan.org

Website:

Swissaid

Title: Coordinateur

Name: Moumouni Almoustapha

Address: Swissaid

Tel: 20 75 54 30

Email: bucosw@intnet.ne/ almoustapha.s.moumouni@swissaidniger.org

mailto:sossahel@intnet.ne
mailto:solidaritesniger@yahoo.fr
mailto:cibsen@samaritan.org
mailto:bucosw@intnet.ne/ almoustapha.s.moumouni@swissaidniger.org


Website:

TSF

Title: Représentant Niger

Name: Rebattu Gregory

Address: Telecom Sans Frontières

Tel: 96 09 08 74

Email: niger@tsfi.org

Website:

URC

Title: Directeur Pour l'afrique

Name: Dr Maina Boucar

Address: University Research Co., LLC

Tel: 20 75 28 51 / 20752543

Email: paqchs@intnet.ne

Website:

VSF-B

Title: Coordinatrice régionale AO

Name: Renault Véronique

Address: Vétérinaires Sans Frontières - Belgique

Tel: 20 72 52 01 /96293933 /94944916

Email: v.renault@vsf-belgium.org

Website:

mailto:niger@tsfi.org
mailto:paqchs@intnet.ne
mailto:v.renault@vsf-belgium.org


VSF-CICDA

Title: Coordinateur National

Name: Ragounandea Appolinaire Guéodiba

Address: Agronomes et Vétérinaires sans frontières

Tel: 20 72 68 99 96 99 53 29

Email: g.ragounandea@avsf.org

Website:

WVI

Title: Coordinateur des Bases et Livelihood Security Manager

Name: Mamane Harou Ilia

Address: World Vision

Tel: 96 96 87 49

Email: ilia_mamane@wvi.org

Website:

ABC Ecologie

Title: Directeur

Name: Assimiou Djabri

Address: ABC Ecologie

Tel: 96 96 62 37

Email: n/a

Website:

Agropast

mailto:g.ragounandea@avsf.org
mailto:ilia_mamane@wvi.org
mailto:n/a


Title: n/a

Name: Oumarou Roua

Address: Agropast

Tel: 20 72 54 53 /93803070

Email: agropast@intnet.ne

Website:

APOR

Title: n/a

Name: Dadi Cheibou

Address: APOR

Tel: 96 49.04.44

Email: n/a

Website:

AREN

Title: Animateur PPR

Name: Abarchi Harouna

Address: Association pour la Redynamisation de l'Elevage au Niger

Tel: 20 73 66 22 / 96263646

Email: ab_harou@yahoo.fr

Website:

CADEV - Niger

Title: Coordonnateur National

mailto:agropast@intnet.ne
mailto:n/a
mailto:ab_harou@yahoo.fr


Name: YOUNOUSSI Yoro Raymond

Address: Caritas Développement Niger

Tel: 94 85 98 46 / 20 74 00 40

Email: cadevnig@intnet.ne

Website:

Eau Vive Niger

Title: Conseiller technique

Name: Issoufou Amani

Address: Eau Vive Niger

Tel: 20 72 49 90

Email: evniger@intnet.ne

Website:

Enfants du Niger

Title: Présidente

Name: Alphonse Fati

Address: Enfants du Niger

Tel: 20 73 64 38

Email: n/a

Website:

KARKARA

Title: n/a

Name: Lamine Tata Mamane

mailto:cadevnig@intnet.ne
mailto:evniger@intnet.ne
mailto:n/a


Address: KARKARA

Tel: 98 26 86 / 20 75 30 23

Email: karkaran@intnet.ne

Website:

HED TAMAT

Title: Trésorier du Conseil d'Admiin

Name: Akser Mohammed

Address: HED - TAMAT

Tel: 96 98 56 76

Email: tamatny@yahoo.fr

Website:

PADAZ

Title: n/a

Name: Aboubakar A

Address: PADAZ

Tel: 20 51 01 41 / 20510355

Email: padaz@intnet.ne

Website:

PDR/ADM

Title: Coordinnatrice

Name: Mme Djibril Anounou Marie-Claire

Address: Projet Développement Rural/ADM

mailto:karkaran@intnet.ne
mailto:tamatny@yahoo.fr
mailto:padaz@intnet.ne


Tel: 20,610,119

Email: n/a

Website:

Projet PAC / Banque mondiale

Title: n/a

Name: Assadek Mohammed

Address: Projet PAC / Banque mondiale

Tel: 20 75.27.17 /93 91.65.18

Email: n/a

Website:

SADEL

Title: Coordinateur

Name: Maïnema Mamadou

Address: Sécurité Alimentaire et Développment Economique Local

Tel: 96 46 55 60

Email: miainemamouna@yahoo.fr

Website:

SOS Iferouane

Title: Président

Name: Bohari Idrissa

Address: Association des ressortissants d'iférouane

Tel: 94 94 67 45

mailto:n/a
mailto:n/a
mailto:miainemamouna@yahoo.fr


Email: initiativesosiferwan@yahoo.fr

Website:

VALPRO

Title: Coordinateur Principal

Name: Ouedraogo Nathanael

Address: Organisme de Dévelopement durable

Tel: 20 75 22 67/ 96970201

Email: valpro@intnet.ne / valpro@online.fr

Website:

Coalition Equité Qualité contre la vie chère

Title: Secrétaire Général

Name: Kadi Moustapha

Address: Coalition Equité Qualité contre la vie chère

Tel: 20 74 01 56

Email: soskandadji@yahoo.fr

Website:

Evêché de Maradi

Title: Evêque de Maradi

Name: MgrAmbroise Ouedraogo

Address: Diocèse de Maradi

Tel: 20 41 13 86

Email: evechemi@intnet.ne

mailto:initiativesosiferwan@yahoo.fr
mailto:valpro@intnet.ne / valpro@online.fr
mailto:soskandadji@yahoo.fr
mailto:evechemi@intnet.ne


Website:

Evêché de Niamey

Title: Evêque de Niamey

Name: Mgr Michel Cartateguy

Address: Diocèse de Niamey

Tel: 20 73 32 59

Email: n/a

Website:

Missionaires de la Charité

Title: n/a

Name: Vandenbrouke Isabelle

Address: Missionnaires de la Charité

Tel: 96 88 21 08

Email: n/a

Website:

STA

Title: Présidente et Directrice Générale (PDG)

Name: Cissé Fatchima

Address: Société de Transformation Alimentaire

Tel: 20 74 35 10/96 96 25 15/ 90 44 44 22

Email: sta@intnet.ne/chairman.sta@orange.ne

Website:

mailto:n/a
mailto:n/a
mailto:sta@intnet.ne/chairman.sta@orange.ne


AFD

Title: Directeur

Name: Debroise Emmanuel

Address: Agence Française de développement

Tel: 20 72 22 20

Email: debroisee@afd.fr

Website:

USAID

Title: MCC Program Manager

Name: Schulman Martin

Address: United States Agency for International Development

Tel: 20722661 /94289081

Email: SchulmanMN@State.gov

Website:

Ambassade d'Espagne

Title: Coordinateur Général

Name: Rafael Garcia Fernandez

Address: Bureau de l’Agence Espagnole pour la  Coopération au Développement

Tel: 20755961 /62 /64

Email: n/a

Website:

Coopération Belge

mailto:debroisee@afd.fr
mailto:SchulmanMN@State.gov 
mailto:n/a


Title: Attaché de coopération

Name: Jacques Gourdin

Address: Coopération Belge

Tel: 20 73 33 14

Email: jacques.gourdin@diplobel.be

Website:

ACDI

Title: Chef du Bureau de l'Ambassade du Canada

Name: Villeneuve Guy

Address: Agence canadienne de développement international

Tel: 20 75 36 86/87

Email: guy.villeneuve@international.gc.ca.

Website:

CILSS

Title: Directeur Général Centre Régional AGRHYMET

Name: Ould Mohamed Mahfouz Mohamed Yahya

Address: Comité Inter-Etat de lutte contre la sécheresse au sahel

Tel: 20 31 53 16 / 20315436

Email: M.Yahya@agrhymet.ne

Website:

Coopération italienne

Title: Directeur

mailto:jacques.gourdin@diplobel.be
mailto:guy.villeneuve@international.gc.ca.
mailto:M.Yahya@agrhymet.ne


Name: Gennaro Gentile

Address: Coopération italienne

Tel: 20 72 53 63

Email: utlniger@intnet.ne

Website:

Coopération suisse/DCC

Title: Directrice Résidente

Name: Ursula Funk

Address: Coopération suisse/DCC

Tel: 20 73 39 16

Email: ursula.funk@sdc.net.

Website:

DED

Title: Directeur du DED au Niger

Name: siekmann Karl-Heinz

Address: Service Allemand de Développement

Tel: 20 75 31 36/ 20753755

Email: dedniger@ded.de

Website:

FEWS NET /USAID

Title: Représentant National

Name: Laouali Mahamadou Ibrahim

mailto:utlniger@intnet.ne
mailto:ursula.funk@sdc.net. 
mailto:dedniger@ded.de


Address: Famine Early Warning System

Tel: 20317133 / 20315316 / 20315436

Email: librahim@fews.net

Website:

GTZ

Title: Directeur

Name: Petuelli Werner

Address: GTZ Coopération allemande au Développement

Tel: 20722551/ 20732513

Email: Werner.Petuelli@gtz.de

Website:

JICA - CJ

Title: Représentant

Name: NISHIMOTO Akira

Address: JICA-Coopération japonaise

Tel: 20 73 55 69 / 96735569

Email: Nishimoto.Akira@jica.go.jp

Website:

PCP / PNUD

Title: Coordonnateur

Name: Coulibaly Sékou Omar

Address: Projet Consolidation de la Paix Air - Azawak

mailto:librahim@fews.net
mailto:Werner.Petuelli@gtz.de 
mailto:Nishimoto.Akira@jica.go.jp


Tel: 96 58 23 77 /94852377

Email: sekoumar_coul@yahoo.fr

Website:

UE

Title: Chargé de programme

Name: Lefay Olivier

Address: Union Européenne

Tel: 20 73 23 60 /20732773

Email: olivier.lefay@ec.europa.eu

Website:

WFP Sub-Office Maradi

Name: Sarr Abdoulaye

Tel: 20 640613 / 94 25 25 67

Email: n/a

Website:

Region covered: Maradi

WFP Sub-Office Tahoua

Name: Aladji Hamadou

Tel: 20 640620 / 96 53 86 77

Email: n/a

Website:

Region covered: Tahoua and Agadez

mailto:sekoumar_coul@yahoo.fr
mailto:olivier.lefay@ec.europa.eu
mailto:n/a
mailto:n/a


WFP Sub-Office Zinder

Name: Doumbaye Djimadoumngar

Tel: 20 640 626 / 96 98 38 20

Email: n/a

Website:

Region covered: Zinder and Diffa

Other Comments

National Regulatory Departments

 

Specific condition for certain types of exemption and possible remedies.The Exemption of TVA is possible on all flammable liquid , food and medical stock . An

official request has to be addressed to the Ministry of Health with an indication of types and purposes/project benificairies.Pre-shipment inspection is conducted

through documentation provided and on arrival a systimatic visual verification by concern authority.

The NGOs are required to submit the list of its fleet with the annual forecast of Fuel consumption at the beginning of each year as an attachment to the annual

report addressed to DONGAD. Fuel consumption estimates are determined based on the projected kilometers and relate to gear consumption standards. Only

fuel consumption by vehicles licensed for the NGOs and in the exclusive framework of its activities is exonerated.

"At the end of each quarter, l" NGOs are required to produce summary report showing the actual consumption of fuel and kilometers travelled by each vehicle

which will be then attached to the application for exemption.

The procedure can be summarized as follows:

1. Send a letter of request to the Director of the NGO stating the period during which the fuel was consumed.

2 .Complete prints it exemption Customs sealing and allow sign by one of the signatories.

3 .Join a quarterly summary detailing the fuel consumes and kilometers travelled by each of the gear.

4. Fleet lists and motorcycles.

5. Invoice pro - forma hydrocarbon House.

6. Follow-up the approval of the DONGAD and file continued to the direction general of custom.

7. Pass the exemption to the provider who then testifies at the SONIDEP to follow the process of compensation with the public Treasury it takes theoretically

three months.

8. Keeps a copy and send a copy to finance.

9. Follow –up with suppliers for obtaining of the credit note.

10. Inform the obtaining of the credit note to finance and plan the use (e.g. reloads with tom cards.)

mailto:n/a


Departments

Direction of ONG and Development Association ( DONGAD)

Title: Director general

Name: N/A

Website:

Direction coordinating the activities of the humanitarian community and liaise with various customs and revenue offices for exonerations of goods and materials

related to community development.

Other notes

Customs Information

All customs work is processed by the Direction des Appuis au Développement Communautaire (DADC), the governmental partner of WFP.

 

In June 1968, an agreement on free customs duties has been signed between WFP and the the govenrment of Niger for easy movement of all WFP imported

cargo.

As soon as WFP Shipping Instructions (attesting /containing information related to the quantity and the value of the items) are received, WFP prepares and

forwards to DADC office all documents related to the expected cargo. The DADC Office applies the import taxes exoneration from the Customs Headquarters

Office.  Before that the DADC office buys from the Ministry of Finance exoneration form, which costs 1,500 XOF + 1,500 XOF of fiscal stamps.  Based on the

Shipping documents received, the DADC office fill in the form; specify the place where the goods will be cleared; and invoke the agreement signed in June 1968

.

Within 5 to 8 working days, the customs Headquarters office (under the supervision of the Ministry of Finances) grants the exoneration.  The document is

immediately handed over to the WFP Clearing and Forwarder company, which uses it for customs clearance at each custom’s regional office in the country

(most of the cities have a custom office) as per the EDP destinations.

Meanwhile, the imported goods can cross easily the border under custom seals.  Only the way bill is requested.  A control by the phyto-sanitary office could be

conducted at the border.  The control is simple mainly checking the origin, quality, and expiration date of the food items.

Once goods arrived at destination point ,customs seals are opened on presentation of the taxes exoneration paper to the costums’office.

 

The DADC office is not involved in the non-food items and communication equipments (HF-VHF and Satellite equipment) importations process. All request of the



import taxes exoneration is addressed to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation for clearance before further action by the customs headquarters office.

Duties and Taxes Exemption

Emergency Response

Emergency Response Agreements

Agreements/Conventions Ratified? Date

WCO (World Customs Organization) member ✔ 18 April1961

Annex J-5 Revised Kyoto Convention - N/A

OCHA Model Agreement - N/A

Tampere Convention - N/A

Emergency Response Regional Agreements

Agreements/Conventions Comments

Niger is part of the CEDEAO (Communauté Économique des États de

l'Afrique de l'Ouest) and an active member of CEN_SAD (Communauté

des Etats Sahelo-Sahariens) inspiring economic and open market

among member’s states.

-

Exemption Regular Regime (Non-Emergency Response)

National Customs Legislation and Regime

 

There are tax exemptions whenever any duties and taxes on a property are not seen, in part or in whole, by an express provision.

The exemptions constitute an exception to the principle of common law as stated by article 4 of the national customs code which specifies that the goods must

pay the fees and taxes payable upon crossing the border tax exemptions constitute indirect subsidies corresponding to the participation of the State in the

financing of certain activities to economic social, cultural, initiated on the national territory. They also meet the reciprocity of international practice to which Niger

has subscribed including the status of the diplomatic and consular personnel provided for in the Vienna Convention of 18 April 1961.

Article 3 of the code of customs

Any misrepresentation unduly obtaining the benefit of the franchise

will give rise to the payment of duties and taxes without prejudice to the payment customs penalties.



 

"On the whole of the customs territory, the same laws and customs regulations must be applied without regard to quality of people"

Article 4: "goods entering the territory or which emerge are punishable according to the box, import or export duties rights registered in the customs tariff."

However, article 98 of the Code provides:

"By way of derogation from the provisions of articles 3 and 4 above, may be allowed duty free:"

• The goods from the customs territory or nationalized by the payment of fees in return from abroad;

• Shipments destined for ambassadors, services diplomatic and consular at foreign members of some official agencies in Niger;

• Shipments destined for the Red Cross and to the works of solidarity of national character;

• Exceptional shipments without any commercial character. »

The exemptions were classified into 12 categories for the purposes of identifying the beneficiaries, giving them a number for the needs of the computer.

 

National Customs Legislation and Regime

TAXATION IN COMMON SYSTEM

Clearance refers to the entire procedure applicable to goods imported or exported to the correct collection of duties and taxes that the customs administration is

responsible for liquidation, to ensure, on the other hand to apply regulatory measures.

We will discuss here the procedure for customs clearance in import, export and re-export.

I - A the import

Import, (02) two important phases below that support the merchandise since its entry into the customs territory until its removal to respect:

-the requirements before the clearance of the conduct and implementation of goods;

-Customs clearance formalities itself that ranging from the establishment of accounting to the removal of the goods, verification of the Declaration and the

liquidation and payment of duties and taxes. This last operation is performed in the offices of the customs of Niamey right bank and Niamey road from revenues

of customs said offices, structures put in place since 1999.

(- a) formalities

1 - Conduct customs

It covers all measures enabling a perfect line of goods imported to the competent customs post or Office. All goods entering Niger or exiting must be presented

at an Office or a position of Customs should be declared, and then verified if agents require and subject to the rights if there is place. Conduct customs

formalities vary depending on the mode of transport.

1-1 Transport by air

Goods transported by air shall be repeated on a manifest that reproduces the list of air waybills, dated and signed by the captain. It is filed with the Customs

upon arrival of the aircraft or, if it arrives before or after the opening of the Office, when it opened.

1 - 2 Transport by land

All goods imported by land borders must be conducted at the next Office or position of the customs, by the most direct route known as "legal road", which is

designated by order of the Minister responsible for finance. The driver of the goods must file the transport document in lieu of manifest (road map, road transit

booklet, bondable etc.) which incorporates the transported goods, upon his arrival at the first position of the customs, or Office. If the Office is closed, it will do

when it opened.



1 - 3 Transport by waterway

Any sea going boat on the rivers, rivers or lakes that serve as border with Niger and a point of the territory to perform operations of goods or passengers, loading

or unloading shall be fitted with:

. A certificate of navigation (for foreign vessels and boats, it will be required that the regulatory board papers,)

. A complete list of staff embarked members of the crew, on board, indicating the names, nationality and employment

. Cargo manifest established as the air, except canoes carrying only food products of growth.

These last two documents established place of departure, are covered initially by the Chief of the bureau of customs, completed en route if applicable, must be

submitted to the Customs Office at the arrival.

Organizational Requirements to obtain Duty Free Status

United Nation Agencies

Tax exemptions constitute indirect subsidies corresponding to the participation of the State in the financing of certain activities to economic social, cultural,

initiated on the national territory. They also meet the reciprocity of international practice to which Niger has subscribed including the status of the diplomatic,UN

agencies, and consular personnel provided for in the Vienna Convention of 18 April 1961. Article 3 of the code of customs .

NGOs

Above procedure applicable for NGO to obtain duty free status, their activities must be fitted to the economic social, cultural, initiated on the national territory.

Exemption Certificate Application Procedure

Generalities (include a list of necessary documentation)

General procedures on an agreement (MoU) with the concerned ministry or department based on the project activities or  economic social, cultural, initiated,

executing, import/export tax exemption. This depends on the nature of operation mentioned above, the UN agency or NGO implementing in the country.

However the procedure might take maximum of two weeks in normal operation.

Compulsory document includes, but not limited.

1. Customs declarations form filled and signed by designated authority, with exemption code quoted on it.

2.  Invoice original copy or pro-forma.  

3. Attestation Fiscal Situation of local Supplier.

4. Purchasing Order and any other relevant document such as donation certificate. Food commodities original Phyto- sanitary certificate is required.

 

Process to be followed (step by step / flowchart)

For goods imported by the NGOs through local suppliers and as part of the relief scope, the steps are the following: 

•     Complete prints of  exemption form , Customs seal and signed by an authorized signatory ,with 1,500 XOF stamp on each copy ,3 copies in total. 

•     Attach a cover letter addressed to the Director of the NGO indicating the nature and the place of use and beneficiaries.



•     Attach invoice pro - forma amount customs duty-free goods. 

•    File record to the  Directorate General of customs after approval of the DONGAD. 

•     After approval of the customs exemption, send a request for VAT exemption to the DONGAD (prints exemption VAT duly signed with cover letter and invoice

VAT highlighting the amount excluding tax and VAT share, a copy of certificate of situation.) 

•     File to the Directorate-General for taxes DGDI with 3 stamps after approval of the DONGAD 

•     Give suppliers the copies of the Customs and VAT exemptions returning them after approval.

Exemption Certificate Document Requirements

Food
Shelter,Wash and

education
Medicines

Vehicles and Spare

parts

Staff and office

supplies
Telecoms equiment

Invoice

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

AWB, BoL, or

Other Transport

Documents

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

Donation

Non-Commercial

Certificate

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

Packing List

N/Aoriginal,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

original,1

copy,applies to

UN/NGOs

Other

Documents

phyto-sanitary

Certificate original

Project document

or Beneficiares

and location

Origins facture

documentation

beneficiaries

details

Project document

or Beneficiares

and location

Project document

or Beneficiares

and location

Project document

or Beneficiares

and location

Duties and Taxes Exemption: Exemption Certificate Document Requirements - Additional notes

• All documents for duties and Taxes Exemtion Requirement , Orignals need to be presented

Customs Clearance

General Information

Custom Information Comments

Document Requirements

nstruction or authorization of temporary import must be indicated on the

invoice. The receiver must have a guarantee before the customs. Atestation

of supplier visa vis impot payment records.

Embargoes None

Prohibited Items
Specific drugs , protected animals species, immitation and counterfiet

materials.



General Restrictions GMO commodities are not allowed in to the country .

Customs Clearance Document Requirements

Food
Shelter,Wash and

education
Medicines

Vehicles and Spare

parts

Staff and office

supplies
Telecoms equiment

D&T Exemption

Certificate

Original,1 copy,

applies to UN and

NGOs

Original,1 copy,

applies to UN and

NGOs

Original,1 copy,

applies to UN and

NGOs

Original,1 copy,

applies to UN and

NGOs

Original,1 copy,

applies to UN and

NGOs

Original,1 copy,

applies to UN and

NGOs

Invoice
Original applies to

UN and NGOs

Original applies to

UN and NGOs

Original applies to

UN and NGOs

Original,1 copy,

applies to UN and

NGOs

Original,1 copy,

applies to UN and

NGOs

Original,1 copy,

applies to UN and

NGOs

AWB, BoL, or

Other Transport

Documents

Original,

copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

Original,

copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

Original,

copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

Original,

copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

Original,

copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

Original,

copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

Donation

Non-Commercial

Certificate

Original,

copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

Original,

copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

Original,

copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

Original,

copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

Original,

copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

Original,

copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

Packing List
1 copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

1 copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

1 copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

1 copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

1 copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

1 copy,applies to

UN and NGOs

Phytosanitary

Certificate

Original, 1 copy,

applies to UN and

NGOs

Original, 1 copy,

applies to UN and

NGOs

Original, 1 copy,

applies to UN and

NGOs

Original, 1 copy,

applies to UN and

NGOs

Original, 1 copy,

applies to UN and

NGOs

Original, 1 copy,

applies to UN and

NGOs

Other

Documents

Project document

or Beneficiares

and location

Project document

or Beneficiares

and location

Project document

or Beneficiares

and location

Project document

or Beneficiares

and location

Project document

or Beneficiares

and location

Project document

or Beneficiares

and location

Other comments

There   is a lot of flexibility applied by custom for timely release  of humainitarian imported goods such as food or medicine .

Weight and Value Band Information

Class Value (local currency) Value (US$) Weight (kgs)

Document N/A N/A N/A

Non-Doc HV N/A N/A N/A

Transit Regime

Customs procedure on import/export or bonded transit for humanitarian aid commodities are subject to pay escort fees and Warehousing charges at the rate of

650 XOF/ton if no handling is conducted ,with handling loading/unloading is 1,500 XOF/ton for the entire duration of stay. The escort charges are varies based

on the distance to be covered ,be it transit or at final delivery point. For humanitarian transactions fees are normaly paid by frieght forwarder /handling agent.



Focal Points Information

 

There is no national custom officer designated for the treatment of consignments of international emergency humanitarian assistance. However below contact

details name and address can be useful whenever the need arises. Incumbent is dealing with diplomat’s cargo and humanitarian goods and materials at the

airport of Niamey.

He is familiar with the humanitarian’s activities and diplomatic immunity; he can easily reorient any one in to the right direction without delay, particularly , if

issues can’t be handled at his level of authority.

 

Check http://ocha.unog.ch/cr/ for a possible online listing of customs authority focal points.

Humanitarian Organizations

CONCERN WORLDWIDE -NIGER

Title: Country Logistique and transport Manager

Name: Djibrilla Samna

Address: Concern Worldwide –Niamey

Tel: +227 20 75 54 25 / +227 96 98 32 73 / +227 96 88 06 60

Fax: +227 20752028

Email: djibrilla.samna@concern.net /djibrillasamna@yahoo.fr

Website: www.concern.net

Oxfam -NIger

Title: Logistics Assistant

Name: Mahamane Salissou Kassoum

Address: Rue NY5, port 76 Bp.10711 Niamey

http://ocha.unog.ch/cr/
mailto:djibrilla.samna@concern.net /djibrillasamna@yahoo.fr


Tel: +227 20755035 /+227 96280059

Fax: +22720755038

Email: mkassoum@oxfam.org.uk

Website: www.oxfam.org.uk

CARE INTERNaTIONAL - NIGER

Title: Procurement agent

Name: Akambo Aboubakar

Address: BP.10155 Niamey

Tel: +227 20754829 / +227 96596364/+227 90888840

Fax: +227 20740755

Email: akmboa@yahoo.fr

Website: N/A

Croix-Rouge F / French Red Cross-Niger

Title: Logistician

Name: Abdoulaye Moussa

Address: Niamey-Niger

Tel: +22720739617/+22796554091

Email: Log2-niamey.frc@croix-rouge.fr

Website:

Save the Children -Niger

Title: National Logistics Officer

Name: Souleymane Mahamane

mailto:mkassoum@oxfam.org.uk
mailto:akmboa@yahoo.fr
mailto:Log2-niamey.frc@croix-rouge.fr


Address: Quartier Plateau PL54 rue des lacs Bp.12670 Niamey

Tel: +227 20752553 /+227 20752552

Email: National.log@savethechildrenniger.org

Website: N/A

Customs Authorities

Direction General des Douanes Niamey

Title: Chef des Bureau / Inspecteur Principal des Douanes

Name: Djibril Hamidou ISSA

Address: BP.244 / Niamey

Tel: +227 90 00 14 14 / +227 96971515

Email: djibrilhamidou@yahoo.fr

Website: http://www.gouv-niger.na

Customs Information by Entry Points

Gaya Entry point (Benin)

Address

N/A

Contact Name

N/A

mailto:National.log@savethechildrenniger.org
mailto:djibrilhamidou@yahoo.fr
http://www.gouv-niger.na 


Title/Position

N/A

email

N/A

Telephone

N/A

Fax

N/A

Web

N/A

Summary of Role and Services

Please see below.

Location

N/A

Officer In Charge

N/A

Opening Hours

N/A

Telex

N/A



Telegram

N/A

Entry Point Knowledge

LCA Country Neighbor Country

Country Niger Country Benin

Province / governorate Dosso Province / governorate -

Town or city (closest) Gaya Town or city (closest) Malanville

Entry point name Gaya Entry point name Malanville

Latitude (N/S Decimal Degrees) 11.8878 Latitude (N/S Decimal Degrees) 11.86138

Longitude (E/W Decimal

Degrees)
3.4467

Longitude (E/W Decimal

Degrees)
3.38583

• Border crossing with Benin is done by passing on a long bridge (in good conditions) on the Niger River. Police, immigration and security have an office there

while customs is done a little further in the country at the entrance of Gaya city.

Management structure

Operating hours 24 hours/day -

Staff Nb Uniformed Officers

Customs About 25 staff including those in charge of escort O Yes

Immigration unknown O Yes

Police/security unknown O Yes

Military unknown O Yes

Type

Land

Storage

No information provided.

Customs information and document requirements

• Restrictions on border crossing

Vehicles allowed to cross border

Trucks O Yes Rem -

Rail Wagons O No Rem No rail network in Niger

Cars O Yes Rem -



 

Control/examination Area Yes/no Number

Clearly defined lanes O No -

Separate humanitarian aid lanes O No -

Priority for humanitarian cargo Unknown -

Examination Areas: Trucks O Yes See remark (1)

Equipment

- X-ray Machines O No -

- Examination pits O No -

Immigration

Clearly defined area O Yes

Visa issuance O Unknown

Office facilities O Yes

(1) Like all entry points visited, there are two steps in border crossing. At the border itself, immigration is done and police is checking if trucks (and cargo) have

needed documentation.

Cargo is then entering Niger and proceeds to one of the customs office (spread around the country) where cargo will be examined and cleared. There is one of

those custom offices at the entrance of Gaya with an examination area for truck. This office is in charge of screening all cargo entering into Niger, organizing

escort authorizing trucks to proceed.

The authorization is done through the carnet de transit routier (CTR) that cost 1,500 XOF each. The escort arrangement varies as per the destination (e.g. Gaya

– Zinder = 140 000 XOF/truck, Gaya – Maradi = 75 000 XOF per truck, Gaya – Tahoua = 87 000 XOF per truck, etc.).

Trucks registered in Benin or any other neighboring countries pay, in addition to the above, 3 000 XOF for laissez passer. The primary customs clearing step last

24 hours on average, and the Gaya office has a capacity of clearing 300 to 400 trucks per day as Gaya customs process is computerized.

(2) On Benin side, for a quick and easy clearance, it is recommended to truckers to carry in each truck, in addition of the escort paper, the declaration des

douanes, the bordereau d’expedition and the truck way bill.

Clearing system

There is no special procedure for Gaya.

Language



N/A

Makalondi Entry point (Burkina Faso)

Address

N/A

Contact Name

N/A

Title/Position

N/A

email

N/A

Telephone

N/A

Fax

N/A

Web

N/A

Summary of Role and Services

Please see below.

Location



N/A

Officer In Charge

N/A

Opening Hours

N/A

Telex

N/A

Telegram

N/A

Entry Point Knowledge

LCA Country Neighbor Country

Country Niger Country Burkina Faso

Province / governorate Tillaberi Province / governorate -

Town or city (closest) Makalondi Town or city (closest) Kantchari

Entry point name Makalondi Entry point name -

Latitude (N/S Decimal Degrees) 12.8330556 Latitude (N/S Decimal Degrees) 12.4786

Longitude (E/W Decimal

Degrees)
1.6925

Longitude (E/W Decimal

Degrees)
1.5122

• Border with Burkina Faso, 119 km from Niamey, is on a newly renovated road. During the assessment, traffic was very low. During the 3 hours needed to do

the return trip from Niamey, less than 20 trucks have been seen.

This is a strong indication that there are less Cargoes coming from Ghana, Togo and Ivory Cost ports for Niger as this is the only one entry point for those

corridors.

 

Management structure

Operating hours 24 hours/day -

Staff Nb Uniformed Officers

Customs unknown O No

Immigration unknown O Yes

Police/security unknown O Yes

Military unknown O Yes



Type

Land

Storage

No information provided.

Customs information and document requirements

• Restrictions on border crossing

Vehicles allowed to cross border

Trucks O Yes Rem -

Rail Wagons O No Rem No rail network in Niger

Cars O Yes Rem -

Control/examination Area Yes/no Number

Clearly defined lanes O No -

Separate humanitarian aid lanes O No -

Priority for humanitarian cargo Unknown -

Examination Areas: Trucks O Yes See remark below

Equipment

- X-ray Machines O No -

- Examination pits O No -

Immigration

Clearly defined area O Yes

Visa issuance O Unknown

Office facilities
O Yes

• The border itself is just marked by a sign on the side of the road. Immigration is done in Makalondi (26 km in Niger territory) while the first custom office for

cargo clearance is in Torodi (70Km in Niger territory).

Clearing system

There is no special procedure for Makalondi/Torodi.

Language

N/A



Birnin Konni Entry point (Nigeria)

Address

N/A

Contact Name

N/A

Title/Position

N/A

email

N/A

Telephone

N/A

Fax

N/A

Web

N/A

Summary of Role and Services

Please see below.

Location

N/A



Officer In Charge

N/A

Opening Hours

N/A

Telex

N/A

Telegram

N/A

Entry Point Knowledge

LCA Country Neighbor Country

Country Niger Country Nigeria

Province / governorate Tahoua Province / governorate Sokoto

Town or city (closest) Birnin Konni Town or city (closest) Sokoto

Entry point name Birnin Konni Entry point name -

Latitude (N/S Decimal Degrees) 13.8000 Latitude (N/S Decimal Degrees) 13.0514

Longitude (E/W Decimal

Degrees)
5.2500

Longitude (E/W Decimal

Degrees)
5.2314

• One of the many entry points with Nigeria along this huge porous border.

Management structure

Operating hours 24 hours/day -

Staff Nb Uniformed Officers

Customs unknown O No

Immigration unknown O Yes

Police/security unknown O Yes

Military unknown O Yes

Type

Land

Storage



No information provided.

Customs information and document requirements

• Restrictions on border crossing

Vehicles allowed to cross border

Trucks O Yes Rem -

Rail Wagons O No Rem No rail network in Niger

Cars O Yes Rem -

Control/examination Area Yes/no Number

Clearly defined lanes O No -

Separate humanitarian aid lanes O No -

Priority for humanitarian cargo Unknown -

Examination Areas: Trucks O Yes See remark below

Equipment

- X-ray Machines O No -

- Examination pits O No -

Immigration

Clearly defined area O Yes

Visa issuance O Unknown

Office facilities O Yes

• Like all entry points visited, there are two steps in border crossing. At the border itself, immigration is done and police is checking if trucks (and cargo) have

needed documentation.  Cargo is then entering Niger and proceeds to one of the customs office (spread around the country) where cargo will be examined

and cleared.   There is one of those custom offices in Birnin Konni

Clearing system

There is no special procedure for Birnin Konni.

Language

N/A

Dan Issa Entry point (Nigeria)

Address



N/A

Contact Name

N/A

Title/Position

N/A

email

N/A

Telephone

N/A

Fax

N/A

Web

N/A

Summary of Role and Services

Please see below.

Location

N/A

Officer In Charge

N/A



Opening Hours

N/A

Telex

N/A

Telegram

N/A

Entry Point Knowledge

LCA Country Neighbor Country

Country Niger Country Nigeria

Province / governorate Maradi Province / governorate -

Town or city (closest) Maradi Town or city (closest) Katsina

Entry point name Dan Issa Entry point name -

Latitude (N/S Decimal Degrees) 13.20889 Latitude (N/S Decimal Degrees) 12.9978

Longitude (E/W Decimal

Degrees)
7.2525

Longitude (E/W Decimal

Degrees)
7.5994

• One of the many entry points with Nigeria, along this huge porous border, situated at 49 kilometers South of Maradi.

Management structure

Operating hours 24 hours/day -

Staff Nb Uniformed Officers

Customs unknown O No

Immigration unknown O Yes

Police/security unknown O Yes

Military unknown O Yes

Type

Land

Storage

No information provided.



Customs information and document requirements

• Restrictions on border crossing

Vehicles allowed to cross border

Trucks O Yes Rem -

Rail Wagons O No Rem No rail network in Niger

Cars O Yes Rem -

Control/examination Area Yes/no Number

Clearly defined lanes O No -

Separate humanitarian aid lanes O No -

Priority for humanitarian cargo Unknown -

Examination Areas: Trucks O Yes See remark below

Equipment

- X-ray Machines O No -

- Examination pits O No -

Immigration

Clearly defined area O Yes

Visa issuance O Unknown

Office facilities
O Yes

• Like all entry points visited, there are two steps in border crossing. At the border itself, immigration is done and police is checking if trucks (and cargo) have

needed documentation.  Cargo is then entering Niger and proceeds to one of the customs office (spread around the country) where cargo will be examined

and cleared.  There is one of those custom offices in Maradi.

Clearing system

There is no special procedure for Dan Issa.

Language

N/A

Matamey Entry point (Nigeria)

Address

N/A

Contact Name



N/A

Title/Position

N/A

email

N/A

Telephone

N/A

Fax

N/A

Web

N/A

Summary of Role and Services

Please see below.

Location

N/A

Officer In Charge

N/A

Opening Hours

N/A



Telex

N/A

Telegram

N/A

Entry Point Knowledge

LCA Country Neighbor Country

Country Niger Country Nigeria

Province / governorate Zinder Province / governorate -

Town or city (closest) Matamey Town or city (closest) Dorawa

Entry point name May Moudjia Entry point name n/a

Latitude (N/S Decimal Degrees) 13.2000 Latitude (N/S Decimal Degrees) 12.5167

Longitude (E/W Decimal

Degrees)
8.2833

Longitude (E/W Decimal

Degrees)
8.8333

• One of the two (with Magaria) of the Nigerian border crossing points to Zinder.

Management structure

Operating hours 24 hours/day -

Staff Nb Uniformed Officers

Customs unknown O No

Immigration unknown O Yes

Police/security unknown O Yes

Military unknown O Yes

Type

Land

Storage

No information provided.

Customs information and document requirements



• Restrictions on border crossing

Vehicles allowed to cross border

Trucks O Yes Rem -

Rail Wagons O No Rem No rail network in Niger

Cars O Yes Rem -

Control/examination Area Yes/no Number

Clearly defined lanes O No

Separate humanitarian aid lanes O No

Priority for humanitarian cargo Unknown

Examination Areas: Trucks O Yes See remark

Equipment

- X-ray Machines O No

- Examination pits O No

Immigration

Clearly defined area O Yes

Visa issuance O Unknown

Office facilities
O Yes

• Like all entry points visited, there are two steps in border crossing. At the border itself, immigration is done and police is checking if trucks (and cargo) have

needed documentation.  Cargo is then entering Niger and proceeds to one of the customs office (spread around the country) where cargo will be examined

and cleared.  The first costumes office is in Matamey, but for WFP operations, it’s more likely than cargo will proceed to Zinder to be cleared.

Clearing system

There is no special procedure for Matamey.

Language

N/A

Magaria Entry point (Nigeria)

Address

N/A

Contact Name

N/A



Title/Position

N/A

email

N/A

Telephone

N/A

Fax

N/A

Web

N/A

Summary of Role and Services

Please see below.

Location

N/A

Officer In Charge

N/A

Opening Hours

N/A

Telex

N/A



Telegram

N/A

Entry Point Knowledge

LCA Country Neighbor Country

Country Niger Country Nigeria

Province / governorate Zinder Province / governorate -

Town or city (closest) Magaria Town or city (closest) Unknown

Entry point name Tinkim Entry point name Baboura

Latitude (N/S Decimal Degrees) 12.8836111 Latitude (N/S Decimal Degrees) -

Longitude (E/W Decimal

Degrees)
8.9683333

Longitude (E/W Decimal

Degrees)
-

• One of the two (with Matamey) of the Nigerian border crossing points to Zinder.

Management structure

Operating hours 24 hours/day -

Staff Nb Uniformed Officers

Customs unknown O No

Immigration unknown O Yes

Police/security unknown O Yes

Military unknown O Yes

Type

Land

Storage

No information provided.

Customs information and document requirements

• Restrictions on border crossing

Vehicles allowed to cross border

Trucks O Yes Rem -

Rail Wagons O No Rem No rail network in Niger

Cars O Yes Rem -



Control/examination Area Yes/no Number

Clearly defined lanes O No -

Separate humanitarian aid lanes O No -

Priority for humanitarian cargo Unknown -

Examination Areas: Trucks O Yes See remark

Equipment

- X-ray Machines O No -

- Examination pits O No -

Immigration

Clearly defined area O Yes

Visa issuance O Unknown

Office facilities
O Yes

• Like all entry points visited, there are two steps in border crossing.  At the border itself, immigration is done and police is checking if trucks (and cargo) have

needed documentation.  Cargo is then entering Niger and proceeds to one of the customs office (spread around the country) where cargo will be examined

and cleared.  The first costumes office is in Magaria, but for WFP operations, it’s more likely than cargo will proceed to Zinder to be cleared.

Clearing system

There is no special procedure for Magaria.

Language

N/A

Diffa Entry point (Nigeria)

Address

N/A

Contact Name

N/A

Title/Position

N/A

email



N/A

Telephone

N/A

Fax

N/A

Web

N/A

Summary of Role and Services

Please see below.

Location

N/A

Officer In Charge

N/A

Opening Hours

N/A

Telex

N/A

Telegram

N/A



Entry Point Knowledge

LCA Country Neighbor Country

Country Niger Country Nigeria

Province / governorate Diffa Province / governorate -

Town or city (closest) Diffa Town or city (closest) Unknown

Entry point name Diffa Entry point name -

Latitude (N/S Decimal Degrees) 12.8836111 Latitude (N/S Decimal Degrees) -

Longitude (E/W Decimal

Degrees)
8.9683333

Longitude (E/W Decimal

Degrees)
-

 

Management structure

Operating hours 24 hours/day -

Staff Nb Uniformed Officers

Customs unknown O No

Immigration unknown O Yes

Police/security unknown O Yes

Military 1 at the border gate O Yes

Type

Land

Storage

No information provided.

Customs information and document requirements

• Restrictions on border crossing

Vehicles allowed to cross border

Trucks O Yes Rem -

Rail Wagons O No Rem No rail network in Niger

Cars O Yes Rem -

Control/examination Area Yes/no Number

Clearly defined lanes O No

Separate humanitarian aid lanes O No

Priority for humanitarian cargo Unknown

Examination Areas: Trucks O Yes See remark (1)

Equipment



- X-ray Machines O No

- Examination pits O No

Immigration

Clearly defined area O Yes

Visa issuance O Unknown

Office facilities
O Yes

(1) Border is just outside Diffa city. All procedures (including immigration) are to be done in the customs office in town.  At the border itself, one soldier will check

if paperwork has been done.

Clearing system

There is no special procedure for Diffa.

Language

N/A

Assamakka Entry point (Algeria)

Address

N/A

Contact Name

N/A

Title/Position

N/A

email

N/A

Telephone

N/A



Fax

N/A

Web

N/A

Summary of Role and Services

 

Traffic between Niger and Algeria is not well developed as the road network on both sides does not exist (tracks are used); and the security and the climate

conditions (desert) are not encouraging free movement of people. Sporadic attacks carried out by armed and unknown men take place regularly. The recent

armed conflict between MNJ, a Touareg ethnic predominant group, and the government of Niger worsen the security situation in this part of the country.

The closest town in Algeria, In-Guezzam, is situated at about 30 km away from Assamakka. Niamey – Assamakka: 1,355 km of which 180 km from Arlit to

Assamakka is not asphalted.

Immigration formalities are carried out by military. Customs office is operational at Assamakka, and Customs officers work on 3 months shift.

Powerful 6x6 trucks are the type of truck used by traders of both side. To cross the Algeria-Niger border, trucks drive for 6 to 7 days from Agadez – 418 km.

(Agadez – Niamey: 937Km).

Before the 2007 (February) armed conflict, It was compulsory for UN staff accessing/traveling the Assamakka region to be escorted by security armed military

and one desert guide. Security escort arrangements should have been made at Agadez town (50.000 to 100.000 XOF per day) prior departure. Currently, the

region is a NO GO area for UN staff as it is on UN security phase 3.

 

Location

N/A



Officer In Charge

N/A

Opening Hours

N/A

Telex

N/A

Telegram

N/A

Entry Point Knowledge

N/A

Type

Land

Storage

N/A

Customs information and document requirements

No information provided.

Clearing system



No information provided.

Language

N/A

Madama Entry point (Libya)

Address

N/A

Contact Name

N/A

Title/Position

N/A

email

N/A

Telephone

N/A

Fax

N/A

Web

N/A

Summary of Role and Services



Madama entry point is known as an attractive exit point of clandestine African men and women on the way to Europe. That is why the security control is more

reinforced at Madama. The road network does not exist. There are various tracks leading to the destination, which is Madama.

All security, immigration, and customs formalities are carried out at Madama, which is far away from the Libya – Niger border by 105 km. The small town at Niger

border is Toummo, 105 km away from Madama. It was not chosen to host administrative offices due to its size and its proximity to Libya.

Immigration formalities are carried out by military. They mainly check travel documents (passport/identification card, vaccine card, etc.) of passengers, and cargo

waybill or any other documents for cargo. Customs office is operational at Madama and Customs officers work on 3 months shift.

It takes 9 to 11 days to travel by truck from Agadez to the Niger-Libya border.

It is compulsory for UN staff accessing the madama region to be escorted by security armed military and one desert guide. Arrangements for escort should be

done at Agadez (50.000 to 100.000 XOF per day). But such a mission should be cleared by the UN security Advisor in Niamey.

Location

N/A

Officer In Charge

N/A

Opening Hours

N/A

Telex

N/A

Telegram

N/A

Entry Point Knowledge



N/A

Type

Land

Storage

No information provided.

Customs information and document requirements

No information provided.

Clearing system

No information provided.

Language

n/a

Other comments

 

• Major Border Crossings

Niger is a landlocked country with more than 5,600 km of borders with 7 countries:



Algeria 956 km

Benin 266 km

Burkina Faso 628 km

Chad 1,175 km

Libya 354 km

Mali 821 km

Nigeria 1,497 km

The main and most used entry points are:

- Gaya:  from Benin

- Makalondi: from Burkina Faso

- Birnin Konni, Dan Issa, Matamey and Magaria: from Nigeria

From/to Tchad, the border is crossed North-East of Nguigmi.  Traffic is limited to small trade’s movements especially during market days on both sides.

Due to security situation in the north, road links with Algeria and Libya seems barely used and it is of less interest for WFP operations.

Niger is part of the CEDEAO (Communauté Économique des États de l'Afrique de l'Ouest) encouraging economic links and open market between its members

and easing transit. Members of the CEDEAO are Bénin, Burkina Faso, Cap Vert, Côte d'Ivoire, Gambie, Ghana, Guinée, Guinée-Bissau, Libéria, Mali, Niger,

Nigeria, Sénégal, Sierra Leone and Togo



Annexes
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File

NER custom information by Entry Points.doc — Microsoft Word Document, 206 kB (210944 bytes)

Port Assessment

Niger being a landlocked country, it relies on foreign ports.  The most used port is Cotonou in Benin, which is the closest one (733 km to the Niger boarder).

Although it’s complying with ISPS code since July 2004, Cotonou has a reputation to be congested throughout the year.

Efforts have been made to improve the working conditions in the port of Cotonou. These include:

1. The creation of dry port facility for containers operations outside the port premises. MAERSK Logistics has been the first transit company to establish a dry

port, which operates days and nights to reduce the backlog of containers.

2. The extension project of SDV/SAGA container terminal within the port premises. SDV/SAGA owns a container terminal in the port that has been over

congested all the time despite various efforts to improve the terminal management. The extension works of the terminal has been funded and started. It is

expected that the new space will be operational in mid-2010.

3. The renewal of container handling equipment. The Port of Cotonou is facing serious handling equipment problems that are affecting its efficiency: no

homogeneity of different equipments used, spare parts supply problem, therefore inefficient.

CAT Logistic is the current transit company for WFP Niger.  CAT estimates having the capacity of handling WFP food at Cotonou port and organizing transport

to Niger for a total of 10.000 MT/month (this aside of their business with other companies.)

The ports located in Ghana (Tema), Togo (Lomé) and Abidjan (Ivory Cost) are alternatives port for deliveries destined to Niger. The handling costs of those ports

are cheaper than Cotonou. Re-routing cargoes through other ports in the region is therefore an option to pursue and reduces the risk of traffic congestion in

Cotonou.  Nevertheless, the political situation in Ivory Cost has to be taken in consideration. This is why in 2008, the first regional synchronize tender was

launched by the region bureau to improve the cost-effectiveness and the efficiency of the three corridors (Niger, Burkina Faso and Mali).

Main National Ports

Other Comments

http://dlca.logcluster.org/NER/country-profile/annexes/ner-custom-information-by-entry-points


Please refer to the different countries’ LCA for more details on the ports.

Airport Assessment

Niger doesn’t have a well-developed network of airports. Beside the airport of Niamey, none have infrastructure to handle properly air cargo. There are three

international airports:  Niamey, Agadez and Zinder. Three national airports: Marady, Tahoua and Diffa, and several airstrips rarely used (Dirkou, Dogondoutchi,

Gaya, Goure, Iferouane, Ouallam, Tessaoua, etc.).

Airports in Niger are manage by AANN (Activités Aéronautiques Nationales du Niger).  Permission to operate in the country has to be obtained from the Ministry

of transport at the Civil Aviation section.  Niger doesn’t have specific restriction on the type of planes, which can be operated, no noise nor age limitation, etc.

 And usually, permission is granted on presentation of the “Certificat de Navigabilité”.

Fuel Jet A1 stock is always available into the country. Total and OilLibya petrol stations are the main and big importers. As at now a Jet A1 liter cost 394.34 XOF

duty free in Niamey and 500.44 XOF duty paid in Niamey and 558.44 XOF duty paid in Agadez (October 2009 rates).

Civil Aviation

 

There is no national airlines company in Niger. Two aircraft operators (ARIK and THS) have been performing air traffic within the country.

1. THS Niger:

THS Niger is a small private company owning two small planes (2 King Air 200 and 2 King Air 1,900) that can be charted for passengers or small cargo. They

also claim that they have an agreement with a company in Burkina Faso to access an AN12 if needed. Indicative prices in XOF (including taxes) are as follows

(October 2009):

Flight From Flight To aircraft Capacity King Air 200 Max 1 MT
King Air 1,900 Max 3.5

MT
AN 12 Max 12 MT

Niamey Maradi 5,401,053 9,116,590 10,985,500

Niamey Zinder 6,947,934 11,407,340 14,220,000

Niamey Tahoua 5,053,597 8,428,770 -

Niamey Agadez 6,667,094 10,913,490 18,550,000

Niamey Cotonou 6,631,050 9,898,000 17,700,000



Remark: AN12 can’t land/take off operate in Tahoua

2. ARIK:

It is a regional big private company owing 23 planes (2 Airbus, 2 B737, 11 B737 Next generations, 4 Canadair Regional Jet, 3 Dash 8, 1 Fokker 50) with

headquarters established in Abuja, Nigeria. The company opened in April 2009 an office in Niamey (Niger) and positioned the Fokker 50 aircraft in Niamey for

passenger and cargo domestic and international flights.

Currently, the Niamey standby aircraft (Fokker 50) flies on domestic flight to Maradi, Tahoua, Agadez, and Zinder. It flies on international flight to Abuja, Kano,

Lagos, and Sokoto (Nigeria) and Cotonou (Benin). Indicative prices in XOF (including taxes) are as follows (October 2009):

DOMESTIC FLIGTH ROUND WAY

(one year)

From To Maradi To Zinder To Tahoua

Niamey 125,900 140,900 115,900

INTERNATIONAL FLIGTH

ROUND WAY (one year)

From To Cotonou To Abuja To Kano To Lagos

Niamey 304,900 302,200 285,200 367,200

 

Due the limited number of reliable and safe air service providers in the country, and the need for humanitarian workers to access Agadez region in 2007 & 2008,

the UN decided in 2008 to put in place an air service in order to improve its interventions in the country. A UNHAS chartered flight (Dornier 328 – 32 seater

aircraft) was deployed earlier July 2008 in Niger. Three months later, the Dornier 328 aircraft was replaced by an 18 Seater B 1900-C aircraft.

The use of this air service is restricted to humanitarian relief workers only.

 

Currently, the UNHAS aircraft flies on domestic flight to Maradi, Tahoua, Agadez, and Zinder following the below schedule:



Other Comments

Contacts

Procedures for Foreign Registered Aircraft

No information provided.

Main National Airports and Airfields



Niamey Airport

Please see below.

Location Details

Details

Country Niger

Province/District Niamey

Town or City (closest) Niamey

Airfield Name Diori Hamani

IATA and ICAO codes NIM/DRRN

Latitude N 13.48022

Longitude E 2.17529 

Elevation 732 Feet 

International Airport yes

Open from/to (hours) 0.00 to 0.00

Airport Image



 

NER
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aerodrome chart.jpg

Main Airport Contacts

Performance

Please see below.

Performance Data

Performance Year(s) and figures

Total capacity of the airport 4,000 MT / Month 

Monthly activity of the airport 140-150 MT / Month 

Current monthly use by WFP 20 rotations

Cargo Capacity

 

There are currently more than five scheduled cargo flights a week. The number of flights has increased as there are, at the moment, three A300 coming from

France and two AN12 coming from Lomé. Both represent a total of 80 to 100 MT handle in Niamey a week.

The rest of the cargo handle by Niamey is coming on the passengers’ planes.

Until the middle of the 1990’s, they use to handle about 4,000 MT / month.

Cargo Capacity Data

Cargo Capacity Year(s) and figures

Total Aircraft Movements 2064 flights

Total capacity of the airport (mt) 74,556 mt on a yearly average.

http://dlca.logcluster.org/NER/logistics-infrastructure/annexes/ner-aerodrome-chart.jpg


Current activity of the airport (mt) 300 mt an average , daily basis for 2011.

Current monthly use by Humanitarian flights (UNHAS) An average of 42 mt by month.

Airfield Details

 

(1) Major repairs for mono and twin engines Repair facilities for light aircrafts. Change of engines. Spare parts.

(2) Fire-Fighting equipments available are:

- 1 VP FLYCO 4x4 - 150 KG powder

- Fire Fighting Vehicles: 1 liaison Vehicle (not operational at the moment)

- 1 VIPP 3435 S - 3000 L water + 400 L émulseur + 350 KG powder

- 1 VIMP 6700 - 6000 L water + 720 L émulseur

- 1 VIMP 71025 - 7000 L water + 1000 L émulseur + 250 KG powder

- 1 VIMP 81025 - 8000 L water + 1000 L émulseur + 250 KG powder

 

Airfield Details Data

Details

Customs ✔

Immigration ✔

Terminal Building ✔

Passenger Terminal ✔

Cargo terminal ✔

Pax transport to airfield ✔

Control Tower ✔

Weather Facilities ✔

Catering Services ✔

Base Operating Room ✔

Airport Radar ✔

NDB ✔

VOR ✔

ILS ✔

Approach Lights ✔

JET A1 fuel ✔

AVGAS 100 ✔

Single Point Refueling ✔

Air Starter Units ✔



Ground Power (mobile) ✔

Crash Crew ✔

Aircraft Support Services ✔

Latrine Servicing ✔

Fire Fighting ✔

Fire Fighting Equipment ✔

De-icing Equipment -

IFR Procedures ✔

Runway Lights ✔

Parking Ramp Lighting ✔

Runways

Runway #1

Details

Description Value

Published Length (m) 3060

Usable Length (m) 3000

Width (m) 45 meters (the total width is 60 meters of which 45 meters width is usable)

Orientation  09 R / 27 L

Surface Asphalt

Runway #2

This Laterite runway is unusable during 24 hours after rain.  There are no defined bands for it.

Details

Description Value



Published Length (m) 1620

Usable Length (m) 1620

Width (m) 40

Orientation  09 L / 27 R

Surface Laterite

Helicopter Pad(s)

No information provided.

Helicopter Pad Details

Details

Present no

Largest helicopter that can land n/a

Width and Length (metres) n/a

Surface n/a

Airport Operating Details

Details

Max size aircraft that can be offloaded on bulk cargo IL-76 & B747

Max size cargo aircraft that can be offloaded on pallet AN-124

Total Parking Area (msq) 43,000 m2 (and an additional 26,000 m2 military parking)

Storage Capacity (mt) 1.300 m3

Cargo Handling Equipment yes

Elevators/Hi-loaders

Details

Present yes

Max. Capacity (mt) 2 (1 Sovam PEB 14 MT & 1 Sovam PEB 7 LM) good for B747 upper deck.

Can reach the upper deck of B747 yes

Loading Ramps 2 (1 Sovam TM6 and 1 Sovam TB6)

Tractors 4 (two being currently no working)

Pallets carts 24



Containers carts 14 (+ one damaged)

Bags carts 13

Buses 3 (none are in a good state)

Charges

Overview

• Aircraft Costs

Below are the prices as published on the arrêté 005 MT/DAC of 29/03/2005 regarding aeronautic charges and extra aeronautic. This arrêté came into force on

01 January 2005.  Currency used is XOF (Franc CFA) which has a fixed exchange rate against the Euro at 655.957 XOF/EUR

Charges Conditions Rates Remarks

• Landing

- International Traffic

0 to 25 MT 2,616 XOF/MT

26 to 75 MT 5,229 XOF/MT

76 to 150 MT 7,397 XOF/MT

Above 150 MT 6,945 XOF/MT

- Domestic Traffic

0 to 14 MT 572  XOF/MT with a minimum 1,384 XOF

15 to 25 MT 2,113  XOF/MT

26 to 75 MT 4,218 XOF/MT

76 to 150 MT 5,333 XOF/MT

150 MT and above 4,984  XOF/MT

- Private Aircrafts

Tourism aircrafts up to 2 MT 1,384 XOF

• Runway Lighting facility

- HI lighting By take-off or landing

For aircrafts more than 75 MT 106,079 XOF

For aircrafts up to 75 MT 83,746 XOF

- BI lighting By take-off or landing 40,265 XOF

• Passengers taxes

- National traffic 1,500 XOF

- International Traffic 10,000 XOF

• Opening overtime No overtime charges in Niamey

• Aircraft Parking (on asphalted

surface)
50 XOF/MT/hour

With 2 hours exemption from the time of

landing

• Aircraft Parking (on laterite

surface)
25 XOF/MT/Hour

• Hangarage

- Commercial Aircrafts For the first 25 MT 150 XOF/MT/24hours

Above 25 MT 180 XOF/MT/24hours

• Fuel (by liters) 2 XOF/Litre

• Cargo (in & out) 10 XOF/kg Meat, leather and fruits are exempted

• International Tax of

Transportation
8,000 XOF/passenger

• Security No security charges for Niamey

Costs - Navigation Charges (US$)

Aircraft Weight - MTOW (kg) Navigation (per journey) Over-Flight



0/3500
Aircraft with a weigh less than 4 tons are

exempted from present charges.
Exempted from charges

3501/14,000
Flight on national territory or between ASECNA

member state fixed price 84,99 €uro
Fixed price 84,99 €uro

14,000/14,000
International flight outside ASECNA fixed price

204,13 €uro
fixed price 204,13 €uro

14,001/and over National territory 66,34 €uro 66,34 €uro

14,001/and over
between ASECNA member state without stover

out ASECNA state 81,65€uro
81,65€uro

14,001/and over International flight outside ASECNA 102,06 €uro 102,06 €uro

14,001/and over

Militaryaircarft of ASECNA member states and

ASECNA A/C are Exempted from present

charges.

Militaryaircarft of ASECNA member states and

ASECNA A/C are Exempted from present

charges

Costs - Airfield Charges (US$)

Aircraft Weight - MTOW (kg) Landing Night landing Night take-off Parking

0/1,500/C 172 3,924 83,746 83,746 50 XOF/ton/hour

1,501/2,500/C 205 6,540 83,746 83,746 50 XOF/ton/hour

2,501/5,000/C 208 13,080 83,746 83,746 50 XOF/ton/hour

5,001/10,000/DC-3 26,160 83,746 83,746 50 XOF/ton/hour

10,001/20,000/Dash-7 52,320 83,746 83,746 50 XOF/ton/hour

20,001/40,000/Dash-8 209,160 83,746 83,746 50 XOF/ton/hour

40,001/80,000/An-12 591,760 106,079 106,079 50 XOF/ton/hour

80,001/120,000/B757 887,640 106,079 106,079 50 XOF/ton/hour

120,001/180,000/B767 1250,100 106,079 106,079 50 XOF/ton/hour

180,001/300,000/IL-76 2083,500 106,079 106,079 50 XOF/ton/hour

300,001/and over/An-124 2083,500 106,079 106,079 50 XOF/ton/hour

Airfield Charges Notes

Note

Night Landing hours are between
Note #1: Night landing hours are between 17:30 – 05:30 UTC hours

depends on previaling weather condition

Parking charges hours (or part of)

Note #2: Parking charges are after each 2 hours franchise ,50 XOF is

charged /hour / ton/ in traffic area . And 25 XOF is charged /hour/ton / in

built parking .

Charges are administered by
Note #3: All of these charges are administered by ASECNA and are the

same for all airports in Agadez-Diffa-Maradi-Tahoua-Zinder.

Costs - Aircraft Servicing Charges (US$)



Service Ad-Hoc / US$

Chocks - Per operation 180 €uro /occasion

Stairs - Per unit per hour 200 €uro narrow ,wide body 330€uro /hr

GPU - Per hour 160 €uro first hr, after / 15 min.40 €uro

ASU - Per hour 160 €uro first hr, after / 15 min.40 €uro

Loader - Per hour 730€uro 7ton/ 1130€uro 14ton upp deck

Toilet Service - Per aircraft 130€uro N body / 200€uro wide body

Pushback - Per operation 165 €uro/ hour/ min.

Trailer/dolly - Per operation 130€uro/hr / Baggage cart 430€uro /day

Ground Handling Company

AHS

Name: Aviation Handling Services

Website:

 

AHS (Aviation Handling Services) is the private company in charge of all the handling operation in Niamey airport.

It has been created following the bankruptcy of Air Afrique, which was in charge until 2003. AHS is part of the Menzies Aviation Group. It has an international

management team. There are 79 permanent staffs, all with many years of experience as previous Air Afrique Staff.

They manage all the technical equipment of the airport, have manpower (porters, hostesses, technical), provide passenger and luggage assistance, they also

manage the cargo (see price below) and can provide access to communication facilities (SITA, phone and fax.)

 

 

Aircraft Handling Agent

Title: Station Manager

Name: Chaibou Massalatchi



Address: Cellule d’assistance en escale -Niamey

Tel: +22720732135 Cell:+22796963075/

Fax: +22720735866

Email: Massalatchi.chaibou@cac.ne

Website:

Cargo Terminal Charges

Cargo handling is done by AHS. Costs as per 01 June 2004 are given in Euros.

Service per Price in Euros

From 1 to 100 Mt max. Take-off Weight MT (or part of it) 35

Over 100 MT max. Take-off Weight MT (or part of it) 22

Stuffing/unstuffing per ULD/PLLT kg 0.13

Manipulation bulk at arrival/departure kg 0.13

Manipulation Mail/diplo. Shpmnt at arrival/departure kg 0.2

Transport between aircraft and warehouse and v.v. kg 0.035

Storage 3 days free; after per kg. 0.04

Special equipment (crane) Per file/hour Cost price + disburs.

DGR control Per control 40

Extra customs cost Per flt 80

Ballast per 100 kg 15

Cargo Terminal Charges Import

Import Rate US$ / kg

Handling Charge per kg N/A

Break Bulk Fee N/A

Diplomatic Mail N/A

Strong Room - per consignment N/A

Cold Storage Fee N/A

Delivery outside normal working hours N/A

Preparation of substitute AOA - Invoice - Receipt N/A

Storage per kg per day - Grace period? hours N/A

Cargo Terminal Charges Export

Export Rate US$ / kg

Handling charges - Unpalletized cargo N/A

mailto:Massalatchi.chaibou@cac.ne


International Air Way Bill N/A

Local Air Way Bill N/A

Air Way Bill Amendment - Cancellation N/A

Air Way Bill Documentation N/A

Diplomatic Mail N/A

Storage charges per kg per day N/A

Costs - Air-bridge Charges

Handling of an aircraft delay for more than one hour will be charged at 15 % per 30 minutes, with a maximum of 60 % of the handling if no prior advise has been

given by the carrier 06 hours in advance. Incase a departure is annulled after all services have been executed, the handling company will charge the carrier by

60 % of the rate applied.

Costs - Fuel Services Charges

Handling in the case of technical Landing for other than commercial purposes ( for fuel or crew reason) will be charge at 50 % of the rate applied, provided that a

physical change of load is not involved.

Other comments

• Clearance and taxes

As there is no infrastructure to maintain a cool-chain, items in such need can be taken away on arrival even if custom clearance process is not completed.

Nevertheless, the custom procedures should be completed before the use of the item.

Normal passenger boarding and cargo receipt procedures.

Standard procedures for passengers boarding such as:

1) Visa control

2) Health carnet requested with Vaccinations

3) Customs control for hand luggage

4) Customs control for checked luggage

5) No inspections are operated on foreign currencies (Local currency is F CFA)

Security

Level:



Good

Comments

Generally the security situation is good, all the gaps in the defenses layers are throughly checked. The airport is fenced the military and the police forces are

keeping tracks on all movement. Additional extra charge of 30 % will be made for providing the services at nights (between 22:00 hrs and 06:00 hrs local time )

and Sunday and legal holidays Niger Calendar.

Storage Facilities

 

Currently, the cargo handling company (AHS) is using a 300 m3 storage space.   The other storage spaces (1,000 m3) have been rented to private commercial

companies for their own business (not related to air-cargo).  AHS claim they can rapidly recover those stores if the air cargo traffic increases.

 

Customs Contact

Inspecteur Principal des Douanes

Name: Ahmoudou Mohamed

Address: BP.244 Niamey

Tel: +227 9044 46 80/+22794850500

Website:

Agadez Airport

Due to the insecurity situation prevailing in the region, charter flights for tourists that used to come from France (Paris and Marseille) on weekly basis (1or 2

times between April and June of every year) did not call Agadez airport. For the same reason, the Libyan company which was supposed to be calling frequently

Agadez airport in 2007 did not start as planned.



Flights from Libya and Tunisia stopped using Agadez airport since late 2005.

In 2006, charter cargo flights from Chine called Agadez airport. They were chartered by Chinese companies operating in the region.

In 2007, a petrol company was using the airport as a base for petrol prospecting (2 small propeller planes were based at Agadez airport).

Since the beginning of pace negotiations, there has been a clear sign of resumption of flights activities (62 flights were registered in Mars 2009 only). Most of

flights calling Agadez airport originate from Niamey, Tamanarasset (Algeria), Tripoli (Libya), Nigeria, central Africa and Europe (France).

Flights from the region use most of the time Agadez airport for refueling (no statistic is available).

In July 2008, UNHAS flight started calling Agadez airport on weekly basis. Currently, it calls Agadez airport on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.

On 13 May 2009, ARIK (private company) started calling Agadez airport every Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays, and Sundays ensuring passengers and cargo

traffic within the country.

Location Details

Details

Country Niger

Province/District Agadez

Town or City (closest) Agadez

Airfield Name Manu Dayak

IATA and ICAO codes AJY / DRZA

Latitude N 16.96289

Longitude E 7.99255

Elevation 1,657 Feet

International Airport yes

Open from/to (hours) 05h30 to 17h30 (GMT)

Airport Image



Main Airport Contacts

Performance

No information provided.

Performance Data

Performance Year(s) and figures

Total capacity of the airport One bi-motor at the time (manual cargo handling) 

Monthly activity of the airport Sometime manually handled cargo 

Current monthly use by WFP 0 

Cargo Capacity

No information provided.

Cargo Capacity Data

Cargo Capacity Year(s) and figures

Total Aircraft Movements N/A

Total capacity of the airport (mt) N/A

Current activity of the airport (mt) N/A

Current monthly use by Humanitarian flights (UNHAS) N/A

Airfield Details

(1) Runway lighting equipments are available. They cannot be fixed before the completion of the widening works of the runway. In the mean time, the airport

bought mobile runway lighting that was recently received in Agadez.

(2) OilLibya Company manages the 3-fuel underground thanks of the airport (150 m3 capacity per tank).



(3) Two teams of 3 fire fighting persons operate at the airport. Only one fire fighting truck is operational.

* On request

Airfield Details Data

Details

Customs * -

Immigration * -

Terminal Building ✔

Passenger Terminal ✔

Cargo terminal -

Pax transport to airfield -

Control Tower ✔

Weather Facilities ✔

Catering Services -

Base Operating Room ✔

Airport Radar -

NDB ✔

VOR ✔

ILS -

Approach Lights -

JET A1 fuel ✔

AVGAS 100 -

Single Point Refueling ✔

Air Starter Units -

Ground Power (mobile) -

Crash Crew -

Aircraft Support Services -

Latrine Servicing -

Fire Fighting ✔

Fire Fighting Equipment ✔

De-icing Equipment -

IFR Procedures -

Runway Lights ✔



Parking Ramp Lighting -

Runways

07 / 25

CAUTION: Some publications on Agadez airport present the runway as 3,000 meters by 45 meters.

The runway was extended to 3,000 meters in 2004. The contractor supposed to bring the width to 45 meters, which didn’t happen.

Details

Description Value

Published Length (m)  3,000

Usable Length (m)  3,000

Width (m) 30

Orientation 07 / 25

Surface Asphalt

Helicopter Pad(s)

No information provided.

Helicopter Pad Details

Details

Present no

Largest helicopter that can land N/A

Width and Length (metres) N/A

Surface N/A

Airport Operating Details



Details

Max size aircraft that can be offloaded on bulk cargo B737 – A 300

Max size cargo aircraft that can be offloaded on pallet No handling equipment

Total Parking Area (msq) 8,000 m2 (100 m x 80 m)

Storage Capacity (mt) None

Cargo Handling Equipment no

With the extension of the runway to 3,000 meters, Agadez airport was

supposed to be open to large aircrafts such as B747.

Unfortunately, the width hasn’t been increased to 45 meters as planned in

order to meet the standard. This means that four engines planes can’t

operate at Agadez airport, as the risk of damaging the engines is very high.

Also, without any cargo handling equipment, off-loading of cargo is done

manually, using stairs. Only small size and light package can be off-loaded

in this condition.

Elevators/Hi-loaders

Details

Present no

Max. Capacity (mt) N/A

Can reach the upper deck of B747 N/A

Loading Ramps N/A

Charges

Overview

• Aircraft Costs

Below are the prices as published on the “arreté 005/MT/DAC du 29/03/2005” regarding aeronautics charges applied for Agadez and all airports except Niamey.

Currency used is XOF (Franc CFA), which has a fixed exchange rate against the Euro at 655.957 XOF/EUR.

Charges Conditions Rates Remarks

• Landing

- International Traffic

0 to 25 MT 2,800 XOF/MT

26 to 75 MT 5,608 XOF/MT

76 to 150 MT 7,927 XOF/MT

Above 150 MT 7,440 XOF/MT

- Domestic Traffic

0 to 14 MT 604 XOF/MT with a minimum 1,470 XOF

15 to 25 MT 2,251 XOF/MT

26 to 75 MT 4,492 XOF/MT

76 to 150 MT 5.676 XOF/MT

150 MT and above 5,309 XOF/MT



- Private Aircrafts

Tourism aircrafts up to 2 MT 1,529 XOF

• Passengers taxes

- National traffic 1,500 XOF

- International Traffic 10,000 XOF

• Opening overtime 10,000 XOF / 2 hours / person

• Aircraft Parking
Asphalted area

Non asphalted area

50 XOF/MT/hour

25XOF/MT/hour

After first 2 hours of

exemption

• Hangar
The army has requisitioned the airport

hangar.

• Fuel (by liters) 2 XOF / Liter

• Cargo (in & out) 50 XOF / kg Meat, leather and fruits are exempted

• International Tax of

Transportation
8,500 XOF / passenger

• Security
1,000 XOF national flights

2,000 XOF International flights

Costs - Navigation Charges (US$)

Aircraft Weight - MTOW (kg) Navigation (per journey) Over-Flight

0/3500 N/A N/A

3501/10,000 N/A N/A

10,001/20,000 N/A N/A

20,001/50,000 N/A N/A

50,001/100,000 N/A N/A

100,001/200,000 N/A N/A

200,001/and over N/A N/A

Costs - Airfield Charges (US$)

Aircraft Weight - MTOW (kg) Landing Night landing Night take-off Parking

0/1,500/C 172 N/A N/A N/A N/A

1,501/2,500/C 205 N/A N/A N/A N/A

2,501/5,000/C 208 N/A N/A N/A N/A

5,001/10,000/DC-3 N/A N/A N/A N/A

10,001/20,000/Dash-7 N/A N/A N/A N/A

20,001/40,000/Dash-8 N/A N/A N/A N/A

40,001/80,000/An-12 N/A N/A N/A N/A

80,001/120,000/B757 N/A N/A N/A N/A

120,001/180,000/B767 N/A N/A N/A N/A

180,001/300,000/IL-76 N/A N/A N/A N/A

300,001/and over/An-124 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Airfield Charges Notes



Note

Night Landing hours are between N/A

Parking charges hours (or part of) N/A

Charges are administered by N/A

Costs - Aircraft Servicing Charges (US$)

Service Ad-Hoc / US$

Chocks - Per operation N/A

Stairs - Per unit per hour N/A

GPU - Per hour N/A

ASU - Per hour N/A

Loader - Per hour N/A

Toilet Service - Per aircraft N/A

Pushback - Per operation N/A

Trailer/dolly - Per operation N/A

Ground Handling Company

AANN

Name: Activités Aéronautiques Nationales du Niger

Website:

Airport management and Cargo handling is done by AANN (Activités Aéronautiques Nationales du Niger).  Even if permanence is ensured and that the airport is

open every day, 48 hours notice before any flight is a mandatory.

Actually, flight permission was to be obtained through the office of Civil Aviation in the Ministry of Transport who will notify AANN about the plane’s arrival.

It was reported to the mission during the visit at the airport that the Agadez airport will be shortly managed by ASCENA like the airport of Niamey.

ARIK is the only one Air Operator Company established and operational at the airport of Agadez.

Cargo Terminal Charges



No information provided.

Cargo Terminal Charges Import

Import Rate US$ / kg

Handling Charge per kg N/A

Break Bulk Fee N/A

Diplomatic Mail N/A

Strong Room - per consignment N/A

Cold Storage Fee N/A

Delivery outside normal working hours N/A

Preparation of substitute AOA - Invoice - Receipt N/A

Storage per kg per day - Grace period? hours N/A

Cargo Terminal Charges Export

Export Rate US$ / kg

Handling charges - Unpalletized cargo N/A

International Air Way Bill N/A

Local Air Way Bill N/A

Air Way Bill Amendment - Cancellation N/A

Air Way Bill Documentation N/A

Diplomatic Mail N/A

Storage charges per kg per day N/A

Costs - Air-bridge Charges

No information provided.

Costs - Fuel Services Charges

No information provided.



Other comments

• Clearance and taxes

Agadez is an international airport, but immigration and customs personal should be advised 48 hours in advance before the plane lands.

Security

Level:

Good

Comments

Agadez airport is partially fenced off. A razor wire fence of 1,600 m long has been built so far. While visiting the airport, we were told that the 1,000 m long

remaining will be fenced as soon as possible (no sign of construction works was visible).

Military (Gendarme) ensure the internal airport security, while the police deal with the external areas of the airport.  Airport asks for 48 hours notice to get

necessary staff in place before any aircraft landing.

.

Storage Facilities

There are no proper storage facilities. Cargo can be stored at WFP warehouse, situated at about 2,000 meters away from the airport.

Customs Contact

Other Comments



National Airports and Airfields

Zinder Airport

In July 2008, UNHAS flight started calling Zinder airport on weekly basis. Currently, it calls Zinder airport on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays.

In May 2009, ARIK (private company) started calling Zinder airport every Wednesdays, Fridays, and Sundays ensuring passengers and cargo traffic within the

country.

A part from ARIK flights, very few non UN flights call Zinder airport. The frequency can be estimated at about five flights every three months. These are mainly

military and missionaries flights.

• Capacity

No information provided.

 

Airfield details

Customs On request Jet Fuel No (1)

Immigration On request AVGAS 100 No (1)

Terminal Building Yes Single point refueling capability No

Passenger terminal Yes Starter Units (Press Air) Unknown

Cargo terminal No Ground Power: Mobile/Stationary Yes

Pass/cargo transport to airfield No Crash Crew No

Control Tower Yes Aircraft Support Services No

Weather facilities Yes Latrine & Disposal Servicing Unknown

Base Operating Room Unknown Fire Fighting Yes (2)

Airport radar Yes (radar for weather) -Fire Fighting Category: 4

NDB (Non-directional Beacon) No -Fire Fighting Equipment: 2 trucks of short range

VOR (VHF omni directional Raging) Yes De-Icing Equipment Not available

ILS (Instrument Landing System) No IFR Procedures Unknown

Approach lights No - -

Runway lights Yes - -

Lighting on Parking Ramp Yes - -

(1) Since TOTAL Company suspended fuel service in 2004, JetA1 fuel is not available at Zinder airport. Arrangements should be made by aircrafts calling Zinder

airport.

(2) Two teams of 2 fire fighting persons operate at the airport.



 

• Airport Operating Details

Airport operating details

Max size aircraft that can land B737 – A 300

Max size cargo aircraft that can be offloaded on Pallet No handling equipment

Total Parking size (m²) 2 x 500 m2 (100m x 50 m)

Storage capacity (m²) None

Cargo Handling Equipment No

One parking is asphalted and the other one is made with improved laterite.

• Aircraft Costs

Same as for Agadez airport

 

• Cargo Costs

Cargo costs are no available.

 

• Clearance and taxes

Zinder is an international airport, but immigration and customs personal should be advised 48 hours in advance before the plane lands.

• Security

Zinder airport is not fenced.  Military (Gendarme) ensure the internal airport security, while the police deal with the external areas of the airport.  Airport asks for

48 hours notice to get necessary staff in place before any aircraft landing.

 

Airport security is the responsibility of the Provincial Governor.  He has to be informed before any flight.

 



• Air Operator

Airport management and Cargo handling is done by AANN (Activités Aéronautiques Nationales du Niger).  Even if permanence is ensured and that the airport is

open every day, 48 hours notice before any flight is a mandatory.

Actually, flight permission has to be obtained through the office of Civil Aviation in the Ministry of Transport who will notify AANN about the plane’s arrival.

 

• Storage facilities

There are no storage facilities.  Cargo can be stored at WFP warehouse, situated at about 1,500 meters away from the airport.

Location Details

Details

Country Niger

Province/District Zinder

Town or City (closest) Zinder

Airfield Name Zinder

IATA and ICAO codes DRZR

Latitude N 13.7796

Longitude E 8.98407

Orientation 05 / 23

Elevation 1,516 Feet

Surface Asphalt

Condition n/a

Runway Lenght (m) 1,825

Runway Width (m) 30

Lighting n/a

The extension plan of the runway length (up to 3,000 meters) and width (up

to 45 meters) exists. Authorities are still seeking for funding putting ahead

the industrial slaughterhouse project, which is underway (the project would

be exporting meat abroad) and the on-going oil refinery construction as the

use of the airport facility will be increased and may require big aircraft size.

International Airport yes

Airport working hours: 5h30 to 17h30 (GMT)

Airport Image



Marady Airport

Airfield details

Customs On request Jet Fuel No

Immigration On request AVGAS 100 No

Terminal Building Yes Single point refueling capability No

Passenger terminal Yes Starter Units (Press Air) Unknown

Cargo terminal No Ground Power: Mobile/Stationary No

Pass/cargo transport to airfield No Crash Crew No

Control Tower Yes Aircraft Support Services No

Weather facilities No Latrine & Disposal Servicing No

Base Operating Room Unknown Fire Fighting Yes (2)

Airport radar Unknown -Fire Fighting Category: 4

NDB (Non-directional Beacon) Yes -Fire Fighting Equipment: 1 truck of short range

VOR (VHF omni directional Raging) Unknown De-Icing Equipment Not available

ILS (Instrument Landing System) No IFR Procedures Unknown

Approach lights No - -

Runway lights Yes (1) - -

Lighting on Parking Ramp Yes - -

(1) 4 hours notice before the landing of the aircraft is required to fix mobile bulbs that are removed for security measures.

(2) One team of 3 fire fighting persons operates at the airport.

 

 

Airport operating details

Max size aircraft that can land B737 – A 300

Max size cargo aircraft that can be offloaded on Pallet No handling equipment

Total Parking size (m²) (70m x 80 m)

Storage capacity (m²) None

Cargo Handling Equipment No

• Aircraft Costs

Same as for Agadez airport

• Cargo Costs

Cargo costs are no available.



• Clearance and taxes

Zinder is an international airport, but immigration and customs personal should be advised 48 hours in advance before the plane lands.

• Security

 

Maradi airport is not fenced off, thus the security risk is very high as pedestrians, animals and motorbike riders cross frequently the runway. Military (Gendarme)

ensures the internal airport security, while the police deals with the external areas of the airport. For this security arrangement to take place, the airport authority

requires 48 hours notice to mobilize necessary staff on ground before any aircraft landing. The above does not apply to commercial flights.

 

Airport security is the responsibility of the Provincial Governor. He has to be informed before any flight.

 

• Air Operator

 

Airport management and Cargo handling is done by AANN (Activités Aéronautiques Nationales du Niger).  Even if permanence is ensured and that the airport is

open every day, 48 hours notice before any flight is a mandatory.

Actually, flight permission has to be obtained through the office of Civil Aviation in the Ministry of Transport who will notify AANN about the plane’s arrival.

 

ARIK is the only one Air Operator Company established and operational at the airport of Maradi.

 



• Storage facilities

There are no storage facilities.  Cargo can be stored at WFP warehouse, situated at about 1,800 meters away from the airport.

Location Details

Details

Country Niger

Province/District Maradi

Town or City (closest) Maradi

Airfield Name Maradi

IATA and ICAO codes  DRRM

Latitude N 13.5022

Longitude E 7.12189

Orientation 09 / 27

Elevation 1,240 Feet

Surface Asphalt

Condition n/a

Runway Lenght (m) 1,850

Runway Width (m) 30

Lighting n/a

International Airport no

Airport working hours: 5h30 to 17h30 (GMT)

Airport Image

Diffa Airport

Airfield details

Customs On request Jet Fuel No

Immigration On request AVGAS 100 No

Terminal Building Yes (1) Single point refueling capability No

Passenger terminal Yes (1) Starter Units (Press Air) Unknown

Cargo terminal No Ground Power: Mobile/Stationary No

Pass/cargo transport to airfield No Crash Crew No

Control Tower Yes Aircraft Support Services No

Weather facilities No Latrine & Disposal Servicing No

Base Operating Room Unknown Fire Fighting See Remark (2)

Airport radar Unknown -Fire Fighting Category: Unknown

NDB (Non-directional Beacon) No -Fire Fighting Equipment: Unknown



VOR (VHF omni directional Raging) Unknown De-Icing Equipment Not available

ILS (Instrument Landing System) No IFR Procedures Unknown

Approach lights No - -

Runway lights No - -

Lighting on Parking Ramp No - -

 

(1) The construction of the terminal building and the passenger terminal was completed in 2006. The structure is no equipped so far.

(2) There is no dedicated fire fighting team.  When a plane is due to land, the city fire fighters are called.

 

• Airport Operating Details

Airport operating details

Max size aircraft that can land B737

Max size cargo aircraft that can be offloaded on Pallet No handling equipment

Total Parking size (m²) (70m x 80 m)

Storage capacity (m²) None

Cargo Handling Equipment No

Aircraft Costs

Same as for Agadez airport.

• Cargo Costs

Cargo costs are no available.

• Clearance and taxes

Diffa is a national airport, but immigration and customs personal should be advised 48 hours in advance before the plane lands.



• Security

Diffa airport is not fenced.  Military (Gendarme) ensure the internal airport security, while the police deal with the external areas of the airport.  Airport asks for 48

hours notice to get necessary staff in place before any aircraft landing.

 

Airport security is the responsibility of the Provincial Governor.  He has to be informed before any flight.

• Air Operator

Airport management and Cargo handling is done by AANN (Autorités Aéronautiques Nationales du Niger).  Even if permanence is ensured and that the airport is

open every day, 48 hours notice before any flight is a mandatory.

 

Actually, flight permission has to be obtained through the office of Civil Aviation in the Ministry of Transport who will notify AANN about the plane’s arrival.

 

• Storage facilities

There are no storage facilities.  Cargo can be stored at WFP warehouse, situated at about 2,400 meters away from the airport.

Location Details

Details

Country Niger

Province/District Diffa

Town or City (closest) Diffa

Airfield Name Diffa

IATA and ICAO codes DRZF

Latitude N 13.372894

Longitude E 12.626686

Orientation 09 / 27

Elevation 994 feet

Surface Asphalt

Condition n/a

Runway Lenght (m)  1,850



Runway Width (m) 30

Lighting n/a

During the assessment mission, we noticed that the runway length and width

extension works have been suspended due to lack of sufficient fund. It’s

difficult to know when construction works will resume. It has been planned to

increase the length up to 2,700 meters, and the width up to 45 meters.

International Airport no

Airport working hours: 7h00 to 17h00 (GMT)

Airport Image

Tahoua Airport

Airfield details

Customs On request Jet Fuel No

Immigration On request AVGAS 100 No

Terminal Building Yes Single point refueling capability No

Passenger terminal Yes Starter Units (Press Air) Unknown

Cargo terminal No Ground Power: Mobile/Stationary Yes (3)

Pass/cargo transport to airfield No Crash Crew No

Control Tower Yes (1) Aircraft Support Services No

Weather facilities No Latrine & Disposal Servicing Yes

Base Operating Room Unknown Fire Fighting Yes (2)

Airport radar Unknown -Fire Fighting Category: Unknown

NDB (Non-directional Beacon) No -Fire Fighting Equipment: 1 truck of B 737 range

VOR (VHF omni directional Raging) No De-Icing Equipment Not available

ILS (Instrument Landing System) No IFR Procedures Unknown

Approach lights No - -

Runway lights No - -

Lighting on Parking Ramp Yes - -

(1) This a plan for renovation of VHF and HF radios for communication. The current ones are very old.

(2) One team of 3 fire fighting persons operates at the airport of Tahoua.

(3) One generator of 50 KVA capacities.

 

 

• Airport Operating Details

Airport operating details

Max size aircraft that can land B737

Max size cargo aircraft that can be offloaded on Pallet No handling equipment

Total Parking size (m²) 2 x (120m x 70 m) (1)

Storage capacity (m²) None

Cargo Handling Equipment No



(1) One parking is asphalted and the other one is made with improved laterite.

Aircraft Costs

Same as for Agadez airport.

• Cargo Costs

Cargo costs are no available.

• Clearance and taxes

Tahoua is a national airport, but immigration and customs personal should be advised 48 hours in advance before the plane lands.

• Security

As most of airports in Niger, Tahoua airport is not fenced off. Military (Gendarme) ensure the internal airport security, while the police deal with the external areas

of the airport.  Airport asks for 48 hours notice to get necessary staff in place before any aircraft lands.

To avoid any incident caused by animals and pedestrians crossing the runway when the aircraft is in the landing process, fire fighter personnel monitor the

surrounding of the runway few hours before the landing time of the aircraft.

 

Airport security is the responsibility of the Provincial Governor.  He has to be informed before any flight.

• Air Operator

Airport management and Cargo handling is done by AANN (Activités Aéronautiques Nationales du Niger). Even if permanence is ensured and that the airport is

open every day, 48 hours notice before any flight is a mandatory



 

Actually, flight permission has to be obtained through the office of Civil Aviation in the Ministry of Transport who will notify AANN about the plane’s arrival.

 

ARIK is the only one Air Operator Company established and operational at the airport of Tahoua.

• Storage facilities

There are no storage facilities.  Cargo can be stored at WFP warehouse.

Location Details

Details

Country Niger

Province/District Tahoua

Town or City (closest) Tahoua

Airfield Name Tahoua

IATA and ICAO codes DRRT

Latitude N 14.875658

Longitude E 5.265358

Orientation 09 / 27

Elevation 1,266 feet

Surface Asphalt

Condition n/a

Runway Lenght (m) 2,150

Runway Width (m) 45

Lighting n/a

During the assessment mission, it was noted that the extension works of the

runway (up to 2,800 meters) has never resumed since it was stopped in

2005. It’s very difficult to know when the runway extension works will

resume.

International Airport no

Airport working hours: 05h00 to 18h00 (GMT)

Airport Image

Other Comments



Road Assessment

 

Desert covers three-quarters of Niger, road network are mostly developed in the southern Sahel regions i.e. Niamey, Dosso, Tahoua, Maradi, Zinder and Diffa.

Southern-based Hausa ethnic group, oriented business people live along the Niger-Nigeria longest border of 1,500 km .

More than four Nigerien companies using big coaches shutle between Niamey, Dosso, Tahoua,Maradi, Zinder and Diffa in the south and east without security

escort.

Axe Tahoua ,Agadez region in the north, road is tarred.  But between Abalak-Agadez more than 45 km stretches has lost it hard surfaces due to erosion,

underprivileged groundwork and lack of maintenance. Road construction team was hired to maintain the national route leading to the biggest uranium mining

company in the regions of Agadez –Arlit.

Unfortunately the team had to abandon their work due to deteriorating security in the regions. All  overland travel to this region can only be done with a heavy

security escort , military escort is availible twice by day i.e. 06:00 am and 15:00 p.m local time departure from both side (Abalak-Agadez-Arlit) . Monday and

Wednesday there is no military escort availible , these two days are chosen for resting days. All transporters be it private or comercial are relying on the military

escort provided by the government of Niger. This has been a major factor that jeopardised the economic of the region of Agadez .

Paved roads are generally in good conditions with renovations works under way on damaged parts.  The road maintenance seems to be funded mostly by the

European Union (EU) as part of their development projects. The EU has been making the government to put in place mechanisms to ensure the sustainability of

the work.

Road toll system is in placed to create a maintenance funds. The rate is fixed based on the distance (Km to be covered), and vehicle category (long size Truck,

truck + trailer, small truck, 4x4 Jeep car, small car, etc.) and road category (asphalt and laterite).

Weight limit for trucks at 30 MT on average as it depends on the number of axles.  Weighing bridges on various roads have been fully operational since the

policy has been enforced in January 2009. Transporters and transit companies expressed their concerns at the beginning of the implementation of the policy but

authority’s decision was not reviewed. As a result, transport prices have increased by almost 30 % in addition to Fuel fluctuating prices.

 

 



 

Most of the roads are concentrated in the South of the country where the large majority of the population lives.

The paved roads network can be synthesized as:

- A West – East road from Niamey to Diffa: 1,360 km (+130 km to Nguigmi)

- The Triangle Tahoua - Zinder - Agadez

Paved roads are in generally in good conditions with renovations works under way on damaged parts.  The road maintenance seems to be funded mostly by the

European Union (EU) as part of their development projects. The EU has been forcing the government to put in place mechanisms to ensure the sustainability of

the work:



- Road toll system is in place to create a maintenance funds. The rate is fixed based on the distance (Km to be covered), the vehicle category (long size Truck,

truck + trailer, small truck, 4x4 Jeep car, small car, etc.) and the road category (asphalt and laterite). As there is no official circular indicating different rate to road

users, the amount to be paid is communicated to travels at the road bloc.

- Weight limit for trucks at 30 MT on average as it depends on the number of axles.  Weighing bridges on various roads have been fully operational since the

policy has been enforced in January 2009. Transporters and transit companies expressed their concerns at the beginning of the implementation of the policy but

authority’s decision was not reviewed. As result, transport prices have increased by almost 30%.

The paved roads network can be synthesized as:- A West – East road from Niamey to Diffa: 1,360 km (+130 km to Nguigmi)- The Triangle Tahoua - Zinder -

AgadezPaved roads are in generally in good conditions with renovations works under way on damaged parts.  The road maintenance seems to be funded

mostly by the European Union (EU) as part of their development projects. The EU has been forcing the government to put in place mechanisms to ensure the

sustainability of the work:- Road toll system is in place to create a maintenance funds.

The rate is fixed based on the distance (Km to be covered), the vehicle category (long size Truck, truck + trailer, small truck, 4x4 Jeep car, small car, etc.) and

the road category (asphalt and laterite).

As there is no official circular indicating different rate to road users, the amount to be paid is communicated to travels at the road bloc.- Weight limit for trucks at

30 MT on average as it depends on the number of axles.  Weighing bridges on various roads have been fully operational since the policy has been enforced in

January 2009. Transporters and transit companies expressed their concerns at the beginning of the implementation of the policy but authority’s decision was not

reviewed. As result, transport prices have increased by almost 30%.

Road Contacts

Ministry of public work

Title: Director general

Name: Direction general public work

Website:

Monitoring and evaluations of all road construction and reconstruction work within the territory. Monitoring and evaluate on a regular basis of road construction

progress.

Road Construction / Maintenance

 

Routes National are shown on below map. All the Routes National are tarred/paved, current status hard surfaces are loosing due heavy traffic, underprivileged 

groundwork and lack of regular conservation. 



Generally the roads are good and operable during the dry season, though some are losing it hard surface, and motorists are jumping on both sides creating new

path. Rainy season the stretches that loses it hard surface become impassable for loaded trucks. Only truck with 6x6 can easily maneuver through the sandy

rough road. In addition to that most of the roads can be flooded by seasonal river beds.

 

 

During the assessment period only in Maradi-Dakoro there was an active road construction, for approximately 125 km. The STEM team had already paved 75

km distance, yet to be paved was 50 km distance, the reconstruction work is likely to finish in July 2011.

The road from Diffa- Zinder, precisely after Goure towards Zinder the reconstruction work is underway but during the assessment period only machines and

equipment’s could be perceived.

The road reconstruction work on the route national leading to the Uranium mining company Tahoua –Agadez has been abandoned due to the deteriorating

security in the region of Agadez. More than 45 km initially paved has lost completely it hard surfaces. During the rainy season there will be little or no traffic

except for 4x4 vehicles and 6x6 trucks under a heavy security escort. The economy of the regions of Agadez is plummeting as no tourist or investor activity for

the last three years.

Route national Guidan Roundji –Madaoua more 25 km stretches has been broken, due to heavy traffic and low resistance infrastructure and lack of regular

maintenance.

Diffa-N’Guigmi 130 km northern part towards Lake Chad, there is no reconstruction team road condition is very bad.

Road Construction / Maintenance Contacts

SCE-Sénégalais construction Entrepris in charge of route Maradi-Dakoro

Name: SCE- company

Website:



Responsible for the road constructions and recontruction network.

Road Classification

Classification Description

- Maradi- Dakoro Route departmental paving in process.

- Zinder-Diffa Route national paved

- Guidan Roundji-Madaoua Route national paved

- Diffa-N’Guigmi route Departmental towards Chadian border paved

- Dosso-Gaya Route national , paved

- Tahoua-Agadez, route national paved

- Zinder-Tanout route district unclassified

Road Inventory

 

Road reconstruction is ongoing on Maradi-Dakaro a distance of 126 km and is expected to be completed by June 2011.

Road maintenance is conducted between Goure and Zinder on the route national leading to Diffa south east.

Tahoua-Agadez, national road leading to the Uranium mining company Arlit, the road maintenance team has abandoned their work due to the deteriorating

security situation in the regions of Agadez. About 70 km away from Agadez, one start experiencing the bad road, more than 45 km has lost it hard surfaces

completely. Security situation has degenerated, all movement have to be under heavy military escort.  Military escort is provided by the government on a daily

basis with two days allocated for resting i.e. Monday and Wednesday.

The major axe leading to the port of Cotonou from Dosso-Gaya road is paved; current condition more than 30 km stretches has lost its hard surface. With heavy

traffic condition the road might deteriorate before the Rainy season. There was no maintenance work seen at site during the assessment period.

Classification Administering Agency Network Length

Maradi-Dakoro Route Departmental STEM-Road construction team 125 km

Souloulou-GuidanRoundji Nigerian Government 12 km

Tahoua-Agadez Uranium mining company 40 km

Goure –Zinder Niger Government 160 km

Dosso-Gaya Niger Government 156 km

Distances from Capital City to Major Towns (km)



Agadez Diffa
Dosso Maradi Niamey Tahoua Tillaberi Zinder

Agadez
- 917 801 687 937 405 1051 451

Diffa
917 - 1223 702 1359 1046 1473 466

Dosso 801 1223 - 521 136 412 250 757

Maradi 687 702 521 - 657 344 771 236

Niamey 937 1359 136 657 - 548 114 891

Tahoua 405 1046 412 344 548 - 537 577

Tillaberi 1051 1473 250 771 114 537 - 1005

Zinder 451 466 757 236 891 577 1005 -

Travel Time from Capital City to Major Towns (Hours / Days)

Agadez Diffa Dosso Maradi Niamey Tahoua Tillaberi Zinder

Agadez
- 11hr 30mn 9hr 50mn 8hr 40mn 11hr30mn 5hr 10mn 12hr 30mn 5hr 40mn

Diffa
11hr 30mn - 13hr 30mn 8hr 50mn 17hr 10mn 13hr10mn 18hr 30mn 5hr 50mn

Dosso 9hr 50mn 13hr 30mn - 6hr 30mn 1hr 30mn 4hr 3omn 2hr 45mn 9hr 30mn

Maradi 8hr 40mn 8hr 50mn 6hr 30mn - 8hr 10mn 4hr 20mn 9hr 30mn 2hr 30mn

Niamey 11hr30mn 17hr 10mn 1hr 30mn 8hr 10mn
-

6hr 00mn 1hr 5mn 11hr10mn

Tahoua 5hr 10mn 13hr10mn 4hr 3omn 4hr 20mn 6hr 00mn
-

7hr 5mn 7hr 30mn

Tillaberi 12hr 30mn 18hr 30mn 2hr 45mn 9hr 30mn 1hr 5mn 7hr 5mn
-

12hr40mn

Zinder 5hr 40mn 5hr 50mn 9hr 30mn 2hr 30mn 11hr10mn 7hr 30mn 12hr40mn
-

Road Security

 

Road security is generally acceptable, there has been lot of accident on the highway mostly trucks due to over speeding and surcharge. While in the city centre

75 % of the accidents are caused by the motorcycles and light vehicles, many of the cyclists don’t know or respect the traffic rules and regulations. Driving in

Niamey is terrible; traffic light is on and off, while taxis and motor bikes rider always fight for their right which doesn’t necessarily give safety.

For the moment only the axe Tahoua Abalak-Agadez regions security escort is compulsory, no go road without heavy military escort. Security on the northern

Sahelians desert is terrible, armed attacks or robberies is frequently. It is recommended to organize military escort for all humanitarian movement on Agadez

region, is currently in UN security level III.

 

HF Radio communication is highly recommended on all UN, NGO, and its implementing partner’s for vehicles traveling on the Agadez road. Mobile phones

coverage is inadequate satellite mobile phones for staff is indispensable during their mission.



Security

Marginal

Weighbridges

 

The maximum allowed weight is 51MT on the national route; many foreign and national trucks operators are finding the system difficult and not cost effective for

the operators. As their capacity is not fully utilized, this will only increase the transport cost to the detriment of the consumer. This also breaks the growing

economic in the regions.

Contacts

Caisse Autonome de Financement de L’Entretien Routier

Title: Director general

Name: CAFER

Tel: +227 20330334

Website:

This direction is responsible for regulating the axle load limits within the territory; most of the interstates corridors weighbridge is installed. This entity is

autonome, lot of income is generated, they exercise other function that is all the check point they have a representative who sale ticket for tollage base on the

distance to be covered. This section is called Cellule d’Exploitation du Péage Routier CEPR.

Axle Load Limits

 

Weighbridges are general installed on most of the routes national in Niger, Axle load limits is a very important source of income generating. Some Weighbridges

are no longer functioning due to lack of maintenance.

But every truck arriving or departing is obliged to pass-through the process. For example the Weighbridge in Gaya-border post is out of service, but all trucks

moving in and out are obliged to pay a minimum fee of 2,000 XOF.

The regular control is only conducted at the regional office in Dosso for trucks running on that Axe Gaya-Dosso.



Type LCA Country Benin Burkina Faso

Truck with 2 axles 18 MT N/A N/A

Truck with 3 axles 26 MT N/A N/A

Truck with 4 axles 31 MT N/A N/A

Semi-trailer with 3 axles 30 MT N/A N/A

Semi-trailer with 4 axles 38 MT N/A N/A

Semi-trailer with 5 axles 43 MT N/A N/A

Semi-trailer with 6 axles 51 MT N/A N/A

Truck & drawbar trailer with 4 axles 38 MT N/A N/A

Truck & drawbar trailer with 5 axles 46 MT N/A N/A

Truck & drawbar trailer with 6 axles 51 MT N/A N/A

Truck & drawbar trailer with 7 axles 51 MT N/A N/A

Bridges

 

Any overloading noted contrary to above regulatory Axle load weight limits of the vehicle or of the whole vehicle is liable to pay fees for each additional tonnage,

it will be a calculated on the basis indicated below.

Currently this procedure is put in place but not implement yet by the government, payment is done based on forfeit rate.

The amount of Twenty thousand (20,000 XOF) of overloaded ton applicable for all trucks involve in national transport.

The amount of Sixty thousand (60,000 XOF) of overloaded ton applicable for all trucks involve in interstate transport

Transport Corridors

◊

Many corridors do not have the Weighbridges system put in place to regulate national and foreign trucks to the weight limitations based on the Axles load limits. 

This scheme also prevents the paved road from being damaged, by heavy duty trucks and machinery, resistance is limited to 51 tons.

The maximum allowed weight is 51 MT on the national route; many foreign and national trucks operators are finding the system difficult and not cost effective for

the operators. As their capacity is not fully utilized, this will only increase the transport cost to the detriment of the consumer. This also breaks the growing

economic in the regions.

International Corridors Leading to the Country

 

There are many international corridors leading to Niger , mostly used corridors by the humanitarian community are  Cotonou-Benin , Lome-Togo

,Tema-Ghana,Cote-D’Ivoire, prior to the current conflict. Additional corridors for 2010 food crisis were Mali and Nigeria food procurement was conducted .



The Weighbridges are not implemented in many of the transit countries, sometime transporters are reluctant to take cargos for the destinations, where Axle load

limitation are applied, its augment the lead time as well the delivery cost.

Main Corridors within the Country (leading to main towns / hubs)

 

All the regions have main corridors leading to the towns and hubs, most of these corridors are lateirtes and few paved roads. The paved road leading from the

regions to the departments don’t have weighbridge operational, some regions have the structure in place but not practically used.

Transporters take the advantage to overload their trucks during market days. Weighbridges system may not suits local transporters at departmental and district

level, due to certain factors susch as vehicle and road conditions, and limited facilities.

Road Corridor Assessment



 

The shorter entry corridor to Niger is through the port of Cotonou (Benin). Cotonou has a reputation to be congested. This has become more frequent since the

Ivory Cost crisis started in September 2002, and the importation of rice become duty free in Nigeria, Niger and Benin. But the current transit company (CAT

Logistics) claims – beside their other business – that they would be able, if requested, to organize the transit of 10,000 MT / month for WFP Niger.

Other potential weaknesses of Cotonou corridor are:

- The unavailability of trucks during cotton campaign. Truckers prefer contracting with cotton companies than WFP clearing and forwarding agents as they cotton

companies pay fast at tempting rates.

- Due to the short distance between docks and warehouses and the low security level inside the port, the port is facing major operational constraints during

discharge operations.



- The outdated state of trucks in both countries (Niger and Benin) and handling equipment at the port.

The coming strength of the Cotonou corridor is the Benin – Niger railway improvement project. Funds have been identified to extend the rail network from

Parakou to Niamey in Niger (about 550 km). The President of Niger launched in June 2009 the beginning of the construction works of the dry port in Dosso

(town situated at 136 km to Niamey). Should this project realized, the transit-time between Cotonou to Niger will be short, prices reduced, and the port will be

decongested.

 

Alternative routes could be:

Country Port

Ghana Tema

Togo Lomé

Ivory Coast Abidjan

 

Ghana main advantage is a more reliable trucks’ fleet. Transport from Ghana was seemed cheaper as trucks were loaded with up to 50 MT of commodities. This

advantage has been dismissed since the implementation of the weight axle limitation (maximum 25 - 30 MT/truck) rule. The policy was fully enforced in Niger in

January 2009 and in Ghana in June 2009.

The major weakness of Ghana corridor is the long distance (more than 3,000 km) between Tema port and Niger (Niamey). This observation was confirmed by

the trial done in 2009 by Niger CO to use the port of Ghana that was unsuccessfully.

 

The experience with the port of Lomé (Togo) over the 2005 emergency operation (EMOP) shows that Lomé port is more expensive in terms of port charges

when it comes to cargo on transit to Niger. This is mainly caused by a compulsory tax that all cargo in transit to Niger should pay as NITRA frees. NITRA is a

Niger national body that manages the Niger space within Lomé port. All cargo in transit to Niger must be inspected by NITRA before proceeding to Niger.

Another weakness of Togo corridor is the long distance too (more than 2,000 km) between Lomé port and Niger (Niamey).

 

Ivory Coast corridor presents the weakness of long distance and the current political crisis.

 

Please refer to the above LCA countries for more details on ports assessment data.

 



RECOMMENDATIONS

 

1. - Cotonou port to be maintained as transit port for all WFP cargo in transit to Niger with the following accompanying measures:

a) WFP Niger to maintain in Cotonou a logistics assistant position / logistics officer who will mainly be in charge of port operations that can be summarized on

follow up of vessels schedules, coordinate with clearing and forwarding agents, superintendent, and port authorities.

b) WFP Niger to should make sure that a provision of offloading containers at the destination point in Niger is inserted in the request for quotation a provision of

offloading containers at the destination point in Niger. This option can be implemented whenever Cotonou port is congested.

 

2. – Increase the WFP Niger fleet with at least five 10 – 20 tons trucks for efficiency, cost effectiveness and to be proactive on food deliveries within the country.

The current fleet is being fully utilized with an average running cost of 10 - 12 XOF/MT (all charges included).

 

3. - WFP to purchase additional set of Wiik Hallls of 12m x 32m dimension(at least 6) to increase the WFP storage capacity to 20,000 metric tons (excluding

OPVN stores used by WFP), particularly in Diffa, Agadez, and Zinder. Since private storage structures that meet WFP standard are not available within the

country, and OPVN have withdrawn most of its warehouses for storage of Niger food security, WFP should have a minimum of 17,000 tons capacity to be on

safe side. A WFP warehouse base should be put in place in Zinder region.

 

Main domestic road corridors

Road from Niamey to Nguigmi

Description

Location Details Origin Destination

Town or city (closest) Niamey Nguigmi

Latitude (E/W Decimal Degrees) 13.66667 14.25278

Longitude (E/W Decimal Degrees) 1.78333 13.11083

Total Route (distance in km) 1,489 km

Road characteristics



Road characteristics (over full distance)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Total

route

time

4WD

(Days)

2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

Passable

by          

  Car

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

(over full

distance)

   4WD

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Truck

(rigid)
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Trailer Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Turn-around

time (for

truck and

trailers)

(Days)

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

No major restriction on the road, except some unpaved sections (see below). But it was reported that sandstorms, especially on the East of the road, can cause

problems with sand dunes covering on the road.

General Informations

Total distance 1,489 km

Total travel time n/a

Road classification n/a

Security Good

Security is generally good on the road. Nevertheless, radio communication

is recommended for staff transport as mobile phones coverage is not

working outside the main cities.

Main towns/hubs n/a

Road functional class

Comments

 

• Road stretches

stretch 1: From Niamey to Dosso

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 0

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 136 km



Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 1h 30

Town or city (closest) Dosso

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Asphalt

Possible weather condition None

Passable by
O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

• Busy section of the road, as it is part of the main import corridor (from Cotonou) to the capital, Niamey. Dosso is a junction city where the road from Cotonou

connects with the one heading to Niamey on one side and to Maradi – Zinder and Tahoua – Agadez on the other side.

 

stretch 2: From Dosso to Birnin Konni

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 136 km

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 418 km

Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 2 h 30

Town or city (closest) Birnin Konni (282 Km)

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Asphalt

Possible weather condition None

Passable by
O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

• Birnin Konni is a big transit point, with the first connection to Nigeria, south of the town.  Birnin Konni is also the cross point with the road to the Northern

cities of Tahoua, Agadez and Arlit. About 81 Km of the road section between Dogondoutchi and Birnni Konni is in bad shape and slow down the road traffic.

Out of which 51 Km is under constructions. It is expected that the construction of this section will be completed before the end of the year 2009.

 

stretch 3: From Birnin Konni to Maradi

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 418 km

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 657 km

Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 3 h 00

Town or city (closest) Maradi (239 Km)

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Asphalt

Possible weather condition None

Passable by
O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

• Maradi is the first major city on the road coming from Niamey and one of the WFP base (sub office) with warehouses.  From Maradi, a 49 km road going

south arrives at the Nigerian border and is one of the main entry points. As result, economic activities are flourishing in Maradi town and make it one of the

busiest towns of Niger.

 

stretch 4: From Maradi to Zinder

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 657 km

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 893 km

Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 3 h 00

Town or city (closest) Zinder (236 Km)

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Asphalt

Possible weather condition None

Passable by
O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

• Zinder, former capital of Niger, is the second city of the country.

The road section between Maradi and Zinder (236 Km) is in very good conditions. The bad section between Takeita and Zinder was well asphalted in 2008.



The WFP sub-office based in Zinder supervises WFP activities that take place in Zinder and Diffa regions. Zinder is a WFP base with warehouse facilities.

From Zinder, two roads are leading to Nigeria, through Memuja and Magaria (Tinkim) border crossing points. Another road to the North connects Zinder and the

Eastern regions of the country (Agadez region - 6 hours by 4WD- and Arlit region).

From Zinder to Diffa (see below stretches 5 to 8), the construction of some sections was under way during the assessment (November 2009) to upgrade the

road in an asphalt one. Until then, those sections are still made of laterite and sand or dirt to facilitate the traffic, which is very hard. Sandstorms could really slow

down the transport on this section with a real risk for trucks to get stuck in sand.

 

stretch 5: From Zinder to Goure

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 893 km

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 1053 km

Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 1 h 30

Town or city (closest) Goure (160 Km)

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Asphalt

Possible weather condition Possible sandstorms

Passable by
O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

• In general, this stretch is in good conditions except the 63 km section between Zinder and Guidimouni. A lot of potholes noted on the asphalted surface

making the move of trailers trucks very difficult.

 

stretch 6: From Goure to Goudoumaria

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 1053 km

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 1170 km

Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 2 h 00

Town or city (closest) Goudoumaria (117 Km)

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Laterite

Possible weather condition Possible sandstorms

Passable by
O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

• This stretch is in bad shape and presents the risks of getting stuck in sand. The asphalt surface is damaged, leaving deep potholes on the road and reducing

the width of the road as the edges are washed out. As result, the transport speed is slowed down.

During the assessment, we could see the manual construction works of the potholes going on.

 

stretch 7: From Goudoumaria to Maine-Soroa

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 1170 km

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 1280 km

Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 2 h 00

Town or city (closest) Goudoumaria (110 Km)

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Dirt – Sand

Possible weather condition Possible sandstorms

Passable by
O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

• During the assessment, it was noted that the risks of get stuck in sand in some sections has been dispelled. This is following the construction works that took

place earlier this year on this section.



 

stretch  8: From Maine-Soroa to Diffa

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 1280 km

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 1359 km

Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 1 h 00

Town or city (closest) Diffa (79 Km)

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Asphalt

Possible weather condition Possible sandstorms

Passable by
O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

• The section is in good conditions.

Diffa is another WFP base with warehouses facilities and a local coordinator from counter part supervising the warehouse activities. Zinder WFP sub office is

planning to base one staff in Diffa for close supervision of all humanitarian activities going on in the region. There is also a small entry point to Nigeria. The road

to the border (7km) was renovated few years ego and protected from the possible flood of the river it follows.

 

stretch 9: From Diffa to Nguigmi

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 1359 km

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 1489 km

Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 3 h 00

Town or city (closest) Nguigmi (130 Km)

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Sand - dirt

Possible weather condition Possible sandstorms

Passable by
O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

• This is the worse stretch along the Niamey – Nguigmi road. The asphalt surface is completely damaged, leaving several deep potholes on the road and

reducing the width of the road as the edges are washed out. The road does no longer exist at some places. Road users have abandoned the road for trails.

Trucks (even 4x6) can get stuck in sand at any time. As result, the transport speed is entirely slowed down.

Surface

Comments

N/A

Road condition

Comments



N/A

Passable by what traffic: dry season

Passable by what traffic: rainy season

Comments

N/A

Obstacles and bridges

Comments

N/A

Towns and hubs

Road from Birnin Konni to Agadez

Description

Location Details Origin Destination

Town or city (closest) Birnin Konni Agadez

Latitude (E/W Decimal Degrees) 13.8000 16.9739

Longitude (E/W Decimal Degrees) 5.2500 7.9908



Total Route (distance in km) 535 km

Road characteristics

Road characteristics (over full distance)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Total

route

time

4WD

(Days)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Passable

by          

  Car

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

(over full

distance)

   4WD

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Truck

(rigid)
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Trailer Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Turn-around

time (for

truck and

trailers)

(Days)

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

No major restriction on the road.  But sandstorms could affect the practicability of the road in the North.

General Informations

Total distance 535 km

Total travel time n/a

Road classification n/a

Security

Security on the road section across the desert is very bad. Armed attacks

followed some times by robberies takes place frequently for the last 2 years.

It is recommended to organize military escort for all UN movement along

that road. Agadez region is currently in UN security phase III. HF Radio

communication is highly recommended on all UN vehicles traveling on the

Agadez road as mobile phones coverage fails sometimes. Staffs are

recommended to obtain the security clearance before traveling to Agadez

region.

Main towns/hubs n/a

Road functional class

Comments



• Road stretches

stretch 1: From Birnin Konni to Tserhaoua

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 0

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 14 km

Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 10 min

Town or city (closest) Tserhaoua

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Asphalt

Possible weather condition None

Passable by
O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

• The road to the North actually starts 14 km East from Birnin Konni on the National 1 to Maradi.

This stretch is in good conditions.

stretch 2: From Tserhaoua to Tahoua

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 14 km

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 130 km

Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 1 h 30

Town or city (closest) Tahoua (116 Km)

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Asphalt

Possible weather condition None

Passable by
O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

• This section of the road is in good condition.

There is a WFP base (sub-office) with warehouse facilities in Tahoua. This sub-office supervises WFP activities that take place in Tahoua and Agadez regions.

 

stretch 3: From Tahoua to Agadez

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 130 km

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 535 km

Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 4 h 00

Town or city (closest) Tahoua (405 Km)

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Asphalt

Possible weather condition Sandstorms

Passable by
O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

• Good road conditions, but possible difficulties with sandstorms in the North.



The construction of the section of about 130 km (before reaching Agadez) was suspended due to the security problem. It is so early to envisage/predict the time

of the construction works resumption.

Surface

Comments

N/A

Road condition

Comments

N/A

Passable by what traffic: dry season

Passable by what traffic: rainy season

Comments

N/A

Obstacles and bridges



Comments

N/A

Towns and hubs

Road from Zinder to Agadez

Description

Location Details Origin Destination

Town or city (closest) Zinder Agadez

Latitude (E/W Decimal Degrees) 13.8000 16.9739

Longitude (E/W Decimal Degrees) 8.98333 7.9908

Total Route (distance in km) 451 km

Road characteristics

Road characteristics (over full distance)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Total

route

time

4WD

(Days)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Passable

by          

  Car

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

(over full

distance)

   4WD

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Truck

(rigid)
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Trailer Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Turn-around

time (for

truck and

trailers)

(Days)

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

One section of the road is not paved and is made of sand-dirt.  Sandstorms could really affect the transport on that section.

General Informations



Total distance 451 km

Total travel time n/a

Road classification n/a

Security Good

Main towns/hubs n/a

Road functional class

Comments

• Road stretches

stretch 1: From Zinder to Tanout

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 0

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 156 km

Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 2h00

Town or city (closest) Tanout

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Asphalt

Possible weather condition None

Passable by O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

 

stretch 2: From Tanout to Eliki Gounda

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 156 km

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 212 km

Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 40 min

Town or city (closest) Tanout (56 km)

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Asphalt

Possible weather condition None

Passable by
O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

• After Tanout, the road is paved for another 56 km. Then, shortly after the water point of Eliki Gounda (Latitude N 15.0167; Longitude E 8.2500), the road

changes and becomes a sand track.

 

stretch 3: From Eliki Gounda  to Abalemma

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 212 km

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 350 km

Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 2 h 00



Town or city (closest) Agadez (101 km)

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Asphalt

Possible weather condition None

Passable by
O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

• From Eilki Gounda to the well of Abalemma (Latitude N16.2833333; longitude E 7.8166667), 138 km of sand track, there is a real risk of being stuck in sand.

 Sandstorms can make the road very unpredictable.

 

stretch 4: From Abalemma to Agadez

Distance from origin at start of stretch - km 350 km

Distance from origin at end of stretch - km 451 km

Route time on this stretch (4WD) – Hours 1 h 00

Town or city (closest) Agadez

Class of road O Primary

Surface O Asphalt

Possible weather condition None

Passable by
O Car / O 4WD / O Truck /  O Trailer

• The last 101 kilometers are again paved to Agadez.

 

Surface

Comments

N/A

Road condition

Comments

N/A

Passable by what traffic: dry season



Passable by what traffic: rainy season

Comments

N/A

Obstacles and bridges

Comments

N/A

Towns and hubs

Railway Assessment

 

Niger doesn’t have a railway network. As per information obtained there was a project called OCBN based in Benin who did the first survey to built a railway from

Cotonou -Parakou to Niamey. From Gaya to Niamey along the national road there is a picket coated green and white lines for the railway construction.

Niger-Benin railway project Funds have been identified to extend the rail network from Parakou to Niamey 550 km. The President of Niger launched in June

2009 the beginning of the construction works of the dry port in Dosso region 136 km to Niamey.

Eventually if this project is realized, the transit-time between Cotonou to Niger will be shorter, and  transport cost will reduce drastically, and the port will be

decongested.



Ministry in charge

Construction and Maintenance

No information provided.

Contacts

Other Comments

N/A

Railway companies and consortiums

Main domestic railway lines

Travel time matrix

Capital - - -

Capital - n/a n/a n/a

- n/a - n/a n/a

- n/a n/a - n/a

- n/a n/a n/a -

Main international railway lines

Other Comments



Waterway Assessment

 

The republic of Niger biggest waterway is River Niger, this waterway users are the pirougue, small dugout canoes or their larger cousins made from curved

planks. Though the formidable river Niger flows through the central capital “Niamey” there is no substantial passenger and cargo transport along it.  Pirougue

occasionally leave for local upstream and downstream destinations, but these services are erratic and there is no port or harbour serving as a fixed departure

point.

These pirogues stationed mostly under the bridge of Kennedy (Niamey) on both sides, chartering a pirogue there is always a possibility. But then you should

regards this a way for explore the beauty of the riverine area rather than as an efficient, reliable and cost effective means of transport for passengers and cargo.

To conclude there is no remarkable waterway network, from humanitarian prospective point of view.

Ministry in charge

Water transport companies

Main inland waterways

Travel time matrix

Main Port - - -

Main Port - n/a n/a n/a

- n/a - n/a n/a

- n/a n/a - n/a

- n/a n/a n/a -

Main international waterways



Other Comments

Storage Assessment

 

Niger has good storage facilities structures. Warehouse facilities are available all over the country and most of them are managed by a public institution called

OPVN (Office des Produits Vivriers du Niger), an arm of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.

The second important warehouse network of the country is managed by WFP in collaboration with the Ministry of community development.

This large network of warehouses consists of fixed structures and some mobile structures with a storage capacity of 1,500 MT, 1,000 MT, 500 MT or 300 MT.

The management of the warehouses is usually in the hands of a Regional Co-ordinator who supervises the storekeepers which have the direct responsibility of

the warehouses day-to-day management, while the unloading and loading operations are carried out by personnel paid by the transport company.

Fumigation and other services are requested to OPVN and other local organizations (Agri-System, Direction Nation de Protection de Végétaux, etc.)

The main warehouses are located in the district Capitals or sub-districts across the country.

Villages and family build traditional containers for storage of cereals for family/village needs.

 

Contacts

OPVN warehouses

Website: n/a



 

OPVN has a large network of warehouses with a total capacity of approximately 90,000 MT.  Most of them are allocated to the government National Food

security stock (65,000 MT approx.) while warehouses for a capacity of 25,000 MT are available for external food aid.

It’s those that WFP is currently using (1,500 MT) on loan basis. For a detailed breakdown of OPVN warehouses and locations, please refer to the table below.

Taking into account the increase of the government capacity to avail across the country some food stocks (cereals and pulses bought locally to boost farmer’s

efforts) and the storage needs expressed frequently by other agencies and NGOs, it appears that everybody has an eye on OPVN warehouses.

WFP shouldn’t count on being able to use all that capacity in case of major crisis.  For example, in 2005, the NGO Africare received more than 8,000 MT of food

items.  Their shipment was off-loaded in different OPVN warehouses.

Commercial Storage

 

Commercial storage facilities are available in all the regions especially in Maradi the commercial capital of Niger. Maradi has the biggest storage facilities, the

booming economic motivates every business man to build a warehouse for private use and commercialization. Though there are masses of goods and materials

that transit through to/from Nigerian due to the prevailing road and security condition.

This region is predominantly Hausa ethnic group who are both citizens of Nigeria and Niger. In addition to that, commercial trucks operating from Maradi are

matriculated in both countries to facilitate the movement and eliminate unnecessary taxes applicable to foreign trucks.

Below table shows warehouse capacity and owners, during the seasonal fruitage demand can be high.

Commercial Storage Table

Location Owner Available for rent Capacity Type Access Condition

Maradi C.C.N.I/Kango ✔ 7,500 mt Concrete wall Free access Good

Maradi
EtsLabba Halilou

et Fils ✔ 5, 000 mt Concrete wall Limited Acceptable

Maradi
Societe des huiles

OLGA ✔ 10,000 mt Concrete wall Free access Good

Maradi Alpha Oumar ✔ 7,000 mt Concrete wall Free access Good

Maradi Tsayabou ✔ 4,000 mt Concrete wall Limited Acceptable



Magaria
Elh.Sabiou

Mamah ✔ 4,200 mt Concrete wall Free access Acceptable

Matameye ANSP ✔ 1,500 MT Concrete wall Free access Acceptable

Tahoua Frere Oumadah ✔ 3,000 mt Concrete wall Free access Good

Tahoua
Ets Moussa

Rambazo ✔ 5,000 mt Concrete wall Free access Good

Dosso NABASSA TPR ✔ 2,000 MT Concrete wall Free access Good

Zinder

Elh.Abdourahaman

Saidou

Commercnt
✔ 5,000 mt Concrete wall Free access Good

Storage used by Humanitarian Organizations

 

WFP is managing other warehouses in cooperation with the Ministère de l’Aménagement et du développement communautaire.

(IEB = Inspection et Enseignement de base)



All visited warehouses are equipped with required material such as weighing scales, extinguishers, ladders, plastic sheeting, fumigation plastics, stacking

pallets, sand buckets, etc.

Storage used by Humanitarian Organizations Table

Location Organisation Sharing possibility Capacity Type Access Condition

Agadez WFP - 2,500 mt Concrete Free access Good

Diffa WFP - 4,050 mt Tent Free access Good

Maradi WFP - 13,100 mt Concrete/Tent Free access Good

Niamey WFP - 14,250 mt Concrete/Tent Free access Good

N’Konni WFP - 8,00 mt Concrete Free access Good

Tahoua WFP - 9,750 mt Concrete/Tent Free access Good

Goure WFP - 7,00 mt Tent Free access Good

Zinder WFP - 12, 500 mt Concrete/Tent Free access Good

Public Sector Storage

All OPVN warehouses are similar concrete buildings offering of different capacity: 300 MT, 500 MT, 1,000 MT or 1,500 MT.  One site usually is made of a group

of buildings of different capacities. Condition of the walls, floors, ceiling, doors are usually acceptable.  Warehouses are located in cities centers.

OPVN has fixed rates in XOF (Francs CFA) for warehouse rent to WFP:

Monthly rental charges of OPVN warehouses

Warehouse capacity XOF Euros Approx USD

500 MT 75,000 114.34 +/- 166

1.000 MT 100,000 152.45 +/- 222

1.500 MT 150,000 228.67 +/- 332

• Cargo handling

None of the visited OPVN had cargo handling equipment. Transporters are supposed to provide the work force for loading and off-loading,

Wooden stacking pallets are usually available in enough quantities in each warehouse site.

OPVN has the capacity to undertake fumigation (and can also do it for WFP warehouses when invited).



• Security of Compound

Large compounds are fenced with walls but it’s not always the case.  Even when fenced, security measures seem loose, with people walking around freely.

 Designated guards were not always present and had to be found.

All OPVN warehouses are similar concrete buildings offering of different capacity: 300 MT, 500 MT, 1,000 MT or 1,500 MT.  One site usually is made of a group

of buildings of different capacities. Condition of the walls, floors, ceiling, doors are usually acceptable.  Warehouses are located in cities centers.OPVN has fixed

rates in XOF (Francs CFA) for warehouse rent to WFP:

Public Sector Storage Table

Location Ministry/Agency Use possibility Capacity Type Access Condition

Niamey Lazaret ✔ 16,500 - - -

Niamey Gamkalle ✔ 4,000 - - -

Niamey Route Torodi ✔ 4,000 - - -

Ouallam Ouallam ✔ 1,500 - - -

Tillaberi Tillaberi ✔ 1,000 - - -

Dosso Dosso 1 ✔ 4,000 - - -

Dosso Dosso 2 ✔ 7,500 - - -

Doutchi Doutchi ✔ 1,500 - - -

- Sub-total Niamey ✔ 40,000 - - -

Maradi Maradi 1 ✔ 3,000 - - -

Maradi Maradi 2 ✔ 6,000 - - -

Tessaoua Tessaoua ✔ 3,500 - - -

Dakoro Dakoro ✔ 1,000 - - -

- Sub-total Maradi ✔ 13,500 - - -

Tahoua Tahoua 1 ✔ 1,000 - - -

Tahoua Tahoua 2 ✔ 4,000 - - -

Konni Konni 1 ✔ 2,500 - - -

Konni Konni 2 ✔ 5,000 - - -

Madaoua Madaoua ✔ 2,000 - - -

- Sub-total Tahoua ✔ 14,500 - - -

Agadez Agadez ✔ 4,000 - - -

- Sub-total Agadez ✔ 4,000 - - -

Zinder Zinder ✔ 9,000 - - -

Tanout Tanout ✔ 3,500 - - -

Diffa Diffa C. ✔ 2,000 - - -

Maine Maine ✔ 1,500 - - -

N'Guigmi N'Guigmi 1 ✔ 2,000 - - -



- Sub-total Zinder ✔ 18,000 - - -

TOTAL

warehouse

capacity OPVN
✔ 90,000 - - -

Cold Chain

 

Below table gives a snapshot of cold chain facility available, MSF/B has a big capacity of storage located in Maradi city.

In Niamey LABOREX has a very important storage capacity of 200,000 litres located in the industry quartier opposite Société des transformations Alimentaires?

Tel: +22720741593 /+227 20741589.

NB: Cold Chain at Niamey International Airport doesn’t function at the time of the assessment.

Public Sector Storage Table

Location Organisation/Owner Type Cooling Power Quantity Total Capacity Condition

Maradi MSF/B Freezer Normal 31 511 good

Maradi MSF/B Refrigerator Normal 36 536 good

Maradi MSF/B Cooler Normal 95 132.2 good

Maradi MSF/B Door Vaccine Normal 325 5.2 good

Maradi MSF/B

Cold accumulator

(Empty boxes for

water)

Normal 5475 0,6 good

Maradi MSF/B

Cold accumulator

(Empty boxes for

water)

Normal 7872 0,4 good

Nimaey LABOREX Cold Chain Normal n/a 200,000 good

Cold Chain Image

Milling Assessment

 



There are no operating mills in Niger.  The “Mill of Sahel” was the only one, but it closed several  years ago.  It was located in Niamey.

Mills

Other Comments
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Narrative : Niger government in recent years has discovered Oil (Petroleum) in the northern part of Diffa region in collaboration with the China National

Petroleum Company.  Installation of refinery is underway by the Chinas national petroleum company in Zinder region. This project is likely to be completed by

the end of 2011 as plant installation tubes are already shipped, and transportation to the main destinations is in process.

Niger has a society responsible for petroleum imports and internal management call SONIDEP.

SONIDEP (Société Nigérienne Des Products Pétroliers) has been importing petroleum from the regional states mainly, Cotonou-Benin about (75 % +/ -) of the

stock, and Lome-Togo 25 %.

The country endeavor to maintain a security stock of 90 days including reservoir stock, moreover most of the regions namely: Agadez, Dosso, Diffa, Maradi,

Niamey (Sorey) and Zinder, have SONIDEP representation with a functional depot. Tahoua doesn’t have SONIDEP, but all petrol stations operating in Tahoua

are replenished though the depot of Dosso.

Lead time is 24 hrs- 48 hours, no major petroleum rupture has occurred in Tahoua’s gas stations. SONIDEP has been fighting petrol smuggle from neighboring

countries who produces petrol , i.e. Nigeria long boundary of 1500 km. SONIDEP Agadez confirmed that some stations are replenished through smuggle petrol

from Algeria and Libya.

 

The Petrol smuggle rate is very high in Agadez region, SONIDEP sales power is very lowed in Agadez due to the back market. Some stations are involved in the

procurement of smuggle fuel from Algeria and Libya.  Local authorities have combated petrol back market; yet no durable solution.

Fuel Authorities

SOCIETE NIGERIENNE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS

Title: Marketing Manager

Name: ILLO Aboubacar

Address: (SONIDEP) Niamey

Tel: +227 207333 34/+22796150301

Fax: +227 20734328

Email: a.illo@yahoo.fr

Website:

Responsible for the overall management of stock quality and quantity as by recommended standard of safety and security of Petroleum Company.

Fuel Supply and Storage

mailto:a.illo@yahoo.fr


No information provided.

Supply and Storage Distributors

Fuel Marketing and Local Distribution

 

Fuel marketing and local distributions are done by Total and OiLibya; mainly these two distributors covered largely all the territory of Niger. They are the most

reliable and experience distributors, well equipped, have cistern that transport flammable liquid on a regular basis to stations in the regions and departments

within the safety perimeter.

There is no record of accident in recent year of fuel tanker or petrol station.

Major Distributors

SOCIETE NIGERIENNE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS

Title: Manager

Name: Elh. Mohamed Rabiou Yahaya

Address: (SONIDEP) ZINDER

Tel: +227 510290

Fax: +227 510527

Website:

Responsible for the depot management of stock quality and quantity as by recommended standard of safety and security of Petroleum Company.

SOCIETE NIGERIENNE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS



Title: Depot Manager

Name: Doiri Adamou

Address: (SONIDEP) Maradi

Tel: +227 96668380

Website:

Responsible for the overall management of stock quality and quantity as by recommended standard of safety and security of Petroleum Company. Coordinate

with various stations for timely replenishment.

BABATI Stations

Title: President Director General

Name: Yacouba Babati

Address: (Maradi & Dakoro)

Tel: +227 96967818

Website:

Responsible for the depot management of stock quality and quantity as by recommended standard of safety and security of Petroleum Company. Coordinate

with various stations for timely replenishment.

SOCIETE NIGERIENNE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS

Title: Depot Chief

Name: Sanle Sabo

Address: (SONIDEP) Agadez

Tel: +227 96874827/+22790464160

Website:

Responsible for the depot management of stock quality and quantity as by recommended standard of safety and security of Petroleum Company. Coordinate

with various stations for timely replenishment.

Fuel Pricing



 

SONIDEP coordinates Fuel Pricing on a monthly basis with the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, which have control over the fuel stock within the country. Fuel

prices fluctuate alongside the international petrol price in the world market. More-over the USD exchange rate has influence on the petrol market price.

In the regions depot’s managers submit on a regular basis fuel movement and theoretical stock to the governor’s office for decision making.

The distribution stations are partially supervised by local authority, for example when there is fuel stock limitation.  Each station is authorized to keep at least

2,000 liters as security stock which is incompletely managed by local authority.

Tax immunity depends on the category of the items concern, in Niger food and non-food items are categorized, fuel falls within category III.

The NGO is also exempted from the tax on the value of import and other taxes for duty as excise duties (75 CFA per liter of gasoline, 29 CFA per liter of diesel

fuel, in the Community solidarity levy (in the ECOWAS zone), the Community levy in the UEMOA area that can be applied to certain categories of goods.

 

• April 2011 monthly price with Tax and without Tax both are in local currency. SONIDEP has been managing their stock without major problem of Fuel sortage

in Niger. Paraffin is subsidized by the government, at the rate of 218, 85 XOF on a liter.

Fuel Prices

Fuel Type Local Currency US Year/month

Petrol (per litre)
540,58 XOF with Tax / 416XOF

without tax
N/A April 5/ 2011

Diesel (per litre)
580 XOF with Tax / 532,83 XOF

without tax
N/A April 5/ 2011

Paraffin (per litre)
561XOF with Tax / 528,83 XOF

without tax
N/A April 5/ 2011

Fuel Supply

 

The distribution stations are partially supervised by local authority, for example, when there is fuel stock  limitation each station is authorized  to keep at least

2,000 liters as security stock which is incompletely managed by local authority. There is much security stock at all level, therefore supply chain falling-out is very

erratic to occur.

Fuel Demand



Does local supply (domestic refinery production and imports combined) meet the needs of the country, especially for aviation and ground fuels? Yes

• There is no domestic refinery operational at the moment of the assessment. An imported aviation JETA1 and ground fuel meets Niger operational needs. No

major break down of Petroleum supply in recent years.L’ONG est aussi exonérée de la taxe sur la valeur d’importation et d’autres de taxes en douane

comme les droits d’accises (75 CFA par litre d’essence ,29 CFA par litre de gasoil le prélèvement communautaire de solidarité (fabriques dans la zone

CEDAO, le prélèvement communautaire fabriques dans la zone UEMOA qui peuvent être appliquées a certaines catégories des biens.

Seasonal Variantions

Are there national priorities in the availability of fuel? ✔

Is there a rationing system? ✔

Is fuel to lower income/vulnerable groups subsidized? ✔

Can the local industry expand fuel supply to meet humanitarian

needs? ✔

Is it possible for a humanitarian organization to contract directly a reputable supplier/distributor to provide its

fuel needs?

Yes

Organisations

UN ✔

International Organisations ✔

NGO's ✔

Comments

Fuel Transportation

How is internal transportation of fuel products carried out?

No information provided.

Is the transportation infrastructure and fleet sufficient to handle current domestic needs as well as increased

demand from the humanitarian community?



Yes

Standards, Quality & Testing

Industry Control Measures

Tanks with adequate protection against water mixing with the fuel ✔

Filters in the system, monitors where fuel is loaded into aircraft ✔

Adequate epoxy coating of tanks on trucks ✔

Presence of suitable fire fighting equipment ✔

Is there a national or regional standards authority?

Yes

If yes, are the standards adequate/properly enforced?

Adequate

Are there national testing laboratories?

Yes

Fuel Quality Testing Laboratory Contacts

SOREY-SONIDEP

Address

BP.11702 Niamey-Niger

Contact Name

N/A

Title/Position



N/A

email

sonidep@intnet.ne

Telephone

+22720733335/+227 21790422+227 94729024

Fax

+22720734328

Web

N/A

Summary of Role and Services

Information not provided.

Standards Used

There are two national testing laboratories within SONIDEP compound 1.SOREY-SONIDEP 2. DOSSO-SONIDEP both are operational .

Comments

Transporters

 

• The transport network is very developed in Niger as per country operational size and populations. More than four Nigerien companies using big coach’s 

shuttle between Niamey, Dosso, Maradi, Zinder and Diffa in the south and east without security escort. There also a reliable transport coaches between



regional states i.e. Niamey-Bamako, Niamey-Dakar, Niamey-Ouagadougou, and Niamey-Cotonou. This also applies for the heavy duty trucks, engage in

commercial transportation. Within the country there are lots of trucks in all sizes, and in general the condition is good.

The syndicate or the transport union is placed in all the regions and departments, who regulate local syndicate rules and regulations. They restrict foreign trucks

to do internal transport except if there is no local alternate available at the time. Foreign trucks are charged between 25,000-45,000 XOF for internal transport,

but many trucks owners leaving on the Niger-Nigeria border have matriculated their trucks in both countries to avoid embarrassment from local authority.

The market is larged especially in the region of Maradi, the commercial capital of Niger; Maradi has become the transit point for the Nigerians importing goods

through the port of Cotonou.

The OLGA oil refinery plant in Maradi also increases it production, based on this many business men come to purchase Oil and Soap from OLGA –Maradi. This

company has the capacity of production up to 40 tons minimum per day base on the type of Packaging. Preferably the 25 liters jerry can is the commonly used

Packaging.

 

• The road land transport in Niger is managed by the Trade Union of Carriers. The fleet is generally old with a medium age of approximately 25 years. The lack

of spare parts, the constantly increasing of fuel costs, the increase of demand (mine and petroleum sectors implementation) and the bad conditions of roads

lead to a system that may have limits at any moment.

The Union has reached an agreement with the neighbouring countries unions by which goods to be transferred to Niger will be transported for 2/3 by Niger

Companies/transporters and for 1/3 by trucks from where the goods are originating from (port).

In general, local transporters have a limited fleet of trucks and when needed they sub-contract to others. CAT Logistics have just received 25 brand new trucks

(Chine manufacture) of 30 tons capacity as per the axel weight limitation.

The fuel market is well developed that petrol stations are operational all over the country along the main national road. Total and OilLibya are the two main

companies that run Oil business in Niger. To date a litre of diesel cost 330, 12 XOF on duty free and 465 XOF duty paid.  The one of petrol cost is 281,81XOF

duty free, and 476 XOF duty paid (October 2009 rate).

 

Please find in the annexes a detailed list of Road Transport companies.

 



• Disclaimer

Registration does not imply any business relationship between the supplier and WFP/Logistics Cluster, and is used solely as a determinant of services, and

capacities.

Please note: the Logistics Cluster and WFP maintain complete impartiality and are not in a position to endorse or comment on any company's suitability as a

reputable service provider. The Logistics Cluster reserves all editorial rights to its publications and may exclude any submission from the suppliers contact list

without providing any kind of notification or explanation to the companies involved without any recourse for retribution of any kind.

 

Transporters

Compangnie Commerciale Du Niger

Transporter Contacts

CCNI

Name: Laouali Ousmane Kango

Address: Maradi

Tel: +22720410180 Cell:+22796971581

Website:

Fleet

Vehicle Types Number Capacity per vehicle type Total Capacity (No x capacity) Condition

Trucks 12 40tns 480 tons good

Total Fleet Capacity (MT)

480



Equipment

information not provided.

Comments

He has the capacity to mobilise truck for transportation base on the need.

OLGA

Transporter Contacts

Societe Des Huiles OLGA

Name: Moussa H.Gazobi

Address: Maradi

Tel: +22720411256 Cell:+22796974059

Email: gazoby@yahoo.fr

Website:

Fleet

Vehicle Types Number Capacity per vehicle type Total Capacity (No x capacity) Condition

Truck 40 35 tns 1400 good

Truck 45 40 tns 1800 good

Cistern 15 30m3 450m3 good

Total Fleet Capacity (MT)

3,200

mailto:gazoby@yahoo.fr


Equipment

information not provided.

Comments

The fleet capacity is more than 3,200 tons as the cistern is not added, potentail transporter.

NABASSA TPR DOSSO

Transporter Contacts

NABASSA TPR

Title: CEO

Name: Somaila NABASSA

Address: DOSSO

Tel: +227650320 Cell:+22796598253

Website:

Fleet

Vehicle Types Number Capacity per vehicle type Total Capacity (No x capacity) Condition

Truck 60 35tns 2100 good

Truck 25 30 tns 750 good

Truck 5 20tns 100 good

Total Fleet Capacity (MT)

2,950



Equipment

information not provided.

Comments

This transporter is based in Dosso, he has a big composition of fleet with good condition. He is the president of the syndicate.

Elhj Moumini DOSSO

Transporter Contacts

Elhj Moumini DOSSO

Name: Elhj Moumini

Address: DOSSO

Tel: +22790007184 Cell:+22796887062

Website:

Fleet

Vehicle Types Number Capacity per vehicle type Total Capacity (No x capacity) Condition

Truck 6 30tns 180 good

Total Fleet Capacity (MT)

180

Equipment



information not provided.

Comments

This transporter is based in Dosso and he has the ability to mobilize trucks base on operational needs.

Entrprise Zouweya

Transporter Contacts

Entrprise Zouweya

Title: Representative

Name: Zouweya/CEO

Address: BP.31 N’Guigmi-Diffa

Tel: +227 96981717 Cell:+227 96981717

Website:

Fleet

Vehicle Types Number Capacity per vehicle type Total Capacity (No x capacity) Condition

Trucks 27 20 tons 540 mt good

Trucks 110
30mt and 40 mt /Average

(35mt x110)
3,850 mt 50% of fleet New

Trucks n/a 5-10 mt - -

Total Fleet Capacity (MT)

4,390

Equipment



information not provided.

Comments

This transporter is based in Diffa he has a very big fleets currently he has contract with the China National Petroleum Conpany who is constructing the Refinery

in Zinder. He has more than 4,390 MT capacity . He never declared the number of light trucks 5-10 tons capacity.

Vehicle Rental

 

There is a possibility of renting good quality of Land cruiser 4x4 with full options in all the regions at the rate of 50,000 XOF by day with a driver. But refueling will

be at your cost; the vehicle will come with full tank and return with full tank. Maintenance is at the responsibility of the owner as well as drivers salary.

The second- hand land cruiser 4x4 or it category can also be hired on a daily basis with a reasonable rate, between 30,000-40,000 XOF by day including driver

and above conditions.

Small car with air-condition, in good condition can be hire by day between 20,000 XOF-30,000 XOF including driver. You can only provide fuel for the journey

you are going to cover and maintenance at the cost of the owner.

Rental Car Companies

Frere Oumadah Transpoter Tahoua

Title: Manager

Name: Oumadah

Tel: +22796883635/ +22790983635

Website:

He has the vehicles 4x4 necessary for bush road and difficult terrain.

Garage Army-Maradi



Title: Manager

Name: Ibrahima Garba (Gonda)

Tel: +22796970763/ +22791354619

Website:

He can provide services, Trucks 6x6 and passenger vehicle 4x4 Jeeps. He has a garage in full time operations. He is WFP short listed garage in Maradi.

Ahmed Oumadha Tahoua

Title: Business Manager

Name: Hassan Aliou

Tel: +22796883633/+22790983633

Website:

He has 7 Land cruisers with full options and drivers for 45,000 XOF by day.

Establishment Hadi M.Laminou Maradi

Title: Manager

Name: Elh.Hadi Laminou

Tel: +22796971296 /+22794935956

Email: hadimahamanlaminou@yahoo.fr

Website:

He has 4 Land cruisers with full options and drivers for 50,000 XOF by day. And 3 small cars for 30,000 XOF for a day.

Taxi Companies

 

mailto:hadimahamanlaminou@yahoo.fr


There are lots of taxis running in the city center and the quartiers which are in an acceptable condition, however during the assessment period there wasn’t any

taxi company available. Taxis running in the city are taking 4-6 passengers; rate depends on the distance to be covered. For shorter distance is 200 XOF by

passenger. Erstwhile taxi drivers over charged if they notice you are weird to the system.

Airport Taxis charge between 2,500 XOF -10,000 XOF by destination during sun light, night operations prices are discussed.

Taxi Companies

Freight Forwarding Agents

 

Freight Forwarders

SDV-SAGA BENIN

Title: Manager

Name: Didier Sterlingot 

Tel: +229 21 33 11 78/+229 21 33 16 11

Fax: +229 21 33 34 44

Email: didier.sterlingot@bollore.com

Website:

Freight Forwarder based in Cotonou-Port Benin and has a brench in Niger.

SOBEMAP

Name: State company

Tel: + 229 21 31 40 06

mailto:didier.sterlingot@bollore.com


Website:

Freight Forwarder based in Cotonou-Port Benin, belong to the state.

Damco Benin Maersk

Title: Responsible

Name: Ricardo Missihoun

Address: House Zone OCBN Lot 531 Parcelle B 01 BP 2826 Cotonou -Benin

Tel: +229 (21) 314330

Email: ricardo.missihoun@damco.com

Website:

WFP Freight Forwarder based in Cotonou-Port Benin

Damco Niger

Title: Responsible

Name: Aboubacar Gaouri

Address: Boulevard du 15 Avril BP 12051 Niamey Niger

Tel: +227 (20) 737302

Email: aboubacar.gaouri@damco.com

Website:

WFP Freight Forwarder based in Niamey -Niger

CAT-Logistics Niamey, Niger

Title: President /Administrator

Name: Ali Djimba

Tel: +22796966261/+22790952600

mailto:ricardo.missihoun@damco.com
mailto:aboubacar.gaouri@damco.com


Fax: +22720743429

Email: adjimba@catniger.ne

Website: www.catniger.com

CAT-Logistics has been WFP Freight Forwarder from Cotonou port to Niger during the 2010 food crisis.

Handling Equipment

Handling equipments are available in the country , mostly for hiring on a daily or hourly basis.

Companies

Cellule D’Assistance en Escale

Title: Station Manager

Name: Chaibou Massalatchi

Address: BP.1006 Niamey, Niger

Tel: +227207 32135/+22796963075

Fax: +22720735866

Email: massalatchi.chaibou@cac.ne

Website:

This Cellule d’Assistance has the required equipments for all types handling .

Agency Central CFAO

Address: BP.204 Niamey

Tel: +22720740158/+22720740159

mailto:adjimba@catniger.ne
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Website:

Equipment available base on need

Electricity And Power

 

Electricity and Power supply is covered most of the Nigeriens territory. Niger has been importing its electricity & power from the Federal Republic of Nigeria.

Electricity & power is a luxury, and not consistent, it doesn’t supply regular and constant throughout the country. On a daily basis power supply outage 1-3 times

for a duration of 30mn-1hour (March-May hottest time in the year) in many parts of the suburb.

For departmental areas only few locations have access to electricity power, in addition the rate by kWh is very expensive. Many people don’t afford electrifying

their homes due to exorbitant bill at the end of the month. During the dry season March-May the outage increased as demand is higher than supply.

Agadez regions Electricity power is generated from different sources, some from the carbon plant and the other from main generator production.

 

Main Producers/Distributors

Societe Nigerienne D’Electricite (NIGELEC)

Title: Operations

Name: NIGELEC

Address: BP. 11202-NIAMEY

Tel: +22720712692 +22720712693 +22720712694, +22720712695

Fax: +227 20723288

Website:

Supervises the distribution and monthly payement of bills .



Electricity Generation

 

Electricity generation mainly from the Federal Republic of Nigeria, about 80 percent of it supply power and 20 % (+/-) from carbon plant and generators

production.

Table below gives a snapshot of production during the previous years to present.

Source: https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/fields/2092.html

Production Units

Type Installed Capacity (MW) Current Production (MW)

150 millions kWh (2007 est.) KWh 240 million kWh 443.2 million kWh

Imported Electricity Details

450 millions kWh (2007 est.)

Distribution

 

All the regions and departments have an acceptable distribution network. Each region handles the general management of its own electricity power supply.

The Federal Republic of Nigeria receives payment in United State dollar from the Republic of Niger. There is no alternate power source identify by the time of

the assessment.

Supply Electricity

 

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/fields/2092.html


Electricity power supply is luxurious, only middle and upper class people that have the financial ability to meet their basic need.

Many departmental areas have the structure in place but only few people houses are electrified. Electric poles are erected alongside of the national routes,

department’s route and district roads, which might have cost a lot of investment.

 

Year Electricity - consumption (billion kWh)

2000 0.363

2001 0.401

2002 0.4046

2003 0.3251

2004 0.3251

2005 0.3276

2006
0.2639

2007 0.4158

2008 0.4432

2009 0.4432

 

 

Definition of Electricity - consumption: This entry consists of total electricity generated annually plus imports and minus exports, expressed in kilowatt-hours. The

discrepancy between the amount of electricity generated and/or imported and the amount consumed and/or exported is accounted for as loss in transmission

and distribution.

Power Stability

Power grid / network coverage Network coverage 85% of the habited areas .

Is supply regular and constant throughout the country?
No Power Supply don’t covered all the territory. On a daily basis power

supply go out.

On average, how often does power supply go out? 1-3 times by day March-May during the dry season

On average, how long does the outage last?
30mn-1hour in many part of the Suburb as demand is higher than supply

during the hotness.

Manual Labour Costs

 

There are lots of unskilled casual workers that are involved in loading and unloading of goods and materials. As well other is involved in the construction field

which is paid around 1,500-2,500 XOF by day.



Daily general semi-worker and skilled labours are also available in the market. Rate by days are varies from one location to another dependent on the availability

of workforce and experience.

Generally in Niger, casual workforces are paid 500 XOF per ton loaded or unloaded.

Type of labours

Type Price in US$ per day as of November 2009

Daily general worker (unskilled casual worker)
Casual labours are paid by 1ton loaded / unloaded 750 XoF – 1,000 XOF by

ton reliant on packaging type , applicable for WFP.

Daily general worker (semi-skilled) Aroud 5,000 XOF by day of work .

Skilled labour Around 10,000 XOF by day of work .

Telecommunications

 

The ministry of information / communication is the authority that responsible for the importation of all communication gadgets. There has been no problem

observed in recent years for utilizations of communications devices for humanitarian purposes.   Satellite phones, Motorola hand held radio, VHF / HF base radio

are regularly imported into the country by humanitarian community.

UN agency and NGO have installed communication facility in all their bases, for mission in an area of insecurity satellite phone is indispensable. For importation

of communication tools permission has to be obtained from the same ministry. Frequencies are issued by the Government; Permission for the frequencies might

be delay if it’s not properly justified.

 

• GSM/SIM Services

The mobile telephone system has been set-up (Since October 2001) and is operating in all major cities of Niger.

 

While travelling to the field it is highly recommended to carry a radio on board as well as a satellite phone.

 

Telephone Services

Is there an existing landline telephone network? Yes



Does it allow international calls? Yes

On average, number and length of downtime periods Stoppage is infrequently occured

Mobile phone providers Airtel, Orange, Moov ,and Sonitel

GPRS providers All the 4 operartors provide GPRS resseaus

Estimated availability and coverage 95 % availability and coverage

Procedure to obtain subscription
Mobile phone Sim card is easily obtained , on the side of the road by

vendor.

Internet Service Providers

Are there ISPs available? Yes

ISP Names Airtel, Orange, MOOV, Sonitel, Alink Telecom, IXCOM, and Connecteo

Private/Government? Private

Dial-up only? No

Approximate Rates Dial-up N/A

Approximate Rates Broadband N/A

Max leasable 'dedicated' bandwidth
All the ISP mentioned above have different rate charges, and the services

are 95 % relaible .

ISP Providers

 

WFP country office and all sub offices are connected through a V-SAT. In addition, there are many ways to connect to the internet in Niger:

The dial-up system (through telephone landlines) is the cheapest, easiest and fastest way to connect to internet in Niger. It is provided by SONITEL (Société

Nigérienne de Télécommunication).

It works in all major hotels in Niamey. The speed is slow because it is 36kbps (a recent upgrade of the capacity is to be confirmed). The receptionist in the hotel

should provide information to any visitor on how to connect the laptop from the room. The payment is done at the counter of the hotel before getting the account

credentials. The access and use of this system cost about 1,000 XOF (2.2 USD) per hour.

The Wifi (wireless) system works in Grand hotel, Gaweye hotel, Sahel hotel, Terminus hotel, Home land hotel, Macquis 2000 hotel, Tenere hotel, and so many

other category of medium standard hotels. All visitors need is a pre-paid card that goes from 1,000 to 10,000 XOF. It can be bought at the hotel's reception, even

during week-ends, and in some shops/kiosks in town.



Once the laptop computer is fitted with a wireless network interface card, the signal comes up automatically when it is in one of the above hotels. By entering the

username and password found on the scratch pre-paid card, the internet access is available without any other formalities.

In Maradi (Guest House hotel) there is a dial-up system available for customers in the hotel (it is free of charge). - The WFP office has a V-SAT in good working

condition.

In Tahoua, the Wifi (wireless) system works in Tarka hotel. The access is free of charge and limited to customers who are requested to collect an access code

from the reception desk. - The WFP office has a V-SAT in good working condition

In Zinder, hotels do not have access to internet but there are cybercafés in town (500XOF/hour) - the WFP office has a V-SAT in good working condition

Visitors are therefore advised to contact the hotel administration or use the telephone numbers listed below to be given access to internet provided that his/her

laptop has an internal modem. He can also contact WFP ICT Niamey prior to his arrival.

 

 

ISP Providers Companies

Sonitel

Address: Société Nigérienne des Télécommunications BP 208 NIAMEY (NIGER)

Tel: 227 72 29 98

Fax: 227 72 24 78

Email: sonitel@intnet.ne

Website: http://www.intnet.ne/

dial-up and Wifi (wireless)

mailto:sonitel@intnet.ne   
http://www.intnet.ne/


Alink Telecom

Title: Directeur Général

Name: Samson NASSA

Address: N/A

Tel: +227 20738501 / +227 94944501

Email: ggbedjeg@alinktelecom

Website: http://www.alinktelecom.net/

Alink Telecom (former Afripa telecom) V-SAT, wireless and telecomunication

Ixcom

Address: N/A

Tel: +227 20 73 71 71

Email: info@iniger.ne

Website: N/A

V-SAT and wireless

Liptinfor SA.

Title: Directeur Général

Name: Olivier de BOISSET

Address: Liptinfor Niger SA BP 2840 Niamey, NIGER

Tel: +227 20 75 26 80 / +227 94 24 19 76

Email: odeboisset@liptinfor.net

Website: http://www.liptinfor.net/

FOURNISSEUR D'ACCES INTERNET
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Connecteo Niger

Address: Connecteo Niger– V-SAT and wireless B.P: 1207 Niamey

Tel: +227 20741361 / +227 94612041

Email: N/A

Website: http://www.connecteo.com/

V-SAT and wireless

Telecommunications Regulations

 

Satellite phones are regularly imported into the country. Two units are available at WFP Country office, and one unit at each sub office. No restrictions on the

import of Sat-Phones.

The importation of radios (HF & VHF) must be declared the ministry information and communication. Frequencies should be requested to the

Government. Permission for the frequencies is not easily obtained.

The UN system obtained two frequencies and one is WFP property and frequently used by other UN Organizations.

 

 

Regulations

Regulations on usage or import of: Regulating Authority

Satellite ✔ Information’s and Communication Ministry

HF Radio ✔ Information’s and Communication Ministry

UHF/VHF/HF radio: handheld, base and

mobile ✔ Information’s and Communication Ministry

mailto:N/A
http://www.connecteo.com/


UHF/VHF repeaters ✔ Information’s and Communication Ministry

GPS ✔ Information’s and Communication Ministry

VSAT ✔ Information’s and Communication Ministry

Individual Network Operator Licenses

Organization network operator licenses is obtained from the government interior ministry with certification from communication ministry.

Frequency Licenses

Frequency is issued by the government prior to justification of purpose and service its intended . Sometime the process takes longer than expected.

Licensing procedures

No information provided.

Existing Humanitarian Telecoms Systems

 

A UN communication centre has been put in place with three radio stations bases (HF and VHF) located in Niamey, Zinder and Tahoua. Stations of Niamey

(being a country base) and Tahoua (on UN security phase 3) have been operating on 24 hours regime.

The VHF radio covers the town of Niamey, airport included, and it is used by all UN system.

 

 

Existing UN Telecommunication Systems

Organisations VHF frequencies HF frequencies Repeaters VSAT

UNDP 156.568 4 457 N/A N/A



WFP 156.568 6 878 N/A N/A

UNICEF 156.568 7 562 N/A N/A

UNFPA 156.568 4 457 N/A N/A

UNDSS 156.568 4 457 N/A N/A

Local Supplies Markets

Food Suppliers

 

Types of food conusmed:

Mostly consumed food are Millets, Sorghum, Beans, Livestocks, Onion, Cassava, Maize, Rice, and Legumes. All these commodities can be produced locally. The

southern Sahelian zones are extremely marginal for millet cultivation, which is actuelly forbindden in the north. However the northern Sahelian farmers are more

and more anxious trying it.  During the previous years (2008 and 2009) Millet exportation was banned as it’s the primary food.  CCA couldn’t confirmed if the

banned was lifted or not.

• The southern Sahelian zones annual rainfall 350-600mm June-Sept, Millet field are often predominant and in the higher rain fall areas, Sorghum. Livestock

also form an important part of the agricultural system, grazing on the crop stubbles and providing the farmers with nature. While by northern Sudanian zone

annual rainfall 600-800 mm, May-Oct and is densely populated and cultivated for Sorghum mostly, but also for millet and cowpea. The herb layer is very

varied and includes grasses and legumes and other woody species (Gingerbread).

• Main Food Supplier is trading mostly in the following commodities, Millets, Sorghum, Livestock’s, Beans and Onion. In southern part of the Sahelian regions all

these food items can be purchased during the harvest period. The Hausa dominant group in the south is the main suppliers. The business men from the

Federal Republic of Nigeria also purchase these commodities from Maradi region as the distance is considerable and route condition is prefect.

Société Des Transformations Alimentaires (STA) located in Niamey, is producing VITAMIL, Plumpy’s Nut, Grandibien, and A venir: Pates, Plumpy Doz,

supplementary (ready to eat meals). Capacity actual are 395 tons by month, with 65 permanent staff and a team composed of 80 women as temporary workers.

Companies

Compagnie Commerciale du Niger( CCNI)

Address: Bp.127 Maradi-Niger

Tel: +22720410180

Fax: +22720410805



Supplies

• Maize

• Beans

Elh.Abdourahaman Saidou

Address: Commercant Zinder et Dungass Bp.416 Zinde

Tel: +22720510583/+22796989390

Supplies

• Maize

• Beans

• Sugar

Ets Labba Halilou et Fils

Address: Commercant general Cereales Bp.90-Maradi

Tel: +22720411205/+22796872962

Supplies

• Maize

• Beans

• Sugar

• Oil

Alina Sidi Mohamed

Address: Commercant Agadez

Tel: +22796984581/+22796935943

Supplies



• Sugar

• Oil

Societe Des Huiles OLGA

Address: BP.483 –Maradi-Niger

Tel: +227 20411256

Email: olgamaradi@yahoo.fr

Supplies

• Oil

Societe Des Transformations Alimentaires (STA)

Address: 3134 Avenue D’Afrique Quartier D’Industre Bp.12031-Niamey

Tel: +22790444342

Supplies

• RTE: Ready to Eat Meals / Plumpy NUT

Suppliers of other commodities

Companies

Agency Central CFAO

Address: Bp.204-Niamey

Tel: +227 20740158

Supplies

mailto:olgamaradi@yahoo.fr


• Generators

Total

Address: Diori Hamani International Airport

Tel: +22720732381/+22720732383

Supplies

• Fuel: Jet A-1, Diesel, Petrol & Oil Supplies

OiLibya

Address: Diori Hamani International Airport

Tel: +22720732517/+22720732518

Supplies

• Fuel: Jet A-1, Diesel, Petrol & Oil Supplies

MELL PLUS INFORMATIQUE

Address: quartier dar as salam, Niamey

Tel: +227 20352323

Supplies

• Water Equipment: Pumps, Filters, Pipes & Tanks

SALAM

Address: Quartierdan goulb

Tel: +22721 421 341

Supplies

• Computers

Ets Alkondjinbureautique, import-export



Address: Kalley Amirou, Niamey

Tel: +22720737844

Supplies

• Computers

Comments

 

Accommodation

 

Nowadays finding Hotel accommodation in Niamey and the regions are not a big deal; every region has hotel or quest houses for accommodation. Only in Diffa

region hotel quality doesn’t meet required standard, however organizations operating in Diffa region have guest houses.

The following organizations can be contacted (CARE-International, HKI, PADL, PAC and the Governor office). The rate by night vary from 10,000 -15,000 XOF,

this apply to most of the main operational zones. Maradi-Dakoro there is many guesthouses manage by NGO for the same rate by night.

Niamey city center the following accommodations are used by UN and NGO, Sahel hotel, Terminus hotel, Home land hotel, Macquis 2000 hotel, Tenere hotel,

Grand hotel, and Gaweye hotel.

The hotel use by UN agency and NGO in the regions includes Maradi –Guest house, Mourna guest house in Zinder, Tarka hotel in Tahoua, Hotel de la paix in

Agadez, and Village Artisanal in Dosso.

Accommodations

Hotel Sahel Sarl

Address: Niamey Bp.627

Tel: +22720732431



Fax: +22720732098

Email: sahel@yahoo.fr

Website:

Rate is reasonable is one of WFP prefer guest house.

Hoteh Guest House IDI Kado

Name: Idi Kado

Address: Birni N’Konni. Bp.71 Konni

Tel: +22720640296

Website:

Rooms are clearned , rate by night is reasonable.

MOTEL-Birni N’Konni

Address: Bp.66

Tel: +227 20640650

Website:

Rooms are clearned , rate by night is reasonable.

Hotel Hamdallah

Title: Manager

Name: Hamdallah

Address: Bp.12-GAYA

Tel: +22720680468

Website:

Rooms are clearned and air condition with acceptable rate. No no restaurant facility.

mailto:sahel@yahoo.fr


Hotel Djerma

Address: Bp.218 -DOSSO

Tel: +2272065020668

Website:

Rooms are clearned and air condition with acceptable rate. Restaurant available
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• Terms and Conditions for the Logistics Cluster Web site

1. The United Nations World Food Programme (UNWFP) as the IASC-designated Global Cluster Lead of the Logistics Cluster is responsible for ensuring appropriate information management necessary for an

effective and coordinated response to humanitarian crises (IASC Operational Guidance on Responsibilities of Cluster/Sector Leads and OCHA in Information Management). The term 'Information Management'

refers to the various stages of information processing, from production to storage and retrieval to dissemination. Information may be from internal and external sources and in any format.

2. Within this responsibility, the UN World Food Programme maintains a website (hereinafter referred to as the Website) and related information sharing tools and services to enhance public access to information

about humanitarian operations. The Website is managed by the UNWFP Logistics Division and the Global Logistics Cluster Support Cell, under the custodianship of the Logistics Division of the UN World Food

Programme (hereinafter referred to as GLCSC). References to UNWFP as a legal personality therefore include the Global Logistics Cluster Support Cell.

3. This Website includes without limitation: (a) the Logistics Cluster Home website, each Logistics Cluster and UNJLC specific crisis and operations websites, online services, Digital Logistics Capacity

Assessment, discussion forums, mailing lists and information sharing platforms and tools accessible via the Website (collectively referred to as "Information Sharing Tools"); and (b) content such as guidelines,

data, text, maps, photographs, graphics, video, messages, or other materials ("Content"). UNWFP Logistics and GLCSC controls and operates the Website from various locations and makes no representation

that this Website is appropriate or available for use in all locations. Users of the Website on behalf of their employer must be authorized to accept these Terms and Conditions on their employer's behalf.

• Copyright notice

1. The use of the material published on the Website is governed by the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial No Derivatives Licence [http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/legalcode]. In the

use of the published materials, Users consent to the terms and conditions of that licence, which permits sharing of material published on the Website providing that the material is attributed to the owner of the

information. Material may not be used for commercial purposes. Any of the conditions of the Creative Commons Licence may be waived following permission from the copyright holder.

• Disclaimer

1. Information provided on the Website is provided without warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including, without limitation, warranties as to fitness for a specific purpose, non-infringement, accuracy or

completeness of any materials published in the Website.  Under no circumstances shall UNWFP be liable for any direct or consequential loss, personal injury, property damage, or expense of what ever the

nature directly or indirectly incurred or suffered by a user that is claimed to have resulted from the use of the Website  (including without any limitation, any bugs, viruses, trojan horses or the like which may be

transmitted to or through the Website by any third party or any unauthorized access to or use of our secure server and/or any and all personal information stored therein). Under no circumstances shall UNWFP

be liable for how or for what purpose users use the information obtained from the Website.   The use of the site is at the User's sole risk.

• Content

1. The Website allows access to material which has been provided for this purpose by UNWFP and/or individual Logistics Cluster participants and other entities (Logistics Cluster Submissions). The Website also

allows individual Users to upload and publish contents selected by that User (User Submissions). The opinions expressed in the Website's contents, whether Logistics Cluster Submissions or User

Submissions, are those of the authors and are not necessarily shared or endorsed by UNWFP. By uploading material in respect to which they are the intellectual property right owners, Users and Logistics

Cluster participants agree to subject that material to the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons licence which governs the use of all material published on this website

[http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/legalcode]. Users are obliged to ensure that no third party rights are infringed upon through the publishing or uploading of material onto this website. UNWFP

is not liable for any infringements of third party rights as a result of such uploading or publishing by the Users/Logistics Cluster participants and they alone will be liable for them. In such case the User/Logistics

Cluster participant will indemnify and defend and hold harmless UNWFP for any damage or other detrimental consequence ensuing as a result of the infringement.

2. All efforts are taken to ensure that any and all content or material of the nature described in Section 7. User Conduct is excluded from the Website, however in the event that content or material of this nature is

included, UNWFP holds no responsibility or liability for this or any effects it may have.

• Linked websites and feeds included in the website

http://dlca.logcluster.org/NER/annexes/ner-national-flag.jpg
http://dlca.logcluster.org/NER/annexes/ner-annexes


1. The Website may contain links, references to third-party websites as well as information feeds from third-party websites, and such websites may in turn contain links and references to further third-party

websites (Linked Websites).  The Linked Websites are not under the control of UNWFP and UNWFP shall not be responsible for the contents of any Linked Websites.  The inclusion of a link or reference does

not imply the endorsement of or preference for the Linked Website or owner of the related material by UNWFP.

• Boundaries

1. The boundaries and names shown on maps and other documents on the Website, as well as those appearing within the Linked Websites, do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations

or UNWFP of such boundaries and names

• User conduct

1. Users of this Website are prohibited from the following acts:

(a) posting on or transmitting through the Website any material which transmits spam, bulk or unsolicited communications;

(b) posting on or transmitting through the Website any material: (i) which violates or infringes in any way upon the rights of others; (ii) which is unlawful, threatening, abusive, defamatory, invasive of privacy or publicity

rights, vulgar, obscene, profane, in breach of confidentiality or otherwise objectionable; (iii) which encourages conduct that would constitute a criminal offence, give rise to civil liability or otherwise violate any law;

and/or (iv) or contain advertising or any solicitation with respect to products or services;

(c) assuming a false identity, or misrepresentation of an organisation or other entity;

(d) forging headers or otherwise manipulating identifiers (including URLs) in order to disguise the origin of any content transmitted through this service;

(e) misrepresenting one's affiliation with a person or entity;

(f) disrupting the normal flow of dialogue or otherwise act in a manner that negatively affects other users' ability to use the Website;

(g) engaging in activities that would violate any fiduciary relationship or any applicable international law, including but not limited to attempting to compromise the security of any networked account or site, operating

an illegal lottery or gambling operation, stalking, or making threats of harm;

(h) collecting or storing personal data about other users unless specifically authorised by such users according to paragraph 8.4; or

(i) using professional contact information for anything other than legitimate non-commercial purposes, as stated in section 8. Personal Information of these Terms and Conditions.

• Use of personal information

1. This policy covers the use of personal information that UNWFP Logisitcs Division and the GLCSC collects through the use of the Website and related Information Sharing Tools.

2. Users may be asked to submit personal information (e.g. name and email address) in order to receive or use services on the website and related Information Sharing Tools.  Such services and tools include

newsletters, comments, mailing lists, message boards and membership.

3. By entering details in the fields requested, the User grants permission to UNWFP Logistics and GLCSC to store and use the information for the purpose of providing services as stated on the Website. When

using personal information, UNWFP Logistics and GLCSC will act in accordance with current legislation and aim to meet current Internet best practice.

4. UNWFP Logistics and GLCSC will not share individual personal information unless authorisation has been implied through the manner in which personal details have been transmitted, or unless authorisation

has been explicitly granted. Personal information will not be used for commercial purposes.

5. UNWFP Logistics and GLCSC will retain personal information for as long as the User intends to use the service requested and will remove it in the event that the purpose has been met or in the case of

discontinuation of membership. However, UNWFP Logistics and the GLCSC may store messaging transcript data (including message content, member names, times and dates) arising from the use of UNWFP

Logistics and GLCSC mailing lists.

6. The User has the right to request a copy of the personal information from the UNWFP Logistics and GLCSC and to have any inaccuracies corrected.

© 2000 - 2012 — This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 3.0 Unported License
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